Hon&nbsp;Vicky Darling&nbsp;MP Minister of Environment and Resource Management.

RE: SUSTAINABILITY OF THE FRASER ISLAND DINGO.

Australia has the worst record in the world for species extinction, and it seems the Queensland
Government is intent on continuing this unenviable record.

The Dingo (Canis lupus dingo) has scientifically been proven to be one of the oldest breeds in
the world. It is listed as Vulnerable by the IUCN (International Union for Conservation of
Nature), which means it is facing a high risk of extinction in the wild. The Dingoes of World
Heritage listed Fraser Island are also one of the purist strains in Australia and are a major
attraction for International tourists.

Against this evidence and the evidence of independent, non-governmental experts, the
Queensland government, under the guise of protecting the public from aggressive animals, has
adopted a policy of systematic shooting, hazing ( the shooting of clay pellets from slingshots)
and starvation in an attempt to exterminate the animals, and they have appointed Qld. National
Parks (DERM) as their executioners.

Dingoes left alone are generally timid by nature, but is it any wonder that all this interference is
causing extreme stress making them more likely to be aggressive towards humans! And is it
any wonder that normal, compassionate people, when they see a starving animal, are tempted
to feed it!

There is no doubt that the Departments Dingo Management Strategy is a complete failure and
there are important questions that need answering...
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1.
Why are unqualified personnel given carte blanche to shoot Dingoes they perceive as
dangerous when animal behaviourists contradict their assessments?
2.
Why will DERM not co-operate with these experts in finding a workable management program?
3.
Why are those that are trying to protect the Dingoes being intimidated and persecuted for their
efforts?
4.
Why is the hazing concentrated in an area where the State Government plans to MARKET an
ECO-TOURISM RESORT??

We not only expect answers but also action..

The culling must stop now and the gene pool of pure Dingo be preserved.

Management must be handed over to the appropriate experts before it is too late. Government
not only has a duty of care , but a moral obligation to protect the fragile eco-system of Fraser
Island, and that includes protecting our iconic Dingo from extinction..
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Awaiting your prompt action..

Name

From

Comments

1.

Judy Coleman

Omaha, NE

2.

Simone Duffin

Swan Hill, Australia

3.

Cheryl Bryant

Hervey Bay, Australia

4.

carole hagen

Warrenton, OR

5.

carol narick

Richmond, OH

6.

David tsosie

Phoenix, AZ

7.

Wendy Yule

Athens, Greece

8.

Panagiotis
Rigopoulos

Patras, Greece

9.

Nancy Bridget

Nepal, Nepal

10.

Chum R

Maple Ridge, Canada

11.

Chetna Pittea

London, United
Kingdom

12.

nicolette ludolphi

Bremen, Germany

13.

John W.
Konstantakis

Ioannina, Greece

14.

gail dair

Perth, Australia

15.

Angie Whiteman

Jersey, United
Kingdom

17.

Maren Heinig

Sydney, Australia

18.

Jonathan Silva

Viana Do Castelo,
Portugal

19.

rhonda de
gregorio

Melbourne, Australia

20.

Anne Holmberg

Glumso, Denmark

21.

Alice Diane
Celebre

East Amwell, NJ

22.

Barbara Tse

Glendale, AZ

23.

Bill C

Kempten, Germany

24.

myra gordon

Mastic Beach, NY

25.

Lisa Gareis

Kronach, Germany

26.

Ann Cawley

Saint Joseph, MO

27.

Adam Podlasinski

Warszawa, Poland

We must hold our Government accountable for the failure
of their Dingo Management Program and demand a stop to
this cruelty.

Save the wild dingoes, extinctions is not in the card.
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Signatures 1 - 27

Name

From

Comments

28.

JAY A

Virginia Beach, VA

29.

Vyjayanti G

India, India

30.

Ken Lucas

Rock Of Gibraltar,
Gibraltar

31.

Veronica
Sivenkova

Minsk, Belarus

32.

Claudia Peters

Maastricht,
Netherlands

33.

MARIA EUGENIA
GONZALEZ
CASTELLANOS

Tlalnepantla Estado
De Mexico, Mexico

34.

Nadezhda
Peneva

Alicante, Spain

35.

Julie Butche

Newfoundland, PA

36.

Marie Jenkinson

COIMBRA, Portugal

37.

Filomena Lomba
Viana

Melksham-wiltshire,
United Kingdom

38.

julie hall

bedfordshire, United
Kingdom

39.

Alessandra Alves

Spaulo, Brazil

40.

Angela O'brien

Newcastle upon
Tyne, United
Kingdom

41.

Katrin
ForTheAnimals

Sax, Germany

42.

Carin Zellerman

Stockholm, Sweden

43.

Mervi Rantala

Tampere, Finland

44.

Gail darby

Manchester, United
Kingdom

45.

ivona Parkaceva

Skopje, Macedonia,
The Former Yugoslav
Republic Of

46.

Ahmet Bayram

Kutahya, Turkey

47.

Rosemarie
Sardinas Herrera

Salzburg, Austria

48.

Helma Fuhrmann

Salzburg, Austria

49.

Petra Keim

Richmond, VA

50.

christine wolff

Amstelveen,
Netherlands

51.

lulu liza

Los Angeles, CA
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Please take immediate action to protect the Fraser Island
Dingo and their habitat before it is too late!!! Please stop
killing them NOW!!!

God another poor creature..come on Australia stop this
cruelty!!

-

Signatures 28 - 51

Name

From

Comments

52.

Rebecca
Alexander

Atlanta, GA

53.

Robert Avalos

Los Angeles, CA

54.

June Bostock

Nottingham, United
Kingdom

55.

Elizabeth
Dahlke-Williams

Woodbridge, VA

56.

Mafe Reyes

Iloilo City, Philippines

57.

Geoffroy LETANG Nouméa, New
Caledonia

58.

Renate Thomee

Vlodrop, Netherlands

59.

Mia Huolman

Vaasa, Finland

60.

Kellie Smith

Deering, NH

61.

richard painter

Basildon, United
Kingdom

62.

Cathy Robinson

Mobile, AL

63.

Marija Popovic

Belgrade, Serbia And
Montenegro

64.

Helen Colby

Miami, FL

65.

annmarie devine

Burtonport, Ireland

66.

marjolein
soederhuizen

Amsterdam,
Netherlands

67.

Nora Jones

Newcastle, Australia

68.

JAYNE
CVETANOSKI

Newcastle, Australia

69.

Robert Irving

Palatine, IL

70.

Renate
Brownjohn

Cheltenham,
Australia

71.

Cher Clarke

London, Canada

72.

Aletta Kraan

Stayner, Canada

73.

Alpa Patel

Jersey City, NJ

74.

Marie Sarjeant

Tewantin, Australia

75.

Denise LoRusso

Loretto, PA

76.

JJ Ascetta

Carle Place, NY

77.

Betty Duncan

Hervey Bay, Australia

78.

Jean Lord

Cliffwood Bch, NJ

79.

Lesley Spade

Longmont, CO

80.

Agnes N.

Bangkok, Thailand

81.

Noah Reiss

Rochester, NY

SAVE THESE DINGOS!!

terrible terrible leave the dingoes alone-please-andy
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Signatures 52 - 81

Name

From

Comments

82.

Betty Gregory

Lafayette, IN

83.

Ann Twinklelake

Confidential, Australia

84.

Marietta W.Alfaro

Sacramento, CA

85.

lisa rees

whittlesea, Australia

86.

Bob Pomilla

New York, NY

87.

Pat Goldberg

San Francisco, CA

88.

caroline raward

Georges Hall,
Australia

The Fraser Island dingoes are among the last remaining
pure-bred dingoes in Australia!! steps need to be made to
protect this animal at all costs. Disgusted by the
Queensland governments lack of foresight and backbone
in this issue. save the dingo from extinction!

89.

Olivia Seynaeve

Oostende, Belgium

Extinction is forever. Why is it so hard for the human race
to protect animals and nature instead of destroying
everything?

90.

Gudrun
Wiesflecker

Absam, Austria

91.

Darlene Davis

Garden City, MI

92.

Nigel Muecke

Kangaroo Island,
Australia

93.

Ellinor Sandberg

Molndal, Sweden

95.

Britta Gehler

Krefeld, Germany

96.

Chantal Buslot

Hasselt, Belgium

97.

Chris McCabe

Sandy, United
Kingdom

98.

Annie Dillon

Inverclyde, United
Kingdom

99.

Helena Tomic

Krefeld, Germany

100.

Octavian Paul
Draja

Arad, Romania

101.

Mat Triffitt

North ryde, Australia

102.

Nyack Clancy

Manhattan, NY

103.

Taylor Harte

Queensland,
Australia

104.

Antonio Amador

Setubal, Portugal

105.

Ruth S.

Kiel, Germany
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Please save these precious native animals before they too
are one of the many species Australia is wiping out!

An apex predator being starved and shot out of existence
in a world heritage area. 60 -100 left, beggars belief,
complete destruction of the gene pool, social structure and
species. Supplementary food drops need to be happen
now before its to late.
“One can measure the greatness and the moral progress
of a nation by looking at how it treats its animals”
Mahatma Gandhi

Let's save the Dingos!!!!
-

Signatures 82 - 105

Name

From

Comments

106.

Erasmia Tsiafi

Thessaloniki, Greece

107.

Russell Bray

Kensington Grove,
Australia

108.

NoEmailsPls
Wesley

England, United
Kingdom

109.

Marc Grawunder

Westerkappeln,
Germany

110.

Cathleen
Hamilton

Chickasaw, AL

111.

Gail Sulikowski

New Egypt, NJ

112.

Maurene Toppen

Huntington Beach,
CA

113.

Sonia Rowland

Wiesbaden, Germany

114.

Ioannis
Zambartas

Athens, Greece

115.

Yrna Miryana

Jakarta, Indonesia

116.

aliki roussou

thessalonikh, Greece

117.

Debbie peterson

Albrightsville, PA

118.

michael thomas
fisher

nottingham, United
Kingdom

119.

KATIA
EFSTATHIOU

THESSALONIKI-MACEDONIA-GREECE,
Greece

120.

Kathleen
Robertson

Cement, OK

121.

Ines Aponte

San Juan, PR

122.

Karen Neubauer

Geelong, Australia

123.

kim bauer

lancaster, CA

124.

christina l

Athens, Greece

125.

Christine Hill

Oshawa, Canada

126.

Joyce waldie

Moyock, NC

127.

Rajee Seetharam

Bangalore, India

128.

Alexa Reed

Arlington, MA
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What is wrong with you tossers(read our government), cant
you see that by removing the brumbies and wallabies from
Fraser Island you have condemmed the dingos on the
island to extinction. WAKE UP BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE,
YOU UEFs.

PLEASE LEAVE THE DINGOS ALONE THEY ARE TOO
IMPORTANT TO DESTROY SAVE THE DINGOS!!!!!!!

PLEASE stop the dingo extermination!! We must save this
iconic Australian species!!
People travel to Fraser specifically to see the dingos! If by
acting unwisely a human is hurt by a dingo, it is the
humans fault NOT the dingos! Education is the key, not
extermination!!

-

Signatures 106 - 128

Name

From

Comments

129.

Sue Le Ray

Kettering, United
Kingdom

130.

DANIELA
MORENO

Miami, FL

131.

Caitlin Tillman

Chagrin Falls, OH

132.

Deepak Joshi

New Delhi, India

133.

Mary Ritgert

Gettysburg, PA

134.

stefania s

Bucharest, Romania

135.

stefania s

Bucharest, Romania

136.

Tammy Smith

Davenport, IA

137.

Donna Smith

Carolina Bch, NC

138.

Marcin Sztwiertnia Ustron, Poland

139.

Love Animals Too Warwick, NY

140.

Jim
Sonoma, CA
PhillipsComputerDown

141.

Jill Vickerman

Western Cape, South
Africa

The main reason people visit Fraser Island is to see the
Dingos. They should be protected - not exterminated!

142.

NS

kent, WA

SHAME!

143.

Sunny Kim

Clifton, VA

Oh this is SO SAD~=( they must be starving~ why can't we
support them? What so hard to give them little bit of foods?
look at that picture. so so skinny digging some to find for
food! I even heard people are throwing rock at them~ It's
really hard to see starving Dingo and people beeing
mistreating Them~ HOW SHAM FOR US"
IF we can just support little foods for them.. will be happy
to see them ~PLEASE PLEASE HELP THEM ~ JUST
GIVE LITTLE SUPPORT FOR THEM~ I'M SURE THEY
WILL BE HAPPY TOO~

144.

Barbara Stracke

Barueri, Brazil

145.

Xdoug Jorgensen

Wind Gap, PA

146.

Nikki Doyle

Oakland, CA

147.

Kathryn Petley

Clinton, ME

148.

patty o'green

Wind Gap, PA

149.

Jennifer Johnson

Belvidere, IL

Please help to save and preserve these wonderful Dingo's.
I live by the following quote 110% and it applies to ALL
animals: "Life is life - whether in a cat, or dog or man.
There is no difference there between a cat or a man. The
idea of difference is a human conception for man's own
advantage." ~Sri Aurobindo

150.

Dianne Douglas

Phoenix, AZ

"If all the beasts were gone, man would die from loneliness
of spirit, for whatever happens to the beast, happens to the
man. All things are connected. Whatever befalls the earth,
(continues on next page)
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Signatures 129 - 150

Name

From

Comments

150.

Dianne Douglas

Phoenix, AZ

(continued from previous page)

151.

fernanda silva

belo horizonte, Brazil

152.

Carrie Zadrazil

Sechelt, Canada

153.

DENISE BELL

Moreton, Wirral,
England, United
Kingdom

154.

Cristina
Cavenaghi

Milano, Italy

155.

Jen Dowdy

Paducah, KY

156.

Wanda Jackson

Pinnacle, NC

157.

S. Hodges

Sacramento, CA

158.

Barbara Scott

Las Vegas, NV

159.

Joelle coudriou

paris, France

160.

darija mandic

Herceg-novi, Serbia
And Montenegro

161.

samantha mulder

Pascani, Romania

162.

Alicia Vázquez

Madrid, Spain

163.

Kristell Hemery

New York, NY

164.

Sandy Gilbert

Cupertino, CA

165.

laura franke

baltimore, MD

166.

Ursula Sandner

Timisoara, Romania

167.

Noris Nunez

Jersey City, NJ

168.

claudia liaudat

chatel-st-denis,
Switzerland

169.

Yael Veenstra

Hengelo, Netherlands

170.

Joris van IJken

Deurne, Netherlands

171.

enrico miolli

settimo torinese, Italy
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befalls the sons of earth." Chief Seattle
Every life has a purpose. All animals are individuals and
they have feelings and thoughts and they suffer the pain
and the joy that we do. They are entitled and they deserve
an opportunity to live.
"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be
judged by the way its animals are treated." Mahatma
Gandhi

I am asking the International community (especially if they
know of World Heritage listed Fraser Island, to comment if
they would visit, knowing that an iconic Australian species
is being exterminated..
Aussies: you know what to say..

-

Exterminating these iconic animals is not the right answer
to solve the problem. You should conserve this species for
future generations. Exterminating these dingos is cruel and
shameful.

Signatures 150 - 171

Name

From

Comments

172.

Olga Bogdasheva

Saint-petersburg,
Russian Federation

173.

Ruth Pruiksma

Clifton, NJ

174.

Suzana Van Oort

Etten Leur , The
Netherlands,
Netherlands

175.

Carolyn Bennett

Goodyear, AZ

176.

J Harris

Bristol, United
Kingdom

177.

Melissa
MacDonald

Laguna Hills, CA

178.

Joaquim Mota

Espinho, Portugal

179.

Francesca
Foscolo

Napoli, Italy

180.

Robert Clay
Glastad

Bergen, Norway

181.

Jennifer Hall

Greeneville, TN

182.

Grace Neff

Albany, OR

183.

vanbuggenhout
Viviane

Brussels, Belgium

184.

Jennifer Chadwick Rio Rancho, NM

185.

mathy merbis

Schilde, Belgium

186.

Patricia Nigro

Deltona, FL

187.

Françoise Bonté

Evry, France

188.

Simone Vargas

Carpentersville, IL

189.

Phil Gross

Okinawa, AP

190.

Katrina Bower

Cranston, RI

191.

Suzie
Majikol-Maier

Marietta, GA

192.

Barry Nichols

San Francisco, CA

193.

Chris Drumright

Murfreesboro, TN

194.

Ewa Piasecka

Warsaw, Poland

195.

Lyhann
O'Shaughnessy

Mexico, Mexico

196.

Marie Edwards

Elizabeth Vale,
Australia
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PLEASE SAVE DINGO...THE HAVE THEIR RIGHTS TO
LIVE AS OLDEST ANIMALS.
PLEASE DON'T KILL THESE POOR DINGOS...!!!
IT'S A REALLY STUPID IDEA TO KILL DINGOS !!!!!

Killing these animals is not the answer. Please come up
with an alternate solution. The time has come and has
already come to display mercy and compassion toward all
living beings.

Humans are not the only thing on this planet worth
protecting. Animals play a vital role in keeping this place
inhabitable.

These animals desrve to live in peace! It is immoral to
exterminate a species out of selfishness and greed!!

-

Signatures 172 - 196

Name

From

Comments

197.

doug krause

Winnipeg, Canada

198.

gerlinde palsingh

-vienna, Austria

199.

Kristi Knotts

Reseda, CA

200.

Alice Margaret

Sydney, Australia

201.

Robert Cardillo

Cheyenne, WY

202.

Robyn Faith

Melbourne, Australia

203.

Pat Clough

Chicago, IL

204.

Pauline Houzard

Baie Mahault,
Guadeloupe

205.

betty geist

reading, MA

206.

Cavaille
Stepanova

Newton, MA

207.

angela fazzari

Tucson, AZ

208.

richard peters

streamwood, IL

209.

Craig Zimmerman Buckley, WA

210.

Mary Alexander

Glen Allen, VA

211.

Heather Busse

Lake City, FL

212.

Pete Childs

Rancho Mirage, CA

213.

Mira Iordanescu

Toronto, Canada

214.

maria maldonado

Katonah, NY

215.

Candice Davis

Carrollton, TX

216.

Daniel Symes

Kelvin Grove,
Australia

217.

patricia randolfi

montreal, Canada

218.

Ines Vasquez

Caracas, Venezuela

219.

Helen
Marris-Poirier

north berwick, ME

220.

Debb Lovett

Confidential, Australia There are not many dingo anywhere as I have been
travelling most of Australia and I rarely see any dingo.
Dingo need to be protection and avoid an extinction like
Tasmania Tigers.
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Pledging my support for the dingos!
I wont ever visit Fraser Island if these murders take place!
They deserve to live their lives as we do! STOP THE
KILLING!!!

Start respecting and protecting the creatures who coexist
with us! Don't behave as if humans are the only important
or necessary lifeforms on planet earth. Give protections to
animals who are near extinction!

I am asking the International community (especially if they
know of World Heritage listed Fraser Island, to comment if
they would visit, knowing that an iconic Australian species
is being exterminated..
Aussies: you know what to say..

-

Signatures 197 - 220

Name

From

Comments

221.

Heather Wolf

Spokane, WA

"Animals are more than ever a test of our character, of
mankind's capacity for empathy and for decent, honorable
conduct and faithful stewardship. We are called to treat
them with kindness, not because they have rights or power
or some claim to equality, but in a sense because they
don't; because they all stand unequal and powerless
before us." — Matthew Scully

222.

Penni Norman

Des Moines, IA

223.

Beth Saule

Indianapolis, IN

224.

Tamara
Felmingham

Brisbane, Australia

225.

Janet
Larnach-Bray

Fresno, CA

226.

Grace Marie

Caguas, Puerto Rico

227.

Kimberly Peterson Cloverdale, CA

228.

Laus Jacques

Braine-le-comte,
Belgium

229.

Terri Melloway

Gold Coast Qld,
Australia

230.

Kerrie Lauren

Bognor Regis, United
Kingdom

231.

Delliana of the
Sea

Manitou Springs, CO

232.

Mary Devlin

Kent, WA

233.

Margaret Ross

Oakdale, NY

234.

Melanie Blake

Houston, TX

235.

Venessa
Nimbin, Australia
Johnstone-Kappel

236.

Malcolm Carrall

Bulahdelah, Australia

237.

Pixie Barrett

nimbin, Australia

For heaven's sake, stop the murder of innocent animals to
benefit not-so-innocent human beings. This world belongs
to the animals too.
We urge officials to stop the murder of innocents. We are
in the 21 century yet when it comes to animals are still in
the dark ages - these animals share the planet too and
they deserve our respect and consideration. They value
their lives as much as you and I -

I plead for the Fraser Island dingo population. Why is it that
tourist have more rights than the native wildlife? This is
wrong. Tourists can camp inside caged areas and stay in
their cars etc. The tourists should be the ones making
changes. Exterminating this wonderful species is Not right
in anyones book. I still can't believe that such an action
has occurred and that continuing action is planned! Would
we exterminate all the poisonous snakes and spiders in
Australia just for tourist ? No of course not so how is it that
(continues on next page)
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Signatures 221 - 237

Name

From

Comments

237.

Pixie Barrett

nimbin, Australia

(continued from previous page)

238.

Jeanette Maynes

Hervey Bay, Australia

239.

Kathleen Hawkins Miami, Qld, Australia

240.

Melanie Barker

Victoria, Australia

241.

stroia sorin

Odaia Manolache Galati, Romania

242.

Louise
MacDonald

hervey bay, Australia

243.

Narelle Cowman

Canada Bay,
Australia

244.

marina jelicic

belgrade, Serbia And
Montenegro

245.

Doris Ward

Molesworth, Australia

246.

Natalija Svrtan

Zagreb, Croatia

247.

gemmel HELENE

liege, Belgium

248.

Lena Dahlberg

Skanör, Sweden

249.

Natalie Heterick

Elanora, Australia

250.

marianne van
huyssteen

brisbane, Australia

251.

Pam Fioretti

Adelaide, Australia

252.

Irene Broßeit

Herford, Germany

253.

Elisha Doyle

Scarness, Australia

254.

Maria Simonetta
Pavan

Milano, Italy

255.

Isabell Richter

manchester, United
Kingdom

256.

Shari Gutierrez

Montague, CA
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this beautiful animal is being so badly treated?
Again I plead for them, for their lives, for their home island
- it is theirs not tourists.
peace & hope

I grew up in Hervey Bay & Spent MANY a Family holiday &
long weekends on Fraser Island, with no & I mean no
problems with the Dingoes...I think that it is disgraceful
how little dingoes are left on Fraser Island.
The only reason why the dingoes attack is because they
need food in order to live, maybe if the brumbies were still
there then they would have some food...Isn't it the circle of
life???
I plead with all to sign this petition & forward it on as the
dingoes are a part of Frase Island.

Please please please save these poor animals from
starvation
Ich fordere die internationale Gemeinschaft (vor allem
wenn sie wissen, der World Heritage aufgeführt Fraser
Island, zu kommentieren, wenn sie besuchen würden, wohl
wissend, dass eine Ikone australischen Arten wird
ausgerottet ..
Aussies: Sie wissen, was zu sagen ..

-

Signatures 237 - 256

Name

From

Comments

257.

Rose Shortland

Drybrook, United
Kingdom

259.

giordano lapegna

acquaviva delle fonti,
Italy

260.

Loredana Camelia Bucharest, Romania

261.

Nadine Kahn

Windeck, Germany

262.

Jovana Kesic

Belgrade, Serbia And
Montenegro

263.

Cris Berjac

Vilvoorde, Belgium

Please please please save these poor animals from
starvation
For heaven's sake, stop the murder of innocent animals to
benefit not-so-innocent human beings. This world belongs
to the animals too.

264.

Eleni Michaels

Campbelltown,
Australia

Its an absolute disgrace the excuses the QLD government
is using to starve these national icons to death. The public
is not stupid we can see through your lies.

265.

Ioan Christina

Paris, France

266.

Sylviane Dubos

St Pierre Canivet,
France

267.

Roswitha von
Heissen

Tutzing, Germany

268.

karen lyons
kalmenson

Allenwood, NY

269.

saint maurice
josiane

Villeurbanne, France

270.

David
Ransbottom

Columbus, OH

271.

chris beal

Louth, United
Kingdom

272.

Rhonda Heffernan Houston, TX

273.

Edward Craig

Eugene, OR

274.

mary saliba

barrie, Canada

275.

Virginie DURIS

Verrieres Le Buisson,
France

276.

rudi kici

tirana, Albania

277.

christiane page

pals, Spain

278.

Zara Stoyanova

Plovdiv, Bulgaria
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Don't let's wait until it's too late! Too many species have
already disappeared, some will follow because of changes
in climate, we must protect those who can still survive,
ours included!! Why always kill!!

-

Je demande à la communauté internationale (en particulier
s'ils connaissent des classé au patrimoine mondial de l'île
Fraser, commenter s'ils visite, sachant que d'une espèce
emblématique australien est d'être exterminés ..
Australiens: vous savez quoi dire ..
Pourquoi exterminer le dingo??

Signatures 257 - 278

Name

From

Comments

279.

Lisa Lambert

Pilot Mountain, NC

280.

Coleen Tew

Burlington, Canada

281.

Bianca Ciutacu

Toronto, Canada

282.

Madiha Hussaini

Skokie, IL

283.

Ruth Rosenhek

Nimbin, Australia

284.

Brandao
jacqueline

Pont De Metz, France Je demande à la communauté internationale (en particulier
s'ils connaissent des classé au patrimoine mondial de l'île
Fraser, commenter s'ils visite, sachant que d'une espèce
emblématique australien est d'être exterminés ..
l'homme n'est bon à rien et ne sait pas vivre en harmonie
avec la nature. il suffit de les trapper et de les faire castrer
pour éviter la prolifération, ensuite il suffit de laisser des
points d'approvisionnement en nourriture et eau loin des
habitations . ce n'est pas plus onéreux que de les
exterminer ; en agissant comme vous le faites c'est votre
âme que vous perdez dans vos manigances
d'extermination.

285.

Alan and Cristina
Peterson

MESA, AZ

286.

Florence Stanley

Brisbane, Australia

287.

Tanwi
Sandelwood

Onbekend, Belgium

288.

Domenico Buono

Torre Annunziata,
Italy

289.

Dave Rothwell

Prescot, United
Kingdom

290.

Brennan Browne

Hinesville, GA

291.

Natalie Alexander

Glen Allen, VA

292.

Fabienne
Wittelings

Margraten,
Netherlands

293.

lefebvre candy

pont de metz, France

294.

THEODORE
SPACHIDAKIS

Piraeus, Greece

295.

Silvana Di
Giovanni

Boenigen,
Switzerland

296.

Angelina Wilson

Greenacres, FL

297.

STAINBERG
CONSUELLA

Bucharest, Romania

298.

Taylor Wagoner

Webster, TX

299.

Diane Symons

Perkasie, PA
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The dingo is a shy gentel animal and was on Fraiser
before the white man took over.They should be proyected
at all cost. I will not be going back again if they destroy the
dingo.

To this day I do not believe the Dingo hurt any human.
-

Signatures 279 - 299

Name

From

Comments

300.

Anis Kureshi

Lahore, Pakistan

301.

Kassandra
Robideau

Murwillumbah,
Australia

302.

sandra browne

Bury St Edmunds,
United Kingdom

303.

Cris Sillito

chester, United
Kingdom

304.

amanda Skeggs

BRIXHAM, United
Kingdom

305.

umberto arciero

Impruneta, Italy

306.

melanie martel

Chapleau, Canada

307.

Paul Richardson

Woking, United
Kingdom

308.

Trudy Bray

Mount Annan,
Australia

309.

Alan Serlin

Chicago, IL

310.

Jen Gillibrand

BOGNOR REGIS,
United Kingdom

311.

Lynne King

Leicester, United
Kingdom

312.

Stephanie Mills

Portrush, United
Kingdom

313.

Dottie Huckle

Phelps, NY

314.

Camilla Eriksson

San Francisco, CA

315.

D Bear

Nsw, Australia

It is people's interactions with the dingo which has created
any problems therefore people need to fix the problem to
preserve the dingo where they live.

316.

Pauleen Pool

Dresden, TN

i am an aussie that now lives in the usa this is appalling
that you are letting our dingos die.the last time i was in
australia i went to frazer island to see the dingoes and the
other wild life there. its about time you step up and look
after our dingoes they only attack people because people
have interfered with them just let them live there life. ever
since the chamberlin case in the NT the dingo ate my baby
the dingoes have been a target. if people are stupid
enough to try to interact with the dingo they deserve what
they get. from a former wildlife rehabilitator and now animal
cruelty law enforcement

317.

Graham Berry

Hervey Bay, Australia

318.

Amela Selimovic

Gradacac, Bosnia
And Herzegovina

319.

ns

kent, WA

320.

stephanie legelis

Philadelphia, PA
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Shame on the QLD government.

Yet another species being driven to extinction.... WHY ??

Save the Dingo!!!!!!
-

Signatures 300 - 320

Name

From

Comments

321.

ERICA MIRANDA

Rj, Brazil

Estou pedindo à comunidade internacional (especialmente
se eles sabem de Património Mundial listada Fraser
Island, a comentar se iria visitar, sabendo que uma
espécie de ícone australiano está sendo exterminados ..
Aussies: você sabe o que dizer ..

322.

monica russo

Torre
Annunziata(napoli),
Italy

323.

Lynn LeBlanc

Westborough, MA

324.

Gwen Samms

Stephenville, Canada

325.

paul Whitehouse

west sussex, United
Kingdom

326.

Jackie Adam

Anola, Canada

327.

Ali Odabash

East Irvington, NY

328.

alison
johncox-oriko

port hope, Canada

329.

Lenny Arancibia
Zerain

Santa Cruz, Bolivia

330.

dreamwolfspirit
joan farr

Woking, United
Kingdom

331.

Amy Hammer

Rolla, MO

332.

Deborah Outman

Atlanta, GA

333.

Terri Ybarbo

Lumberton, TX

334.

carrierre valerie

santilly, France

335.

Susan Hall Amado

Dugald, Canada

336.

kevin harrison

Victoria, Australia

337.

Emma Browne

Norton, Bury St
Edmunds, United
Kingdom

338.

Chloe Loh

STALKER!, Australia

339.

janette collins

victoria, Australia
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What gives you the right to decide what may inhabit our
Earth?
Leave the Fraser Island Dingo alone. Have you not learnt
anything with respect to Nature? Wipe one animal out, you
will have more problems as you will destroy the balance of
Nature.

When the eyes of the world are on conservation and
proection of wildlife and habitats it would be shameful for
the Australian government to allow the loss and suffering
of this population of Fraser Island dingoes. Interevene and
enable specialists to establish a plan and activate it
immediately to prevent any further suffering by these
dingoes. A wealthy country like Australia has no excuse for
such ignorant treatment of its own wildlife...
-

Signatures 321 - 339

Name

From

Comments

340.

Crystal
Lightfeather

Hervey Bay, Australia

341.

Dianne Snow

Burpengary, Australia

342.

Huron
Wright-campbell

York, PA

343.

Pat Rose

Largo, FL

344.

tracy young

adelaide, Australia

345.

JULIO CESAR
MAGNE
SALAZAR

Santa Cruz, Bolivia

346.

Mark Batterbury

katoomba, Australia

347.

Anne Andrew

Maineville, OH

348.

German Mendez

Miami, FL

349.

Julie Finkelstein

Chappaqua, NY

350.

Oskar Hjelm

kräm, Sweden

351.

Ruth Davies-jones Hereford, United
Kingdom

352.

deleuze francoise

jauche, Belgium

353.

durantin celine

chateauroux, France

354.

Linda Lachapelle

Hull, Canada

355.

Jaime Tamez

Los Ranchos, NM

356.

borne veronique

carros, France

357.

Jo Daniels

BRISTOL, DC

358.

Hema Bedasie

Longdenville, Trinidad
And Tobago

359.

jeri hibbs

Sacramento, CA

360.

ragonnaud sophie villenave d'ornon,
France

361.

Marie-Christine
Monteil-Brahmi

Villefontaine, France

362.

Beth Patterson

Spokane, WA

363.

RICHARD SMITH

Cuba, MO

364.

Tamila
Foster-Carter

Wichita, KS

365.

Cathy Greer

Daytona Beach, FL

366.

Susan Douthit

Lybster, United
Kingdom

367.

Jelica Roland

Buzet, Croatia
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Por favor salvemos a los dingo en Australia

in our day and age NO animal should go extinct...WE
NEED TO WISE UP!!!

C'mon Australia, you have a unique piece of living history.
Don't act like the US and lose this animal.

-

Signatures 340 - 367

Name

From

Comments

368.

DANIEL ARTHER Palmdale, CA

369.

Concepcion Ahuja Boca del Rio, Mexico

370.

Handan Kanak

Alanya/antalya,
Turkey

371.

MARIBEL
ADALID

D.F., Mexico

372.

Marc Schoenberg

Farmington Hills, MI

373.

Jean Diamond

Dayton, OH

374.

Lena Dahlin

Raymond Terrace,
Australia

375.

karin klimm

kassel, Germany

376.

helen pisani

bexley nsw, Australia

377.

janet arnold

Mirboo North,
Australia

378.

Donna Wieland

Morley WA 6062,
Australia

379.

jodie nystrom

maryborough,
Australia

380.

john nystrom

maryborough,
Australia

381.

Cynthia Beadle

Tauranga, New
Zealand

382.

Maria Huxham

Urangan, Australia

383.

Anna Clayton

Westhampton, MA

384.

Lara Lawson

Hervey Bay, Australia

385.

hillai peli

Jerusalem, Israel

386.

Thomas Dudgeon

London, United
Kingdom

387.

Cheryl-Anne
Whitlock

Imbil, Australia

388.

Gary G.

Newport News, VA

389.

TRAVAGLINI
Cyrielle

Cannes, France
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Disgusting :L

Exterminated by local government agencies who stand by
and watch the death of these magnificent animals! It is
easier for the visitors to blame the Dingos than blame
themselves for being stupid enough to allow their children
or themselves to be attacked. The dingos are starving & no
one is doing anything about it. The local government
agencies say that they are 'naturally thin', this is a joke, 50
left, less than a year, none left. To see one of the purest
bread dogs in the world become a thing of the past in less
than a year, how sad.
SAVE FRASER ISLAND DINGOES!!!

Please save our Fraser dingoes from clumsy humans.

-

Signatures 368 - 389

Name

From

Comments

390.

Hester Goedhart

Dayboro, Australia

391.

joanne armstrong

Loughborough,
United Kingdom

392.

Athena Handras

Belvidere, NJ

393.

NATHALIE
LAZAREVSKI

MONTREUIL, France

394.

Patty & Doug
Shenker & Stoll

Los Angeles, CA

395.

Arlene Robins

Surrey, Canada

396.

Alessandra Basile Trieste, Italy
Audoly

397.

Tara Casbolt

Maryborough,
Australia

398.

moggy westfall

larchmont, NY

399.

Darcy Dodson

Roanoke, TX

400.

Vicki Chow

Balgowlah, Australia

401.

Toni McCulloch

Maroochydore,
Australia

402.

Mara Bigalky

Victoria, Canada

403.

Maria Littler

Clearwater, FL

404.

Margaret Woodall

Norwich, United
Kingdom

405.

Anthony
Montapert

Ventura, CA

406.

Kylie Gordon

Whiteside, Australia
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My husband and I recently visited Fraser Island and we
learned from our wildlife tour guide of the prejudice and
utter disregard for these indigenous animals. He told us of
the media's hysterical reporting, of parents who don't
watch their children and are knocked over for the food in
their hands and other human follies that is wiping out this
species. It made us sick. Please save these endangered
species. Many tourists come to see Australia's beautiful
landscapes and their amazing animals, and the dingoes
are on one of them.

surely with the enormous spaces in Australia, there is room
for the Fraser Island dingo, one of the oldest,purist breeds
in the world.
Please, please don't do this.

These gorgeous animals should not suffer or be punished
for the stupidity of humans who do not take notice of
warnings and continue to put these animals in danger. I
want to be able to take my kids to Fraser and see the
dingos and their puppies running along the beach and
playing in the grass. It is something that I will always
remember!

-

Signatures 390 - 406

Name

From

Comments

407.

patricia
hudson-moses

bishop auckland,
United Kingdom

Through concerned Australian family, I have become more
and more aware over a couple of years of the terrible plight
of the Dingo. I have sought out information for myself also
on this topic, and am appalled!!
When I think of Australian Icons I think Kangaroo, kowala,
Aborigine and Dingo. Soon you will have killed (bountied
and poisoned) one of your icons. Want to explain that to
the world?
More and more the internationals are looking to Australia
with the same horror we feel for the Japanese and their
whale slaughtering habits. At least they EAT their kills and
there is a purpose to it all.

408.

valda purvis

Caloundra Qld.,
Australia

What do the Dingo's eat?they appear to be starving,so
thin,keep the silly tourist's away from them,and provide
food for them,before it's too late.

409.

Julie Ryan

Hervey Bay, Australia

Please help these poor animals. It's not their fault they are
"attacking" humans... they are starving to death. I have
seen it first hand myslef. Yes, they are a naturally slim
animal, but come on, they ARE NOT suppose to be that
thin. If you are worried they will attack more often, then the
simple solution is to stop people going to Fraser - simple!

410.

Warwick Newport

Hervey Bay, Australia

411.

Deni Hall

Flora, IN

412.

Carmella Scarpa

Bleecker, NY

413.

Marie Dalerstedt

Skepplanda, Sweden

414.

Carrie Thompson

Traralgon, Australia

415.

Amy Carroll

Hervey Bay, Australia

416.

ana leticia adalid

df, Mexico

417.

Eleanor Skidmore

Darlington, United
Kingdom

418.

Juliet Pearson

London, United
Kingdom

419.

Julie Nicholls

Okehampton, United
Kingdom

420.

Kay Brown

Lincoln, NE

421.

Carl Rosenstock

Baraboo, WI

422.

Gary Brown

Hervey Bay, Australia

It's time something was done to save these dingoes. With
no brumbies left on the island, they have no food. So either
feed them or relocate them. How long is the government
going to sit back and do nothing?

423.

Hank Trisler

San Jose, CA

I'm for anything that will preserve the Dingo in its purest
form. Australia is home to many of the world's treasures
and they should be preserved. Not just another Yank

theres no excuse for this disregard for life, is this a legacy
we want to leave???

(continues on next page)
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Signatures 407 - 423

Name

From

Comments

423.

Hank Trisler

San Jose, CA

(continued from previous page)

424.

T Roberts

Maryborough,
Australia

425.

Michelle Kraatz

Rockhampton,
Australia

Shame on the Queensland Government! How dare you.
You are disgusting, inhumane, disrespectful and barbaric
people. It is about time that you protect our Dingoes.They
are an indigenous animal yet you fail to protect them. It is
disgusting that you also offer $140 for each slaughter of a
Dingo on the mainland. I was in Roma last week and there
was four Dingoes hung up for all to see on the road
reserve. CSIRO has proven that the Dingoes are
ecologically important. You have ruined our Dingo
populations on the mainland because of the introduction of
1080 and that is also why that the ones left on the
mainland are mainly hybrids. Stop this sickening slaughter
now for all of our Dingoes and have them nationally
protected!!!!!

426.

Joy Davison-Lee

Yeppoon Qld.
australia, Australia

I am asking the International community (especially if they
know of World Heritage listed Fraser Island, to comment if
they would visit, knowing that an iconic Australian species
is being exterminated..
Aussies: you know what to say..

427.

animal lover

kent, WA

428.

c priestly

tiaro, Australia

429.

Judy de Groot

Caufield North,
Australia

430.

Ilga Sokolova

Sverdlovsk Region,
Severouralsk,
Russian Federation

431.

Marina Miliutina

Moscow, Russian
Federation

432.

Brenda Bain

Auckland, New
Zealand

433.

Riiya B

Auckland, New
Zealand

434.

Shelley Ruble

Sunnyvale, CA

435.

liane kidd

maryborough,
Australia

436.

Dora St.

Athina, Greece
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butting in, but a true fan of Australia and Australians. Even
those of the canine persuasion.

I am asking the International community (especially if they
know of World Heritage listed Fraser Island, to comment if
they would visit, knowing that an iconic Australian species
is being exterminated..
Aussies: you know what to say..

-

Signatures 423 - 436

Name

From

Comments

437.

Sonia Trimboli

Catania, Italy

438.

Jennifer Martino

Dixon, CA

439.

Natalia Gnatovska Zhitomyr, Ukraine

440.

Pam Boland

441.

Susan Suni Ibarra Rohnert Park, CA

442.

DeafNT Inc

Confidential, Australia

443.

Tammy Stevens

Pialba, Australia

444.

Beth Gerrard

Napier, New Zealand

445.

rosa paz

madrid, Spain

446.

Antonis Vlachos

Florina, Greece

447.

Mauricio Diogo

Lisboa, Portugal

448.

Nadiah Abdullah

Batu Caves, Malaysia

449.

Amanda A
donadio

São PAulo, Brazil

450.

Stéphanie
Rossenu

Beaverton, OR

451.

Asha D

Maple Ridge, Canada

452.

Nicole Verbist

Genval, Belgium

453.

Ekaterina Trayt

Moscow, Russian
Federation

454.

Chantal Brixy

1330 Rixensart,
Belgium

455.

Herv� B�rard

Orsay, France

456.

Danièle Dolleans.

St-Fargeau-Ponthierry,
France

457.

Philippe Dolleans. St-Fargeau-Ponthierry,
France

458.

amal el bekri

Marrakech, Morocco

459.

nadine vool

Hannut, Belgium

460.

Dianne Flynn

Hilliard, OH

461.

Melissa Davis

Torquay, Australia

462.

jackie baut

puerto princesa city,
Philippines

Grovetown, GA
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No No No!

nadine vool
The human race destroys so many things and we are
running out of chances to get it right. This is one. Maybe
the government should focus its efforts and resources on
either creating a food supply or moving these animals to an
environment where they have some chance of survival ...
instead of faffing around, wasting taxpayers money
prosecuting innocent people who are not prepared to stand
by and watch this abominable disregard for an iconic
native animal continue.

-

Signatures 437 - 462

Name

From

Comments

463.

Sue Bloom

Toowoomba,
Australia

464.

Maureen Jackson

Warburton, Australia

465.

Trevor Passey

Hervey Bay,
Queensland.,
Australia

466.

Penelope
Bassett-Scarfe

Thornbury, Australia

There seems to be a culture of death and destruction
within the DSE or those departments that are supposed to
be taking care of the animals. Its kill or shoot, or starve or
whatever can be done to be rid of them, rather than
assisting our wildlife.
During the fires in Melbourne 80% of wildlife died when the
fires ravaged Victoria, and we cheered and applauded
when some were saved, now once again they are treated
as pests.
The ducks, the swans, the kangaroos, the cats the dogs in
pounds all seem to be at a disadvantage when they come
up against those departments that look after the wildlife
and animals within Australia.
And the so called experts, who deal with this, who are paid
by the government seem to be a part of this culture that
obliterates animals rather than working out a way to save
lives, they annihilate them
A bit like the concentration camp attitude
The DSE here in Melbourne recently snuck out in the
middle of the night and shot some kangaroos that had
been trapped due to building construction. The wildlife
organisations had worked for 4 years going through all the
right channels all the correct procedures, they had the
money, the place to relocate them the council was helping,
the residents of the area were helping, and yet, without
notice, the DSE shot the kangaroos. This death and
destruction trend in these departments require an
overhaul, and the Dishonourable Kate Jones needs to get
her facts right, and look beyond what the rangers on
Fraser Island say about the dingoes.

467.

Gordon Raymond
STORER

South Bingera.,
Australia

I live close to Frazer Island, but have never gone there, as
I believe these beautiful creatures have enough troubles
without another visitor to the island. Many years ago, the
wild goats were exterminated, then the wild horses were

I am digusted and angry at the Queensland Government
for even thinking of exterminating the Fraser Island Dingo,
they are pure breeds and should be protected, they are
part of the reason people go to Fraser Island, why must
you people kill everything,and they should also be feed by
rangers so they dont cause a problem for visitors by
scrounging for food the visitor leave behind and manage
the population by giving them birth control in the food that
would make sure the population didnt get out of controle.

(continues on next page)
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Signatures 463 - 467

Name

From

Comments

467.

Gordon Raymond
STORER

South Bingera.,
Australia

(continued from previous page)

468.

Lynne Smith

Hervey Bay, Australia

469.

Caroline Prout

Champs-sur-marne,
France

470.

Patrick Prout

Champs-sur-marne,
France

471.

Marie-france
Zamblera

Villeneuve-le-comte,
France

472.

Linda McCullough River Heads Hervey
Bay, Australia
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cleaned out, which left only the kangaroos and wallabies to
provide food for the dingoes. The old dogs ate the last of
these out about 10 t0 12 years ago. (information from Qld
Parks and Wildlife personnel) Since then there has been a
steady decrease in the dingo numbers due to
STARVATION, and indiscriminate culling by Government
Rangers, as the result of a child being attacked and killed
by starving animals. Visitors are banned from feeding
STARVING animals and in fact two persons are even now
being prosecuted for interfering with (feeding) starving
creatures.'ve been told that the dingoes feed on lizards
and other things they find in the bush,WHAT THINGS?? A
canine that starts eating lizards and their kind soon loses
condition and cannot survive on them alone, and there is
nothing else at all left for them to eat. (To the QPWS, if you
disagree with my observations, then STAND UP IN
COURT AND TELL US ALL HOW THEY SURVIVE AND
BE PREPARED TO PROVE YOUR ASSERTIONS) As a
born Australian I( am completely dismayed and disgusted
that these beautiful creatures, or any other living creature,
should be subjected to such inhumane treatment. This
problem has been created by humans and now it is up to
us to provide the answer and stop the last few pure strains
of dingo in the country from becoming extinct, by the hands
of those who are supposed to be looking after them.
SHAME SHAME. AND FURTHER, our Aboriginal people
had these self same dingoes as camp pets, hunting dogs
and live hot water bottles for eons before white man ever
became involved and their Dreaming stories do not
mention people or children being killed by them.

I live on the mainland overlooking Fraser Island. I have
been observing the Fraser Island dingo for over 20 years
and is quite clear to me that there is a deliberate plan to
starve the dingoes to extinction. Most food sources have
been eliminated, how much more food supply is going to
be taken away from this island which will force the dingo
into extinction, what a terrible shame that would be.
Something needs to be done very soon, to set up some
plan to save these dingoes. These dingoes are a vital part
of the spiritual history and future of Fraser Island. Please
please please do something.... before its too late.
-

Signatures 467 - 472

Name

From

Comments

473.

Stephanie
Schützinger

h, Germany

474.

Annie ATTIAS

Domene, France

475.

Christiane
KREMER

Pepinster, Belgium

Je demande à la communauté internationale (en particulier
s'ils connaissent des classé au patrimoine mondial de l'île
Fraser, commenter s'ils visite, sachant que d'une espèce
emblématique australien est d'être exterminés ..
Australiens: vous savez quoi dire ..

476.

contarini corinne

Varages, France

Je demande à la communauté internationale (en particulier
s'ils connaissent des classé au patrimoine mondial de l'île
Fraser, commenter s'ils visite, sachant que d'une espèce
emblématique australien est d'être exterminés ..
Australiens: vous savez quoi dire ..

477.

Blandine
GODEFROID

Fayt-lez-manage,
Belgium

Il faut les sauver, eux aussi, SVP...............!!!!!!!!!!!!!

478.

gerita dimitrova

sofia, Bulgaria

479.

Daniele
TRANCHANT

Castelsarrasin,
France

480.

Alistair Dark

Brisbane, Australia

481.

ENJALRAN
MARIE HELENE

MARSEILLE, France

482.

Laetitia ROSSI

Nice, France

483.

Denise Garratt

Coldstream, Australia

484.

bovy fabienne

oupeye, Belgium

485.

Lea Giffen

Gunnedah, Australia

486.

Merkel Petra

Munchhausen,
France

487.

Nadine Lavallé

Liège-Belgium E.U.,
Belgium

488.

vera Ponet

Borgloon, Belgium

489.

Yolande
Rauscher

Ensisheim, France

490.

Nancy Petitjean

Liège, Belgium

491.

Eino Laidsaar

Elands, Australia
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Please I beg of you, stop this suffering and take
responsibility for these animals welfare and survival.
They are important to Australia, we do have a duty of care
and we must respect them as being an integral part of this
Country.
There is a huge welfare issue with what is happening and
this horrendous suffering must stop - NOW

Our heritage, our history and our environment. All
Australian native animals are so important. Please stop
this unthinking cruelty and needless behaviour before it is
too late. We are supposed to be the lucky country? Who
will come out lucky after this???
-

Signatures 473 - 491

Name

From

Comments

492.

Glenn Helmot

Blackburn, Australia

493.

Johan Maltesson

Kristianstad, Sweden

494.

Yanli Xi

Berala, Australia

495.

bigot claude

fresnes, France

496.

Annie PEYSSON

PUSIGNAN
FRANCE, France

497.

Viviane TITS

ANGLEUR, Belgium

498.

Kathleen Cole

Circleville, OH

499.

michele b

Burleigh, NJ

500.

Michelw Phillips

South Oakleigh,
Australia

501.

Amanda Fox

Akron, OH

502.

Kerryn Vaughan

Warragul, Australia

503.

Liz Kommer

Orlando, FL

504.

Debbie Lane

Melbourne, Australia

505.

Gail Sayers

Wallan, Australia

506.

Marie Catterall

Point Vernon,
Australia

507.

leonz sevier

Victoria, Australia

508.

Grace Crawford

Brunswick West,
Australia

509.

Lynette Roe

Wondunna, Australia

The government says there is no evidence of dingoes
starving and that they are supposed to be "lean". I have
photos taken just a few weeks ago and it would be an
enormous stretch to say the dingoes are "lean". They are
more like skeltons covered with fur. We need to provide
feeding stations ... please!

510.

Patricia Randolph

Portage, WI

Evidently much of the rationale to kill dingoes is facilitating
livestock production for profit. Slaughterhouse production
of cattle, sheep, pigs, goats, and chickens etc. is the
SCOURGE of the planet. Until we grow up as a species
and realize that we have really BAD habits - among them
overbreeding ourselves, and STOP EATING OTHER
ANIMALS, we will continue to destroy the web of life and
our earth. Slaughterhouse production causes 51% of
global warming, is despoiling our water systems,
destroying our former wetlands, prairies, forests, and even
our oceans with run-off - and is the rationale for destroying
natural predators and all wildlife seen as a nuisance to
profit from confining and killing every other poor creature at
our merciless hands. And 1080 is a poison that goes right
through the food chain. An animal is poisoned with it, then
another animal eats that carcass and dies and so on - it is

SAVE OUE DINGOES THEY ARE PRECIOUS

(continues on next page)
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Signatures 492 - 510

Name

From

Comments

510.

Patricia Randolph

Portage, WI

(continued from previous page)

511.

Camilla Torsander Skovde, Sweden

512.

Vickie
Breckenridge

LITTLE MOUNTAIN,
Australia

513.

Paulene Dean

Hastings, Australia

514.

Albert Mah

Como, Australia

515.

annick van
noeyen

Bruxelles, Belgium

516.

Jeff Kirsch

Madison, WI

517.

Jenny Mccracken

Melbourne, Australia

518.

Linda Darbidian

London, United
Kingdom

519.

christian mulquin

bruxelles, Belgium

520.

Margaret Nichol

Kawungan, Australia

521.

Louise Pitman

Wyong Creek,
Australia

522.

Iris Pereira

Barcelona, Spain

523.

pascal
vercknocke

bagnols sur ceze,
France

524.

Katelyn Jae
Bagnall

Kelvin Grove,
Australia

525.

Darren Bell

Hervey Bay, Australia

526.

france fayet

bagnolet, France

527.

daniel feret

bagnolet, France

528.

simon fayet

bagnolet, France

529.

Natalie Christy

Paris, France
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a deadly poison for every creature that comes in contact
with it indiscriminately. HOW STUPID HUMANS ARE!
STOP EATING OTHER ANIMALS if you want a living
world and stop poisoning and killing everybody else and
we have a CHANCE, if we do not overbreed ourselves into
extinction, of having a web of life and brotherhood of
animals to sustain us. OR continue to abuse every other
creature on earth and gluttonize yourself with animal
protein and animal fats into an early grave.

Dingos must be preserved and not killed just because
visitors come close to them.

Je demande à la communauté internationale (en particulier
s'ils connaissent des classé au patrimoine mondial de l'île
Fraser, commenter s'ils visite, sachant que d'une espèce
emblématique australien est d'être exterminés ..
Australiens: vous savez quoi dire ..

help them :(

-

Signatures 510 - 529

Name

From

Comments

530.

Mark Thornquest

south tweed heads,
Australia

Please help save these beautiful creatures from extinction,
its an absolute discrace that any animal should be starved
to death and treated in such inhumane ways..
shame shame shame Kate Jones !

531.

Judith Garland

NSW, Australia

Every picture tells a story. This story is nearly over. Let's
do something for these dingoes and grant them a happy
ending. No need for this suffering. We can make it better
for our coexisting inhabitants, and for ourselves, by helping
keep the balance. This situation is decidedly weighted
towards extinction of a very long heritage of this
indigenous species. Time for empathy, time for action, time
for peace of mind.

532.

Melinda Menzies

Burleigh Waters,
Australia

What's going on? My god what is going on? How is this
allowed in this day and age and for the government to let
this cruelty continue, what else are they sweeping under
the carpet? I'd hate to think!

533.

Karyn McCarron

Nth Tunbulgum,
Australia

I recently visited Fraser Is with excitement and left feeling
sad and ashamed. In this tropical paradise I saw beautiful
dogs starving to death and being cruelly and inhumanely
treated. I spoke to residents who were deely saddened by
the dingoes and their plight. They now live in compounds
with electrified grids. They and the dingoes are suffering
emotionally from the separation and they live in fear of the
authorities. DERM. I was glad to get off the island and I
won't go back while they are killing these beautiful dogs.

534.

Leanne griffiths

Hervey Bay, Australia

I have been to fraser numerous times over the last ten
years and HAVE NEVER been threatened or attacked by a
dingo..If tyhe human or domestic dog/cat/horses food
chain had been severed they would attack as well. These
dogs are ONLY HUNGRY...what do we humans expect.
Do we cull sharks cause we swim in their ocean NO

535.

ANGELA
SOLOMON

Nimbin, Australia

It's the Dingo's environment, WE are the ones who should
be monitored. Please leave them alone, let them live their
lives how they should be lived, NOT HALF STARVED.
Please go to Fraser Island and look for yourself, then feel
what your conscience tells you.

536.

Kirsten Bonten

Heerlen, Netherlands

537.

mark reeves

pottsville, Australia

538.

scott rip bruce
jacobs tait

werribee , melbourne
,victoriua, Australia

539.

Karina Roberts

Carrara, Australia

I have personally worked with dingoes Whilst working at
fleays wildlife park and have had many encounters with the
wild dingoes in central australia whilst doing a 4x4 trip and
find them to be endearing dogs, Fraser Islands dingoes are
one of the most Pure un-changed groups of dingoes left in
Australia - Please think about what you are doing and save
(continues on next page)
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Signatures 530 - 539

Name

From

Comments

539.

Karina Roberts

Carrara, Australia

(continued from previous page)

540.

Jenni Tarr

Karratha, Australia

I have lived in the Kimberleys & Pilbara all my life and have
never had a problem with Dingoes, in fact I own a cross
bred one and she is the most loyal, loving dog I have ever
owned...
Its people that have the problem, lets exterminate them
instead!!

541.

Sandy Anderson

Victoria, Australia

Please do not let this happen to these beautiful animals ,
their life is as precious to them as your life is to you. We
can stop this, please be compassionate. There is another
answer other than violence.

542.

Randy kempema

Worthington, MN

543.

nicola ziebarth

gold coast, Australia

544.

magenesta kustin

kingscliff, Australia

545.

Mandi TT

Saratoga, CA

546.

donald mccarron

nth tumbulgum,
Australia

547.

Julie Farrell

Avalon Beach,
Australia

548.

Nick Greinert

Round Rock, TX

549.

Stella Sweet

Hervey Bay, Australia
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the fraser island dingoes, please dont let happen to them
what Australians let happen to the thylacine

if you went to america would you let your kids run around
the forrest with wild bears ? no you would hope to be
smarter then that , in saying that dingos are our wild animal
and we as australians should respect that and be aware
that if you are going to camp on fraser that yes there are
wild animals there, i have camped there prior to the 1st
culling after slack parents did not watch their children as
they climbed over a fence that was clearly posted with
signs to stay out as dingos had young we had no problems
with the 1st lot of dingos who were on our camp site
people just need to be smarter watch their children and not
interfere with the dingos and keep their wits about them.
thanking you for taking the time to read this.

This is totally disgusting, the dingoes where there before
the tourists!!! Parents need to control and watch their
children when they are on Fraser Island!!!!

-

I will not visit again because I feel that the greedy tourism
industry is to blame for the attacks on tourists.
I was impressed with the information given to me by
National Parks and personally had no problems with
dingoes.
Please , please limit the number of tourists alllowed onto
Fraser Island. The businesses only think of today and it is
your job to think of tomorrow.
Very Kind Regards
Stella

Signatures 539 - 549

Name

From

Comments

550.

Colin Peel

Dunbible, Australia

It would appear that the 4 wheel drivers are the ones that
need to be kicked off this Island. I'm quite sure they are
doing a lot more damage than these original occupants.
One can only imagine with horror what this planet is going
to look like if this sort of thing continues!!

551.

Tomballe Philippe

Engis, Belgium

552.

Mungo
MacCallum

Ocean Shores,
Australia

553.

Jen Walker

Minto DC, Australia

554.

Valerie Van Den
Broeck

Kessel-lo, Belgium

555.

William Love

Kingscliff, Australia

556.

Anne-Marie
Monarovic

Melbourne, Australia

557.

david tarr

lara, Australia

558.

Mia Vaerewijck

Brecht(Antwerp),
Belgium

559.

Elodie Vaerewyck

Deurne (antwerp ),
Belgium

560.

tortiller jean-luc

Biches, France

561.

Boyan Dimitrov

Burgas, Bulgaria

562.

Radostina
Dubarova

Burgas, Bulgaria

563.

FORT Laurent

LOMME, France

564.

Ray Dixon

ETTRICK, Australia

The policy of getting rid of the dingoes from Fraser is not
only cruel, but very short-sighted. These pure bred animals
are a priceless source of genetic information which may
produce important information regarding the original
settlement of Australia. And of course, if controlled (rather
than killed) they are also a tourist attraction. They should
be regarded as an asset, not a liability. The environment of
Fraser Island was not designed exclusively for human
trippers. Very sincerely Mungo MacCallum

If you understand the issue you cannot but sign this
petition

To Hon Kate Jones, MP, - C’mon Kate, Respectfully,
Please step up to be the beloved leader that saved the last
remaining Australian pure bred dingoes from extinction,
The Leader that was known for her compassion in
protecting a poor helpless creature, - I think of the
standards of human decency that I and most of us were
raised under and I think of the following words of these
great human beings who have won the Hearts and Love
and Respect of most: Abraham Lincoln :- "I am in favour of
animal rights as well as human rights. That is the way of a
whole human being." - "I care not much for a man's religion
whose dog and cat are not the better for it." - Mahatma
(continues on next page)
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Name

From

Comments

564.

Ray Dixon

ETTRICK, Australia

(continued from previous page)

565.

jozon florence

paris, France

566.

maria geysen

wilryk, Belgium

567.

FIONA BYFORD

MT. RICHON,
Australia

568.

Maria Fongaro

Verona, Italy

569.

pascale masse

seclin, France

570.

Ivana Grmoja

rakitovica, Croatia

571.

David Savovski

Skopje, Macedonia,
The Former Yugoslav
Republic Of

572.

A Phillips

Shailer Park,
Australia

573.

courtney boeck

Johannesburg, MI

574.

helma clayton

brisbane, Australia

575.

kim robson

brisbane, Australia

576.

Joanne McKay

FRASER ISLAND,
Australia

577.

Ann Lafave

Bloomfield, Canada

578.

Anton Cameron

Brisbane, Australia

579.

Renata Halpin

Brisbane, Australia

580.

Bryant Ting

Singapore, Singapore
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Gandhi:- "The greatness of a nation and its moral progress
can be judged by the way its animals are treated. I hold
that, the more helpless a creature, the more entitled it is to
protection by man from the cruelty of man." Surely it is a
better choice in compassion and wisdom than to be
remembered as the Leader whom caused cruelty and the
decimation and extinction of one of Australia’s icons - the
last pure bred dingoes, Respectfully and Sincerely, - Ray
Dixon

URGENT - High Priority!
If you are visiting Fraser Island and see a Dingo that
requires veterinary care!!!
...or is dead!!!
IMMEDIATELY CONTACT SFID...
Facebook- SAVE FRASER ISLAND DINGOES
Photograph: ID Tag and clear shot of FULL BODY for
markings, socks etc
Record LOCATION, TIME and if possible CONDITION of
animal (soft, stiff, beloated, any visible injuries...broken
bones, wounds etc)
SFID Inc

Please if you are visiting Fraser Island please take not of
the dingoes that are slowly dying of hunger and being
exterminated and make a difference by reporting it!It is our
responsibility to protect these helpless creatures!

-

Signatures 564 - 580

Name

From

Comments

581.

alan bignoux

Kenmore Hills,
Australia

For Gods sake, what is going on. Why are so many people
turning a blind eye to the slow tortuous death to the aussie
icon. Ok, I can understand if government considers them a
threat - then simple relocate them. Why kill innocent,
voiceless and I may add - harmless animals. Please,
signify your protest with whatever you can do. Silent pray,
petition, good thoughts or more active action.

582.

Jenny Ngai

Brisbane, Australia

Do all the governments want to kill themselves? If yes,
then go on and kill all living things until the only beings left
to kill are humans.

583.

Joel Gregory
Morris

Brisbane, Australia

I am asking the International community (especially if they
know of World Heritage listed Fraser Island, to comment if
they would visit, knowing that an iconic Australian species
is being exterminated..
Aussies: you know what to say..

584.

Elaine Chen

Brisbane, Australia

And i thought my life sucked.

585.

Phoebe W

Fitzgibbon, Australia

586.

Judith Leon

Las Vegas, NV

587.

Jocelyn Ruddell

Portsmouth, United
Kingdom

588.

renate davison

bishop aucklan,
United Kingdom

589.

Jane Spilsbury

Watamu, Kenya

As an endangered species Dingos should be given the
same profiling and protection as endangered specie in
Kenya.

590.

Andrea Martins

Valencia, Spain

Pido a la comunidad internacional (sobre todo si saben de
Patrimonio de la Humanidad Fraser Island, comentar si les
visita, sabiendo que una especie australiana icónica es ser
exterminados ..
Australianos: sabes qué decir ..

591.

Damien Kent

Coolum Beach,
Australia

Get it done...This makes me sick and angry...Tourism can
go to hell!!

592.

Donna Spiers

Tilburg, Netherlands

All of nature's creatures evolved for a purpose in the circle
of life. Humans don't have the right to interfere with this.

593.

lesley baird

Broome WA,
Australia

Please take action now to save Fraser Island's dingoes.
This Australian icon deserves a protected place in the
Australian landscape.
The treatment the Fraser Island dingoes are receiving now
is shameful, not only to Qld, but to the whole of Australia.
Please put this truly unique creature above money and
greed.

594.

Giacomo Dainesi

Mexico city, Mexico
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Name

From

Comments

595.

Veronica Falcon
Gomez

Saltillo, Mexico

Como es posible que busquen la extincion de una especie,
que les pasa?, esto es demasiado, por favor no busquen
la exterminacion de una especie, creo que esto lo pueden
hacer de otra manera, supongo que hay intereses
monetarios en esto, el turismo lo mas seguro pero de
alguna manera pueden conservar esta especie y al mismo
tiempo proteger su turismo, lo mas facil no siempre es lo
mejor, y puede salir contraproducente, que hay de toda la
gente que despues de ver este tipo de acciones decida no
viajar a Australia, es turismo tambien, cierto?.

596.

Magdalena Ptak

Walbrzych, Poland

597.

Mike Moore

Edinburgh, United
Kingdom

598.

Debbie Jackson

Two Wells, S.A.,
Australia

599.

L Hunter

tinana, Australia

600.

Veronica
Farquhar

Gordonvale, Australia

Please save these animals. They are a pure strain of
Dingo and, like all other animals, have their place in the
universe. Don't let them starve. It appears that tourists are
more important than our wildlife. Please, find a way to help
the dingos survive.

601.

katie read

boondall, Australia

Fraser Island Dingoes are precious and the only pure ones
left in the world. They need to be protected. Build a dingo
sanctuary or something, it would increase tourism!
Obviously the only thing the govt is interested in is money
and tourism, this is one way to increase it!

602.

Christina Stefurak

MELTON SOUTH,
Australia

603.

Linda van Zwol

Mount Pleasant,
Australia

604.

Yvonne Dale

Salisbury Downs,
Australia

605.

Susan Stevens

Point Vernon, QLD,
Australia

606.

Tekla Drakfrende

R�ttvik, Sweden
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This systematic destruction of a World Heritage listed
Island and its inhabitants must cease. The State and
Federal Government in Australia need to start to work from
a place of care, consideration and protection. When our
animal nature has been sufficiently thinned out, when no
wildness edifies us, the old crone in us - the one with dark
eyes and weathered skin, falls into illness. When a culture
is moving at such a velocity that it no longer cares about
other beings on this planet, then ome sickness will pull us
down. Please listen to us THE PEOPLE .... Save the
Fraser Island Dingoes, Save Fraser Island, Save our
Souls. Susan Stevens.

-

Signatures 595 - 606

Name

From

Comments

607.

Rosemary
Nagtegaal

vic, Australia

608.

TWACCE
INFINNITI

HOBART, Australia

609.

Jodie Daniel

Modbury North,
Australia

610.

Deb Andrews

Brisbane, Australia

611.

Cathala Corine

Pierrelatte, France

612.

Nyree Parry

Hervey Bay, Australia

613.

Karina Trueman

Sydney, Australia

614.

Carolyn Seeger

victoria, Australia

615.

Janenne Kornfeld

Brisbane, Australia

616.

Lady Flipper

Naucalpan, Mexico

617.

mary foley

Cork, Ireland

618.

peggy edwards

Petrie, Australia

Please stop this happening to our native wildlife

619.

Toni W

Fraser Coast,
Australia

WHY should the dingo continue to suffer because of
human stupidity? They have been a tourist icon for
decades and tourism has blown out in numbers yet the
dingo is controlled by measures bordering on cruel? Stop
allowing FI to be treated like a party dump island and let
the dingo to live in peace on IT'S island. The government
has made a fortune out of them but are allowing them to
starve to death or be killed for being a nuisance.. OMG
wake up and get your heads out of the sand before they
are all gone. This madness has to stop. Shame on our
government for allowing this to occur. The current dingo
management strategy is not working, do something before
they all die.

620.

Joyce Lee

brisbane, Australia

621.

sonya burrill

Eatons Hill, Australia

622.

Leanne Stone

Shailer Park,
Australia

twacce

Je demande à la communauté internationale (en particulier
s'ils connaissent des classé au patrimoine mondial de l'île
Fraser, commenter s'ils visite, sachant que d'une espèce
emblématique australien est d'être exterminés ..
Australiens: vous savez quoi dire ..

A better solution to starving the dingoes can be found if the
relevant authorities put their heads together and come up
with a strategy which respects the dingo as much as the
tourist dollar.

We have already wiped out the Tasmanian Tiger do we
really need to send into extinction another rare, beautiful
animal which our future generations will never get to see.
Please save the Dingoes don't exterminate them, they are
not a pest they are a wild animal who were here before us
and should be allowed to be here a long time after us.
They are gorgeous and they have only become "pests"
(continues on next page)
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From
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622.

Leanne Stone

Shailer Park,
Australia

(continued from previous page)

623.

Kym Hansen

Urangan, Australia

I have grown up in Hervey Bay and i remember visits from
my childhood going to the island. We NEVER had an issue
with a dingo. These animals need to be returned to their
status of a natural trophic modulator for Australia, they
need RESPECT, afterall, it is US who are in their territory
and there is scientific proof that they have been in Australia
and on Fraser Island long before the "whites" took over.
QPWS and their DERM Death Dealers need to wake up.
These animals have been habituated for thousands of
years as peaceful camp followers - the dingoes are
suffering and so are the people. STOP THE IDIOCY and
bring back a fair go for Australia and ALL Creatures great
and Small!!!!

624.

Bernadette
Waters

Morningside,
Australia

The dingos are a part of the heritage of Fraser Island.

625.

Graham Hoare

Brisbane, Australia

626.

Sara Hanggi

Rockhampton,
Australia

due to people feeding them and trying to pat them like
domestic dogs. SAVE THE DINGO!!!!

I believe that DERM has a responsibility under the NCA
1992 to protect native australian wildlife and that this
responsibility extends to perceived 'problem wildlife' that
are involved in conflict with humans for whatever reason.
Wildlife are under threat and coming into conflict due to
rapid urbanisation of natural areas and loss of habitat and
where DERM cannot protect such habitat there should be
some level of accountability for displaced wildlife. Over the
years MOG changes have revealed a disturbing trend
within former EPA now DERM and this is not going
unnoticed. For some reason DERM does not wish to take
any responsibility for wildlife that does not occur in National
Park Areas even though such wildlife is considered the
property of the State. This trend of relenquishing
responsibility for the protection of native plants and wildlife,
habitat and their well-being is a cause of contention for
conservationinsts, wildlife carers and members of
community alike.
If it is not the responsibility of the Department of
Environment and Resource Management (which is
essentially funded by Australian Taxpayers) then whose
responsibility is it? You cannot possibly expect community
groups and members of the public who visit Fraser Island
to solve the problems facing this isolated population of
dingoes. Only DERM has the capacity to collaborate with
DEWHA and fund much needed research into behavioural
ecology of the Fraser Island Dingo and implement
management programs to address the problems that face
this population. This is what the voting public expects of
(continues on next page)
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626.

Sara Hanggi

Rockhampton,
Australia

(continued from previous page)

627.

Mark Sousa

Ontario, CA

628.

Maria Cunnah

westerham, United
Kingdom

629.

Sergey Stepanov

Petersburg, Russian
Federation

630.

Kim Merville

Pittsburgh, PA

631.

Gloria Torres

Bogota, Colombia

632.

petit wendy

Valenton, France

633.

Kayleen Giles

Dayboro, Australia

634.

Hermann
Jeannine

Vence, France

635.

Alice
Bruckenstein

New York, NY

636.

Dominique Landis Auburn, CA

What the heck is wrong with you people that you ca not
share the earth with a few Dingos? Do you have to kill
everything in your sights? Because you can? That is evil.
Let them live, nurture them to a safe and healthy
environment.

637.

Heather Brain

Nunawading,
Australia

Rediculous situation.
One can see it is not supported by Qu. govt. as the only
responses I got to many letters written were from
departments sending me to other departents or saying it
was not there concern. I got the feeling it was no one's
concern.

638.

Kirsty Rosie

Edinburgh, United
Kingdom

I am asking the International community (especially if they
know of World Heritage listed Fraser Island, to comment if
they would visit, knowing that an iconic Australian species
is being exterminated..
Aussies: you know what to say..

639.

Melissa Webber

Springs, South Africa

THIS IS INHUMANE AND EVIL AND MUST BE STOPPED

640.

teresa rutherford

preston, United
Kingdom

641.

samantha Wilson

Harlow, United
Kingdom

642.

Viola Holm

Kolding, Denmark
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DERM and I hope you can consider the pleas outlined in
this petition and 'Do Something' before its too late!
Here in the UK we lost our wolves due to the impact of
man, I was lucky enough to work with dingoes over in Aust.
Dec.2009, please Australians do not loose such a beautiful
iconic animal, you have a chance of regaining your top
predator and eco-system, dont waste it !!

Another extinct animal because humans decided it was the
right thing? What's going on, when humans replaced god,
or the nature own way? How sadly pretentious we are.
Don't kill Dingos, that's insane.

-

Signatures 626 - 642

Name

From

Comments

643.

Laus Jacques

Braine-le-comte,
Belgium

644.

Nancy Carter

Wiggins, CO

645.

EMMANUEL DEL
ROSARIO

Bella Vista, Australia

646.

markus
Reppermund

Dinslaken, Germany

647.

Daniela Holmes

Dinslaken, Germany

648.

Michael Erickson

Roy, WA

649.

Kim Thomson

Derby, Australia

650.

BARBARA
SYDNEY, Australia
HOLLEBRANDSE-DE
BOOY

651.

Luis Eduardo
Zuniga Moreno

Guayaquil, Ecuador

652.

Gary Crockett

TorquayQ, Australia
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I have lived out bush with wild dingoes for many years in
the kimberleys in Western Australia, and out here we have
successfully combined tourism management with dingo
conservation for over 20 years at our wilderness tourist
resort. Our resident dingoes have become 'tourist
attractions' at our tourist resort, which is in the middle of a
conservation park. This conservation park is governened
by strict regulations on where tourists can and cannot go
bushwalking and 4 wheel driving. This reduces the impact
of tourists on the wildlife (including the wild dingoes). From
personal research I have conducted on the Fraser Island
dingo situation, I have found the currnet management
program to be extremely inadequate. Action needs to be
taken immediately to ensure the dingoes that remain on
the Island which have survived culling regimes, relocation,
vehicle strikes, adversive conditioning (hazing/collaring),
and starvation are officially and adequately protected
within Fraser Island's WORLD HERITAGE PARK.

It is common knowledge here in Hervey Bay that the
Australian government department in charge of the Fraser
Island Dingo has failed miserably to protect this pure strain
dingo and this is resulting in the deaths of many dingos on
the island. These dingos must be fed if they are to survive.
They are important to the Butchella Aboriginal peoples
history, they are important to tourism and they are
important to Australia. We must not lose this part of all
Australians aboriginal and non aboriginal because pen
pushing city politicians and lousy DERM management.
Kate Jones has her head stuck in the sand while good,
honest caring people are being prosecuted by a deparment
that is itself immune from Australian law. Which in itself is
wrong. All Australians and government officials should be
answerable to Australian law.
-

Signatures 643 - 652
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653.

Gary Crockett

Torquay, Australia

It is common knowledge in the town of Hervey Bay that the
dingos do not have enough food and the DERM is
exterminating the Fraser Island Dingo.
This is a disgusting situation and very upsetting to the
Aboriginal Butchella people here in Hervey Bay who have
traditional and cultural ties to the island dingos.
These dingos need to be fed, local people here in Hervey
Bay including the member for Wide Bay Ted Sorenson are
being ignored by our elected politicians in Canberra.
Good honest, caring people are being prosecuted for trying
to help the Fraser Island Dingo.
Now the governments activities are exposed they will have
to face the music, burying thier heads in paperwork and
ignoring the general population of Hervey Bay is not
working anymore.
Time to face the music Kate Jones.
The RSPCA also has a lot to answer for handing over
Jennifer Parkhursts prepared submission to them to DERM
who then used it to prosecute her.
What has Australia become when good peoples lives are
being destroyed by our government who is itself immune
from Australian law? When our government officials
ridicule our local member of parliament and refuses to
listen to the voices of people who live here and know what
is happening.
This is simply wrong and smacks of an official cover up.

654.

John M Walsh

Cooloola Cove,
Australia

655.

Sharon
Richardson

Melbourne, Australia

This is an absolute disgrace - The Fraser Island Dingoes
deserves to
live!!!!!!!!!! Act now before it is too late!!!!

656.

Alex Boulton

Joondalup, Australia

There's enough research shown that without intervention,
the dingo lies within the same fate as the thylacine. So
please, protect our largest native predator and don't let it
become a memory of the past

657.

AJ Drewy

collingwood, Australia

658.

Fiona Harris

Paradise Point,
Australia

659.

sophie tesson

le cannet, France

660.

Dingo Lady

Lower Plenty,
Australia

661.

Noeleen
Richardson

Dromana, Australia

662.

Rose Akin

Izmir, Turkey

663.

KIM MA

VIC, Australia

664.

Angela Lowe

Hervey Bay, Australia
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Does man have to destroy everything decent in the world!

-
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665.

tortiller jean luc

biches, France

666.

suzi gussakov

Sao Paulo, Brazil

667.

Greg Donohoe

Tempe, AZ

668.

Maureen Brannan CLOYNA, Australia

669.

Heather Warner

Ridgewood, Australia

670.

julieta lopez

Tijuana Bc, Mexico

671.

Michelle Correll

Bartlesville, OK

672.

D Williams

Lismore, Australia

673.

Gabriele Martinec

Dürnkrut, Austria

674.

Seth Ehrenreich

Buffalo, NY

675.

Bianca Wittkowski Neukirchen-vluyn,
Germany

676.

Maree Kennedy

The international community needs to be aware and put
pressure on the Australian government to help save these
beautiful creatures and their natural habitat before it is too
late!
PLEASE help us save the last full-blood dingoes in
Australia! Governments have systematically eradicated the
dingo from every part of Australia and now they are at risk
in their last stronghold on Fraser Island. It is an absolute
tragedy especially as it is so AVOIDABLE. We have been
pleading for a sanctuary on Fraser for many years but the
Queensland government are hell-bent on destroying them
all. Science proves that reintroducing this apex predator
back into its native habitat helps get rid of ferals and
re-establish balance. PLEASE HELP THE DINGO
SURVIVE!

BOORAL.
Queensland.,
Australia

To the powers that be:
Isn't it a long way past time for the Government and the
ministers involved to admit thay have made a very grave
mistake. All these city raised Pollies who's closest
encounter with animals is from the safety of a fence in a
zoo or widlife park. The way this has been handled and the
ignorance with which it is being managed is nothing short
of a disgrace. Why is it when the Government gets
involved in anything that has been running well for years,
they can manage to turn it into a disaster of epic
proportions. The world is watching and so are the voters, I
know come election day I will be casting my vote for the
party that proves beyond doubt that they are listening to
the people and taking on board the issues that are close to
their hearts.
Save the Fraser Island Dingoes for our future generations,
dont let the only place they are seen be on a tourist
brochure that is ten years old or more, ( we all know they
havent looked that for at least a decade). Stop promoting
what you are seeking to destroy, get up of your chairs and
go see for yourself the disgusting & inhumane way these
(continues on next page)
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676.

Maree Kennedy

BOORAL.
Queensland.,
Australia

(continued from previous page)

677.

Ethel Mundt

Meringandan,
Australia

Leave them alone...it is human contact which is the
problem

678.

Enald Erasmus

Pretoria, South Africa

679.

Michal Kolman

Kozojedy U Kralovic,
Czech Republic

680.

enrico miolli

Settimo Torinese,
Italy

681.

Bianca Heiden

Grevenbroich,
Germany

682.

Linda London

Roswell, GA

683.

schweikardt
audrey

METZ, France

684.

Ginamarie Colorio Eden Prairie, MN

685.

Andi drummond

Kendal, United
Kingdom

686.

Jovita Prinz

Las Palmas De Gc,
Spain

687.

Maria Oniga

Medias, Romania

688.

Ioan Lupan

Medias, Romania

689.

Emil Oniga

Medias, Romania

690.

Marie-Rose
HECKMANN

Marseille, France

691.

Odile
HECKMANN

Marseille, France

692.

Jean-Luc
PALAZOTTO

Marseille, France

693.

Nicolas Belleudy

ALLAUCH, France

694.

Carole Belleudy

Paris, France

695.

Richelle Rausch

E Wenatchee, WA

696.

Jila Taghizadeh

Tehran, Iran, Islamic
Republic Of

697.

Christian Lecup

Amiens, France

698.

dominique
desprez

Amiens, France

699.

François Lecup

Amiens, France
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animals are treated and literally starved to death or shot by
rangers because they come looking for food. VOTE for
feeding stations away from human interaction.
Maree Kennedy
QUEENSLAND
FRASER COAST

-
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700.

Anne Lecup

Gif sur yvette, France

701.

Jacqueline Méraut Paris, France

702.

Sharon Dubois

Lyon, France

703.

Meryl Pinque

Paris, France

704.

Lee Roessler

Lancaster, PA

705.

astone douay

Amiens, France

706.

nathalie pizel

amiens, France

707.

Petitdemenge
Sabrina

Picardie, France

708.

Dechen Gerrard

Eudlo, Australia

I am heart broken at the state of the Fraser Island dingoes
and I am requesting the government to change policies to
immediately improve the situation there.
All animals everywhere require our assistance to ensure
they are not suffering and they have the circumstances for
a healthy survival into the future.
Destroying the wildlife of our planet will be a disaster for us
all.

709.

Hermann Zimmer

Berlin, Germany

My wife and I have recently been to Hervey Bay and were
going over to Fraser Island but friends told us of the skinny
dingoes and that if one approached a tourist the rangers
would shoot them. I could not go, knowing that this could
happen to such a beautiful animal!! and when I get home I
will tell the tourist operators and my friends of this terrible
situation and to not go to Fraser Island. Very sad, in my
country rangers are there to protect the animals, not shoot
them!!

710.

Szymon Dziamba

Lublin, Poland

711.

Drew Forsyth

Monto, Australia

712.

laetitia tapon

Paris, France
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Removal of the ponies has caused this problem as the
Dingoes lived on them.Re removal of dingoes to the
mainland this is a waste of Tax payers money and
extremely unfair because they have no fear of man, they
have been droped close to landholders and helecoptered
into one reserve, and they have been immediately shot,
they were seen to be lounging on the front lawn of one
homestead in a friendly style, what a waste, they should
have been made aware of gun shots and fear of humans
before bringing to the mainland. As a presveration means,
please be sure not to let this happened. I know a lot about
Dingoes as I owned a dingo as a pet for many years and
have had bad experiences with cross bred dingoes with
the taking of calves on our property, this cross breeding is
actually worse than the pure dingo.

-
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713.

Suzanna van der
Voort

Maastricht,
Netherlands

The Dingo (Canis lupus dingo) has scientifically been
proven to be one of the oldest breeds in the world. It is
listed as Vulnerable by the IUCN (International Union for
Conservation of Nature), which means it is facing a high
risk of extinction in the wild. The Dingoes of World Heritage
listed Fraser Island are also one of the purist strains in
Australia and are a major attraction for International
tourists. Therefore it is your task and your duty to take a
strong stance in the protection and preservation of these
precious animals for now and for their future!

714.

VIER Eva

PARIS, France

BASTA !!! arretez de tuez BANDE D'HUMAINS
"INHUMAINS" -

715.

LEQUEUX
PASCALE

ECURAT, France

Je demande à la communauté internationale (en particulier
s'ils connaissent des classé au patrimoine mondial de l'île
Fraser, commenter s'ils visite, sachant que d'une espèce
emblématique australien est d'être exterminés ..
Australiens: vous savez quoi dire ..

716.

ROUX josette

Marseille, France

717.

allion emilie

Paris, France

718.

Nancy Simon

Portland, OR

719.

Wanda Grabowski Glasshouse
Shirley McRae
Mountains, Australia

720.

clare howell

Wiltshire, United
Kingdom

721.

Pat and Judy
HANVIN

SOUTH BINGERA,
Australia

Pat and Judy Hanvin

722.

Charmaine
Brayley

Kippa-Ring, Australia

Can you sleep at night knowing that you CAN do
something for these curious, intelligent animals - and you
are doing nothing.
Humans caused this situation by the introduction of
brumbies and when humans changed the situation by the
removal of the horses which was an important food source,
nothing was done to supplement the dingoes. SHAME,
SHAME, SHAME.
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This is a unfolding tragedy that has no scientifically backed
reason. Stop the slaughter, start to protect and conserve.
We would like to add our voices to others and ask that the
dingo be considered with the care, compassion and
empathy all native wildlife deserves. They are unique to
this country and need to be protected accordingly. Most of
us care for our domesticated dogs, their wild ancestors
should be provided with the same opportunities. These are
to have sufficient healthy and nutritious food and water to
meet their needs and those of their offspring. They require
freedom to roam and not be harrassed physically, mentally
or emotionally for the edification of sick human beings.
They have the right to be respected for the important role
they play in balancing an ecosystem already challenged by
human impacts. Humans need to do much more to help
the wildlife that calls this special land home.

-
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723.

Aneski Marie

Berthecourt, France

724.

kamirand s

Paris, France

725.

RODIONOFF
Nathalie

PARIS, France

726.

Caitlin Kendal

Brighton, Australia

727.

Suzanne
Trueman

Caloundra, Australia

I have been a wildlife carer all my life and cannot believe
that our native animals can be so brutally abused by such
a lucky society. Our wildlife is so important to the health of
our planet and nature had a perfect plan, but greed and
lack of education has caused so much to be lost. It is the
biggest outrage that stupid people without the correct
knowledge,can allow starvation of a unique species to be
lost - we will not get a second chance! Lets all voice our
anger as they are dying!

728.

stacey winch

alderley, QLD,
Australia

Ignorance is no excuse.

729.

leborgne sylvain

Herissart, France

730.

roux tiffany

marseille, France

731.

sarah moerman

iluka, Australia

this is disgusting!!!!!Frazer island is a national icon and the
dingo is our native dog and we are letting them starve to
death in the enviroment we ruined....so typical of
humans......

732.

Sarah Tucker

buderim, Australia

Our Dingoes in my view should be recognised of course as
one of our most amazing Australian Native animals and
protected in everyway possible. How can these animals be
left to stave there is not enough wildlife on fraser island to
support the diet of these beautiful animals. I believe a
regular food drop should be done to support these animals
this could be done in a manner so feeding is not
associated with humans.

733.

Tosh Tucker

Buderim, Australia

734.

Gail Gipp

Cooloola Sands,
Australia

It never ceases to amaze me that in this day and age we
still continue to have to fight to save our precious wildlife.
When will we learn that in the overall scheme of things
"WE" are just another species, once we destroy everything
else ............who will save us?

735.

Justine Oxley

Brisbane, Australia

I grew up in Hervey Bay and went on many family holidays
to Fraser Island in our 4WD. Over the years we've noticed
a dramatic decline in the number of Dingoes and changes
in their behaviours. I witness two situations that broke my
heart then and still do today. I saw a Dingo so emaciated
bones were sticking out everywhere possible; it was so
weak it barely had the energy to walk. Near Indian head I
saw a ranger arrive in their 4WD and when they got out of
the car the Dingo bolted into the bushes with its tail
(continues on next page)
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735.

Justine Oxley

Brisbane, Australia

(continued from previous page)

736.

Sally Kilpatrick

North Rockhampton,
Australia

I also grew up in Hervey Bay, with Fraser Island being our
pride and joy. I worked in a backpacking hostel for a while,
and one of the highlights of touring Fraser is seeing the
dingoes. As an organisation we provided information
regarding these wild animals, such as advising tourists to
pack away food items properly, and not approach the
dingoes etc... We never once had an issue with the
animals. It breaks my heart to see the condition they are in.
Fraser Island is the natural habitat of these wild animals.
WE are invading them, not the other way around. How
many species must we destroy before we are comfortable?
These animals should be protected and respected.
Instead, they are hunted and starving.

737.

Sonny Smith

Hervey Bay, Australia

I am asking the International community (especially if they
know of World Heritage listed Fraser Island, to comment if
they would visit, knowing that an iconic Australian species
is being exterminated..
Aussies: you know what to say..

738.

Jizelle White

Gold Coast, Australia

739.

Barbara Bennett

Lafayette, IN

740.

Felix Wilde

Lightning Ridge,
Australia

741.

Mckay Jennifer

Iluka, Australia

742.

Megan Aitken

Burpengary, Australia

743.

betty allan

brisbane, Australia

744.

brian [WINKLE]
williams

cooloolacove,
Australia
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between its legs. The sight of the car and the uniform was
enough to scare the Dingo into hiding. What are they doing
to them that we don't know about that provokes this kind of
behaviour?
Fraser Island is a World Heritage Listed Island. If we don't
protect the dominate predator on the island there will be
severely detriment affects for the rest of the ecosystem.
Take a look at Lady Elliot Island, every creature big or
small, including sharks! are protected with the upmost
respect. Because of this the island has regained its pristine
state after years of mining and habitat destruction.
I am only 21 and human ignorance is constnatly on my
mind, continually chipping away at my faith in mankind.
How can we not care about our planet, our home?

Please save the Dingoes! This iconic species should not
be allowed to be exterminated.

Shame on you Queensland Government it seems progress
and profit and development before the environment. Are
we going to see the extinction of more animals in your term
than histrory, will one day my children's children only see
these creatures on the internet and not in their HOME.
these are the only pure breed dingo left in the world WAKE
UP POLLIES or you will next on the list at election time

-
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745.

Nicole Dwyer

Iluka, Australia

I am aware that the public and the Government have left
the issue of the Dingoes on Fraser Island way to long. To
the point ofd the native animals extinction. About five years
ago the Government ship hundred of Dingos out to
Stanthorpe and the farmers have have a hideous time
culling these dogs who where killing there cattle. Now we
are leting them starve, the most inhuman way possible.
This should not be happening. It does not have to be like
this. A solution could be to ask the public to file a request
to adopt pups at least chip not desexed. If there found to
be feral the owners are then prosecuted. Please they do
not deserve to starve. Thank you

746.

Megan
Mackander

Hervey Bay, Australia

747.

maria tolosa

brisbane, Australia

748.

paul petersen

brisbane, Australia

749.

Lauren Stuart

Maroochydore,
Australia

750.

Lisa Salazar

Foster City, CA

751.

Jane Rivers

Cootharaba, Australia I can't believe that in this so called 'age of reason', the
Queensland Government is so hell bent on sanitising
Fraser Island and driving the Islands top predator into
extinction. It is horrific to think that the only way my
grandkids will see the Fraser Island dingo is in Nana and
Poppys photo albums!Shame on you Anna Bligh and I
guess you've lost my vote (after 30 years).

752.

Jayne Mackellar

Sydney, Australia

753.

Iris Matzath

Tangstedt, Germany

754.

Judith Allen

D'Aguilar,
Queensland,
Australia

755.

Anne Tocknell

Childers, Australia

756.

Anne Hatt

Raby, Australia

757.

SANDRA
Peachey

Joyner, Australia
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Nobody can go back and start a new beginning, but
anyone can start today and make a new ending.”

Again...NOOOOO words to describe...my sadness and
anger!

I can not believe that our Government can be so brutal as
to allow yet another one of our wildlife species to near
extinction. How inhumane is starvation to a precious
creature. Why can we not have regular food drops to the
uninhabitated areas of the Island. This would stop their
aggression & keep them away from the public. Once they
are gone, we can not ever get them back
......never,never,ever will we see these native dogs again. I
just hope it's not too late to stop this carnage.

-
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758.

LINDA RITCHIE

PICNIC POINT,
Australia

Please add your support to save these unique animals...

759.

Anna-Leise
Fitzgerald

Toowoomba,
Australia

SAVE THE DINGO - THEY HAVEN'T DONE ANYTHIGN
WRONG THE GOVERNMENT IS IN THE WRONG IN
PARTICULAR PARKS AND WILDLIFE.

760.

Sarah de Wit

Toowoomba,
Australia

761.

Angela
Bolle-Picard

Burpengary, Australia

762.

donna Drumm

Brisbane, Australia

763.

Jenny Hoskins

Napoli, Italy

764.

Henriette
Matthijssen

Boyle,, Canada

765.

Annie Dillon

Inverclyde, United
Kingdom

766.

Nina Fitzgerald

Glasshouse
Mountains, Australia

767.

marissa
abramovic

Edenton, NC

768.

Mike Masley

Manville, NJ

769.

Marie Walker

Bidwill, Australia

770.

Rebecca Waddell

Calgary, Canada

771.

Vandermark
Swan

Getzville, NY

772.

Margaret Cooper

Coleford Radstock,
United Kingdom

773.

Vandra Olsen

Warner, Australia

774.

Glenn Olsen

Warner, Australia

775.

Julia Maeder

Duesseldorf,
Germany

776.

Angela Graham

Bundaberg, Australia

777.

Gwen Gill

River Heads, Hervey
Bay, Australia

Dingos have the right to have a safe place where to live
and prosper. They were Australian inhabitants long before
white Australian colonised this country. Being pure breed
Fraser Island Dingoes deserve to be proteced and t is our
Government duty to ensure their survival.

Exploitation of our wildlife is now longer acceptable. It is
deplorable. With what contempt will future generations look
back on our inaction and apathy if we do NOTHING.

This is a very rare and ancient breed. It is the responsibility
of man to ensure that this special animal is saved. Modern
man has no right to exterminate an animal this ancient and
important. Cruelty and inhumane treatment is not
acceptable. Is cruelty and inhumane treatment of its wildlife
really the message the Queensland Government wishes to
send to the rest of the world??

I live accross the Strait from Fraser Island. I have visited
Fraser Island many times and my family has worked there
at one time or another. Over the years, the dingo
(continues on next page)
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777.

Gwen Gill

River Heads, Hervey
Bay, Australia

(continued from previous page)

778.

tortiller jean luc

Biches, France

779.

jenna sandy

melbourne, Australia

780.

Phoebe
Chayance

Shrewsbury, United
Kingdom

781.

Andrea Bartha

Szentendre, Hungary

782.

Cynthia Villaume

Liverdun, France

783.

pia
Forss-Saarinen

Sahalahti, Finland

784.

Hanna Erkel

Szentendre, Hungary

785.

Rezagui HAifa

Alger, Algeria

786.

Yanes HOurya

Alger, Algeria

787.

Kisha
Giannangelo

Regents Park,
Australia
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population has lost it's food source. The Government took
away the brumbies which were a natural food source for
the dingos. Then they took away the tip. There were never
anywhere near as many incidents of so called "Dingo
Attacks" while there was a food source for the dingos. The
Government and Councils blame visitors and tourists for
the attracting the dingos with food as a cause for the
attacks. In some aspects this may be correct, but with
majority of main food sources taken away from the dingos,
there was always a going to be an issue of hungry dingos.
Stop culling our dingos and start supplying these precious
animals with a food source. If it is an environmental issue,
think about what native animals can be let loose to breed
of Fraser so the Dingos actually have something to hunt
and eat. There will be less attacks as they are a naturally
timid animal. They are just starving. It would be a dreadful
shame for us to lose the last of these pure blooded dingo.
Feed them and the incidents will be dramatically lessened.
You can save children's lives by feeding the dingo. Bring
back a food source.
If you didn't feed your own dog for a month and left it to
scavange in your backyard, you can guarantee it will attack
for food also.
it sickens me and saddens me that this is allowed to
happen. they are the top preditior these animals have
every right to live in peace and harmony. why are you
taking it away? they dont deserve to die slow painful
deaths. im sure you wouldnt like to endure it. if you keep
this 'so called dingo management program' in place you
will drive them to extintion. then what are you going to do?
will you be proud of that? they can breed but without food
they cant survive. so please give the australian dingo a fair
chance!!

-
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788.

Urosh Sredojevich Bijeljina, Bosnia And
Herzegovina

789.

Luis Contreras

Addison, IL

790.

Séverine
SENECHAL

AMIENS, France

791.

Susi Wilde

Lightning Ridge,
Australia

792.

Sean Child

Southampton, United
Kingdom

793.

Oskar Pohlmann

Hamburg, Germany

794.

Elfmagic Taylor

Adelaide, Australia

795.

Terri knauber

Cheektowaga, NY

796.

Henry Ehlers

Scharbeutz, Germany

797.

Slavica Vukelic

Belgrade, Serbia And
Montenegro

798.

Jennifer Parkhurst Rainbow Beach,
Australia

We are all One.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.

Most people would be marginally aware of how utterly
cruel the process of starvation is. However, for us locals
who watch dingoes starve first-hand, year after year on
Fraser Island, the reality defies imagination. Death usually
takes around three weeks. Starvation can also continue in
a prolonged state for years. Prolonged starvation can
cause the dingo permanent organ damage.
During starvation the body first depletes all glucose
reserves, in order to keep vital organs performing. Then it
breaks down the fat stores, the last of which is the marrow
in the bones. When the body has broken down all the fat it
then begins to break down its own muscles and internal
organs in an attempt to keep the nervous system
functioning.
Starving animals are often too weak to sense thirst, and
therefore become dehydrated, itself an extremely painful
condition. Symptoms include muscle cramps, dizziness,
delirium, swelling of the tongue, and seizures. Heart rate
can rise due to decreased plasma volume and blood
pressure can intensify, leading to heart failure. Body temp
may rise, breathing may slow down as lung capacity is
reduced, and the weakened immune system leaves the
victim susceptible to disease. The dingo may suffer from
frequent, often fatal diarrhea.
The pain becomes very intense. Muscles degenerate, until
muscular action is no longer possible. Muscle atrophy
(shrinkage) makes the shoulder bones, ribs, vertebrae, and
pelvis appear prominent. Dry, cracked skin makes all
movement painful.
(continues on next page)
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798.

Jennifer Parkhurst Rainbow Beach,
Australia

(continued from previous page)

799.

Darryl George

Mitcham, Australia

My experience is that WHEN THEY OWN THE
INFORMATION, THEY CAN BEND IT ALL THEY WANT.
that seems to be what the Government is doing here. Wise
up Australia and take a real look at what is happening.The
rest of the world is obviously watching.

800.

Heidi Taylor

Port Douglas,
Australia

801.

Richard Taylor

Port Douglas,
Australia

Fraser Island is meant to be a World Heritage Listed Site.
The native animals are starving and being culled, the
beaches are covered in marine debris and that is what the
QLD Government calls "protected"????

802.

Clive Morris

Hobart, Australia

I am amazed at how DERM are handling the Fraser Island
Dingo Problem. I am amazed there are still dingoes alive
there given the treatment of these beautiful creatures. I am
amazed at how callous DERM are in relation to treating a
beautiful icon of Australia. Taking the food chain of the
dingoes off Fraser Island was DERM's first big mistake.
Then allowing these beautiful, native animals to starve is

The animal eventually succumbs to fatigue and apathy.
Interaction with the surrounding world diminishes. Hunger
may be temporarily appeased by eating a food substitute –
tin foil, paper, twigs, chewing gum, plastic bags, leaves
and charcoal are commonly found in the guts of autopsied
FI dingoes (eg: ‘Stomach contents=Fish, apple core, vinyl
(very bloated) Intestines=Full of blood (blocked’).
Due to delirium, pain associated with starvation can
decrease as symptoms get worse, however the pain of
dehydration persists until the subject becomes
unconscious or eventually dies. Death may result from
heart failure, lack of sufficient blood glucose to provide the
energy needs of the brain causing hypoglycemic shock or
simply as a result of the body being unable to perform the
functions necessary for life.
The information above is difficult to read, but it is possible
to read it and move on. However, to actually look into the
eyes of an animal suffering such a fate, is unbearable.. Yet
watch them suffer is all we can do.
Please help us to support the very precious population of
Fraser Island dingoes. With appropriate information and
educational programs, we can bring people to a greater
understanding of the character of the dingo, and the
importance of pack social structure. We wish to implement
a new, transparent management program including
random food drops at certain times of the breeding cycle,
appropriate census information, non-intrusive observation
and independent research. We also wish to change
legislation, so that the dingo is fully protected on the Island.

(continues on next page)
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802.

Clive Morris

Hobart, Australia

(continued from previous page)

803.

Rosario Morris

Batangas, Philippines

804.

Anne Maranan

Pasig City,
Philippines

805.

Nahani
Tah-Kloma

Hazelton, Canada

806.

Roy Maranan

Pasig City,
Philippines

807.

Sam Taylor

Budaberg, Australia
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another example of their lack of concern. I wonder how
long the DERM Rangers would last if their food chain was
taken away as brutally as the dingoes' food chain has
been. One of the joys of tourists visiting Fraser Island is to
see a wild dingo. I wonder how long it will be before these
beautiful animals join the list of the extinct variety. I am
very familiar with the Government of Queensland and how
they are handling this problem. I ask that the Hon. Kate
Jones, MP, Minister for Climate Change and Sustainability
in the Rudd Government, has the courage to give these
dingoes the love they deserve to live a happy life on Fraser
Island, one where food is readily available, rather than the
miserable, starving life they are enduring at present. Some
of the pictures coming out of Fraser Island depict an
animal so emaciated were it a dog it would be put down
rather than allowed to suffer. Then there is the dingo
eradication of placing poisonous baits, the hazing of
dingoes - the list goes on and on. I would like to see DERM
rangers subject to the same immoral and degrading
treatment these dingoes are forced to endure just to
survive.

Wolf is the Grand Teacher. Wolf is the sage, who after
many winters upon the sacred path and seeking the ways
of wisdom, returns to share new knowledge with the tribe.
Wolf is both the radical and the traditional in the same
breath. When the Wolf walks by you - you will remember.
We humans fear the beast within the wolf because we do
not understand the beast within ourselves. Throughout the
centuries we have projected on to the wolf the qualities we
most despise and fear in ourselves. And like us, you have
demonized your dingo. "The wolf is neither man's
competitor nor his enemy. He is a fellow creature with
whom the earth must be shared." ~ L. David Mech

A photo was just taken today of a very young child in a
baby pen left on the top of the beach while the parents
were done fishing. Now if there was an incident with that
child and a Dingo, i think we all know what the out come
would be!!! This photo was taken to the paper and
promised a story would be written about it. Fingers crossed
they stay true to there word.
LEAVE THE DINGOES ALONE.

-
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808.

Ronan Maranan

Pasig City,
Philippines

809.

Roxanne
Maranan

Pasig City,
Philippines

810.

Ruth Maranan

Pasig City,
Philippines

811.

Ritzy Maranan

Pasig City,
Philippines

812.

Angelizue
Maranan

Pasig City,
Philippines

813.

Rosemeyer
Sheye Louse

Eatons Hill, Australia

814.

Glenn Cleary

Maroochydore,
Australia

815.

Tony Knight

Scotterthorpe, United
Kingdom

816.

Rita Power

Gunns Plains,
Tasmania, Australia

817.

Gisela Kaplan

Armidale,NSW,
Australia

The dingoe is a highly evolved and important part of
Australia's biodiversity. It is also a highly endangered
species and ought to be accorded the urgency and positive
treatment to save it. It is most objectionable, under any
circumstances, to see any animals starved, mistreated or
secretly shot. It is even more objectionable if the motives
behind this might be related to tourist dollars. Moreover,
indiscriminate deaths create havoc in the social fabric and
in the important passing on of essential knowledge thus
leaving the remainder of the population in disarray and
distress. Both, on physical and other grounds, the current
state of affairs is appallingly contrary to internationally
agreed basic standards of animal welfare and an ethics of
care.

818.

Ryhorchuk Gillian

Earlston, Victoria,
Australia

It is a shame that dingoes on Fraser Island are becoming
rarer by the minute, due to the treatment dealt thm by
DERM.
If Australia can take Japan to task, then the government
needs to look at itself and its lack of dignity and foresight

I have been fortunate to have been in direct contact with
dingoes during my time in Australia, and I know that as
long as humans respect the way that dogs behave there is
no danger. I realise that it is much more expensive to
embark upon a program of educating people than simply
killing other animals, but there are times when common
sense should be used, and it is the purpose of elected
officials to show good leadership and lead by example. If
beaches clearly mark the danger posed by jellyfish, why is
the dingo not equally respected, even though it is not even
close to being as big a threat?

(continues on next page)
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818.

Ryhorchuk Gillian

Earlston, Victoria,
Australia

(continued from previous page)

819.

Hirte Norbert

Hamburg, Germany

820.

JOSEPH
BARNETT

Pensacola, FL

821.

MARY
GUTIERREZ V.

Bucaramanga,
Colombia

822.

Holly Swint

Clearwater, FL

823.

Monica Kaiser

Edlibach, Switzerland

824.

Peter Brady

Tewantin, Australia

825.

Deborah
Tuddenham

Dunlop, Australia

826.

Leonie Bridger

Tewantin, Australia

827.

VILMA BRIDGER

TEWANTIN, Australia I think the dingos should be left to live on fraser they took
the horses away so the dingos have no food they are the
only real pure dingos left leave them alone

828.

Lee Steindl

Coochiemudlo Island,
Australia

In all other countries, iconic animals are protected and
proudly promoted, and yet in Australia they are considered
a nuisance to tourists, and eradicated wherever possible. I
guess thats easier than finding a way to deal with the
situation that suits both sides, tourists and animals.

829.

Keira Olsen

Joyner, Australia

Australia should be protecting this species!

830.

Beth Weinert

Brisbane, Australia

831.

Brian Waley

Tewantin, Australia
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about its treatment of the dingo. Australia managed to
make the Tasmanian Tiger extinct. Now the government is
doing its best to keep up its poor reputation by treating the
dingo similarly.

The Dingo population on Fraser has forever been
associated with humans in a cohabitational manner of one
form or another - forever, until now. QPWS or QPW or
DERM or whoever they are this week are putting modern
"public liability paranoia" ahead of the welfare of the Dingo.
Educate visitors, inform them and monitor them properly and fine them if they disregard the rules. Put the Dingo
ahead of the visitors. Respect the Dingo. Save the Dingo.
You are currently supporting red-neck anti-Dingo attitudes
which will ultimately see the Fraser Island Dingo population
decimated to the point of unviability - and then extinction.
Shame on you, Kate Jones. You are acting dishonorably.

These animals have more rights than the visitors - they
have been there much longer. They have always had
humans as a food source offset; scraps, dumps, dead feral
animals (brumbies etc). Now those all-knowing rangers
have decided to change the way the dogs have
successfully survived for thousands of years. I imagine that
this will have a negative impact on the other native wildlife
and most certainly the dogs. Save the Dingo - modify the
behaviour of the Visitors.

-
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832.

Andris Zalite

Noosaville, Australia

All to often we cull wild animals in National Parks because
they cause a threat to humans who are invading their
space. Dingos are natural scavangers so will always come
close to humans.
We have changed the islands ecology but have done
nothing to remedy the effect this has had on the animal
population.
Educate the ignorant - don't blame the animal for doing
what comes naturally.

833.

Barry Bridger

Brisbane, Australia

834.

Gwen Moore

Tin Can Bay
Queensland,
Australia

835.

Kelly Batty

Noosaville DC QLD,
Australia

836.

Barbara
Ridgeway

Bethel, CT

837.

Williams fred

Fernvale, Australia

838.

Sophie van den
berg

Williamstown,
Australia

839.

Robin Hood

Pomona, Australia

840.

Cheryl Hill

MITCHAM, Australia

841.

Glen Elmes M.P.

Noosaville, Australia

842.

Andy Brain

Collingwood,
Australia

Dingos on Frazer Island in Queensland must be managed
and if needed, FED by the local indigenous people. The
Queensland Goverments DERM need to be removed
completly from having any access or control of the dingo
population on the island. DERM should be investigated
and dealt with accordingly for their treatment of the dingos
and the missmanagement of the island and crimes
committed under the banner of their government authority.

843.

Kaya Mayne

Kandanga, Australia

Please Help save these incrediable animals !!!

844.

Bruce McLean

Lake Macdonald,
Australia

The Queensland Government is not being open about their
policies and actions on Fraser Island with respect to the
dingo population and it's management. They are too
concerned with any negative publicity that may dent their
image and cover their inaction with spin

845.

Panagiotis
Scopelitis

Eumundi, Australia

Please show the World some leadership-in-action and act
accordingly with the right intention and protect the Dingo's
right to an existence in its own habitat. Show the World a

The role of the dingo in the Australian environment is
important for the future of wildlife and natural processes.
People and dingos also have a long-standing relationship
of mutual benefit, and dingos must not be relegated to
merely nuisance value. They must be valued as a unique
and important part of the Australian landscape.

(continues on next page)
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845.

Panagiotis
Scopelitis

Eumundi, Australia

(continued from previous page)

846.

Ben Saunders

Birmingham, United
Kingdom

I have witnessed the cruelty to the animals first hand, this
needs to stop

847.

Donna Clark

victoria point,
Australia

848.

ron odonnell

gympie, Australia

849.

Elizabeth Cheney

Queensland,
Australia

850.

Graciela Patron
Mederos

León, Spain

Pido a la comunidad internacional (sobre todo si saben de
Patrimonio de la Humanidad Fraser Island, comentar si les
visita, sabiendo que una especie australiana icónica es ser
exterminados ..
Australianos: sabes qué decir ..

851.

Brooke Urquhart

Wellington Point,
Australia

I am asking the International community (especially if they
know of World Heritage listed Fraser Island, to comment if
they would visit, knowing that an iconic Australian species
is being exterminated..
Aussies: you know what to say..

852.

Cherise Asmah

Sydney, Australia

853.

heather reid

winnellie, Australia

society that lives interdependently with the world's land
and sea inhabitants and protect, admire and behold an
animal in its own domain. Please show the World the
Australian and Queensland Government and its respective
Minister(s) directly responsible for this World Heritage
Listed site named Fraser Island can honour its fiduciary
duty and obligations to the Australian and World Public.
For the task and responsibility is to protect a World
Heritage Listed Site and its natural inhabitants for future
generations.
The World is watching and there can be no excuse if this
fiduciary duty and responsibility is absolved in any way
whatsoever. If the Dingo and Fraser Island cannot be
saved for the World's future generations, nothing will likely
save the the person(s) responsible from multi-generational
Worldwide condemnation.

I live and work in a remote east arnhem community and i
am regularly in contact with the local dingo family. Anyone
who has anything to do with these dogs cant help but
respect them. I make it my concern to see that they are fed
on a regular basis as over the years they have become
more domesticated. This does not mean that they no
longer hunt. I frequently see them out an about during the
course of my travels. I am so impressed with their level of
awareness of members of their family. they do not gorge
food like domestic dogs, i witness them sharing without
fighting or dominance. The only time i saw any sign of
aggression was when an outside dog entered their circle.
(continues on next page)
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853.

heather reid

winnellie, Australia

(continued from previous page)

854.

Paula Wootton

Imbil, Australia

855.

seamus reid

coolum, Australia

856.

Protap
Chakravortty

Libreville, Gabon

857.

Allan Miettinen

Wynyard, Australia

858.

Genevieve Gall

Birkdale, Australia

859.

Erica Siegel

Birkdale Qld,
Australia

860.

Jan Smith

Redlands, Australia

861.

Peter Müller

Herzberg, Germany

862.

Cecilia
Bravo-Arenas

Naples, FL

863.

Maria Choratta

Nicosia, Cyprus,
Cyprus

864.

Luke Munro

Brighton, United
Kingdom

865.

Sue Dyer

Noosaville, Australia

866.

JULIE penlington

mooloolaba, Australia

please

867.

Mutrray Francis

Brisbane, Australia

I have visited Fraser Island many times, in doing so I have
talked to many residents and other people, informing me
that This situation was the event of removing the main food
supply of the Dingo, Being the Wild Horses. Feed the
Dingo's in an isolated part of the Island with an appropriate
food, Give the Dingo the respect they deserves, Educate
the visitors to Fraser Island.

868.

Vivienne Nielssen

Cumberland Park,
Australia
Page 56

Even this was totally out of character, then i realised that
the lead female was in season. she left the pack very soon
after this event, and the others remained as passive as
always.
Along with so many others, I fail to understand how and
why the situation on Fraser Is has been allowed to occur.
Do we have to do everything for the tourist? Surely there is
someone in charge who has some intestinal fortitude to
correct this mess.

We have to get this right.

HEIL honorable? horrible! Kate Jones
Regarding the dingoes under your "care",it`s your cruelty
thats bothers me,cruelty and wanton indifference to
another creature`s pain- all for the sake of touristdollars
and the 1080 industrie.With your redneck
attitude(deliberatly ignoring and distarding the facts about
fraser islands dingoes,YOU SHOULD RATHER WORK IN
AN ABOTTOIR !

lets please save the dingoes and start culling the rangers
instead...(not all of the rangers, i know some really nice
ones. just the murdering ones.)

-
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869.

Sonja Reuter

Saarbrücken,
Germany

870.

lesley CAMERON

palmview, Australia

871.

Karin Jetter

Lambsheim,
Germany

Ich fordere die internationale Gemeinschaft (vor allem
wenn sie wissen, der World Heritage aufgeführt Fraser
Island, zu kommentieren, wenn sie besuchen würden, wohl
wissend, dass eine Ikone australischen Arten wird
ausgerottet ..
Aussies: Sie wissen, was zu sagen ..

872.

Christian
Dickgreber

Hong Kong, Hong
Kong

I have seen a Dingo myself being on Fraser Island in 2001
and last year also in the outback in the north western part.
This animal is a wonderful species and no one has the
right to exploit or kill it in any way.
Would you like to be exploited or killed just for use as a
trophy?

873.

Monika Roth

Herxheim, Germany

874.

Michael Schwager Herxheim, Germany

875.

Petra Wendlandt

Herxheim, Germany

876.

Christian Mühl

Hatzenbühl, Germany

877.

Ivonne Engler

Magdeburg, Germany

878.

RAFFY Mokbel

volkertshausen,
Germany

879.

James Mulcare

Clarkston, WA

880.

Paula Chiaruttini

Alexandra Headland,
Australia

881.

Verena
Obrigheim, Germany
Rohrbach-Winkler

882.

Louis Jones

BOKARINA Sunshine
Coast Qld., Australia

883.

Frank Butcher

Imbil, Australia

884.

Arian Wallach

Mt Perry, QLD,
Australia

885.

Jasmin Crouch

Tewantin, Australia

886.

Bob Eyears

Victory Heights,
Australia

887.

Adele Coombs

Gympie, Australia

It is urgent that we stop exterminating our iconic native
dogs, the dingoes. Our international visitors would be
horrified if this happened. These creatures need to be
protected.

888.

david
campbell-wilson

brisbane qld,
Australia

please stop the inhumane treatment and persecution of our
native icon the dingo . this noble animal has been
demonized for far too long,the government seems to worry
about japan and the consequences of their waling
(continues on next page)
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888.

david
campbell-wilson

brisbane qld,
Australia

(continued from previous page)

889.

Joy Hartfield

Caloundra, Australia

Have we not lost enough species? It is time to protect what
is left. Stop this cruel and inhumane treatment of the
remaining dingoes on Fraser island before we have
another Tasmanian Tiger type of extinction on our hands.

890.

Lois Enid

melbourne, Australia

My 7 y.o. was looking thru some (safe) you-tube sights the
other day
regarding the Fraser Island Dingoes. She couldn't
understand why
an animal that is here & alive today could be all wiped-out
& in danger
of being extinct - just like the dinosaurs are!!!!!!!!!! It's hard
to look into those innocent & trusting eyes and tell her it is
in fact "US" grown-ups (well the government!!!!), that is to
blame!!!! She couldn't
believe that some people could be so cruel, uncaring &
mean...........
Please stop this now before it is too late!!!!! This IS IN our
own backyards - AND WE CAN help.............Let the Fraser
Island Dingo
eat, thrive & survive!!!!!!

891.

Lorena Politi

Florence, Italy

892.

Cassandra
Primavera

LAWSON NSW,
Australia

893.

Shameeza
Mohammed

Penal, Trinidad And
Tobago

894.

Briony Calarco

Gympie, Australia

895.

Franklin
Bruinstroop

Maleny, Australia

896.

Donna James

Brisbane, Australia

897.

Conny Krieger

Marburg, Germany

898.

claude giral

nambour, Australia

By lowering the humans/4 wheels drive impacts, let the
fauna and flora of this magnificent World Heritage island
time to recover.
The Fraser island dingoes are an intrinsic part of it!

899.

Leigh King

TIN CAN BAY,
Australia

If we had our own animals in this state of starvation we
would be fined by the RSPCA. You only need to look at the
dingo's in Australian Zoo to know that the dingo's on
Fraser Island are dying a long lonley death of starvation

expeditions more than solving the problems in our own
back yard.unless we as a state and country rectify this
situation we can expect to be the laughing stock of the
world , anna bligh and kevin rudd is this the queensland
and australia that we want to be seen as ? i think not!

Don't you people have hearts and feeling?! Please don't do
this! Please save these beautiful animals! How would you
feel if you were those animals? Please don't do this! This is
wrong!

(continues on next page)
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899.

Leigh King

TIN CAN BAY,
Australia

(continued from previous page)

900.

Stephanie
Rowland

Perth, Australia,
Australia

901.

Roz Molyneaux

Pialba Queensland,
Australia

902.

allan suter

toogoom, Australia

903.

Val Laver

Pialba, Hervey Bay,
Australia

I have been in tears looking at photos of these poor
creatures. It is cruel treating them like this. Please save our
dingoes.

904.

Jodie Woulfe

Hervey Bay, Australia

From what I believe, the dingos didn't attack anyone until
their food source, the brumbies were removed.
Furthermore, after the dingo fences were errected, the
food sources that were left available ie: goanas, now also
elude the dingo, thus leaving this poor animal starving &
desperate. Common sense tells you that if you starve an
animal then they will find food anyway they can.
This is a disgrace, the largest sand Island in the world,
heritage listed, inhabited by the purest of dingo. How are
you going to sleep at night, knowing you have eradicated
this creature by starving them to death. If you did this to a
domestic animal you'd be arrested & charged in a court of
law & that's exactly how it should be. Animal cruelty
charges should be brought against you immediately.

905.

Darren Bowles

Pialba, Australia

906.

J Cullen

Noosa Heads,
Australia

Dingoes must be saved and protected - long term.

907.

Judy Parkin

Mt Coolum Qld,
Australia

I shall be visiting Fraser Island for the first time in a few
years and having seen and heard about the plight of the
dingoes there I am dreading the experience. Doesn't the
Government realise that this is the purest breed of dingoes
left and once they are gone, they are gone forever. There
must be some way of providing feeding stations to help
these animals. Otherwise I fear that caring people will start
taking the matter into their own hands. Starvation is a cruel
and agonising death.

908.

Janet Watson

Gateshead, United
Kingdom

The tourism authorities might like to consider that people
will choose not to visit Australia if by doing so they help to
exterminate its unique fauna.

909.

Lorry Pearce

Hervey Bay, Australia

Having worked with overseas visitors they come to fraser
to see our dingos lets not lose them. Fraser Island would
not be the same without its dingos.

910.

Jan Watts

Rugby,U.K., United
Kingdom
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and then extinction.Shame on you Kate Jones you
shouldn't have that position in Government!
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911.

christopher
Batiste

Solihull, west
midlands, United
Kingdom

912.

steven calliss

Brisbane, Australia

I believe that the Dingo should not be culled from Fraser
Island. We don't cull all the sharks after a shark attack, so
why cull the dingos on Fraser. Bugger off and leave them
alone.

913.

Emi Bossley

Brisbane, Australia

Save the beautiful dingoes!!

914.

Bronya Parkin

mudjimba, Australia

915.

Harmony Meer
Douwes

Gympie, Australia

916.

Eva Syttnik

Herzberg, Germany

917.

meryl parr

palmwoods, Australia

918.

Andrew Drake

Yatala, Australia

919.

Corinne McCall

EUDLO, Australia

920.

Faith Campbell

Hamilton, Canada

921.

Richard Sterling

Sydney NSW,
Australia

If we can care about whales why cant we do it for the
dingo. Al the governments of Australia should be ashamed
for letting this happen

922.

Pam Johnson

Lake Village, IN

You have the power to help these unique creatures. Do not
let them become extinct. Every species of animal on this
planet has a purpose and a right to life.

923.

Fulvia Marino

Torre Annunziata,
Italy

924.

Wendy Forster

Macclesfield,
Cheshire., United
Kingdom

Leave the Dingo alone. He was there first. If I ever visited
Fraser Island and did not see a Dingo because they had all
been exterminated, then my holiday would be a failure. I
would WANT to see the local wildlife.

925.

Patrizia Scally

Houston, TX

Save the Fraser Island Dingo..

926.

Michael Scally

Houston, TX

927.

Bruce Forster

Macclesfield,
Cheshire., United
Kingdom

Dingoes represent Australia - no Dingoes, no Australia!!

928.

Stephenie Bailey

Rollands Plains,
Australia

You can do better than this Queensland. I've stayed on
Fraser. The tourist value of pure strain dingoes is justifiably
high. Some lateral thinking could turn this disaster into an
attraction - visitors inspired by a species being supported

Just like every other creature that is disappearing from this
world, we MUST remember THEY were here long before
us. We humans are the ones stuffing it up!. Let's get it right
before they are ALL gone.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Help save the Dingo, lets not loss another Australian
animal, its heartbreaking... Have regulated feeding spots
for them, too be feed only by rangers once a day, at the
same time, and stop the starvation. Save the Dingo's...

(continues on next page)
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928.

Stephenie Bailey

Rollands Plains,
Australia

(continued from previous page)

929.

Gabriela Garcia
Mayagoitia

Mexico City, Mexico

The Dingo is a wonderful, intelligent creature that should
be protected, not driven to extintion. What's the matter,
Australia, what's with all the cruelty to animals we're
hearing latelly coming from down-under? Please save the
Fraser Island Dingo.

930.

Tina Pota

Skopje, Macedonia,
The Former Yugoslav
Republic Of

931.

Thora Nolan

Wondunna Hervey
Bay, Australia

932.

Jennifer Gardner

Melbourne, FL

933.

Bettina Lorenz

Rhede, Germany

934.

beverley green

vic, Australia

935.

Amber Williams

Kalorama, Australia

936.

Emily Forbes

Tweed Heads,
Australia

937.

Rob Dawson

nsw, Australia

potentially the only pure dingoes left in the country...

938.

Briony Boulton

greensborough,
Australia

save the fraser island dingoes! we have a chance now.. we
won't have the same chance when they're gone...

939.

soledad herrera

melbourne, Australia

940.

GILLIAN
BARBER

YARRA JUNCTION,
Australia

941.

Shane MONAGLE chirnside park,
Australia

942.

Andrew Downie

london, United
Kingdom

943.

naomi robinson

Mount Coolum,
Australia

944.

ben pearce

coolum, Australia
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and thriving in a viable environment with humans kept out
except as observers. Maybe put out a competition for a
plan. At the very least, convene a two day event to listen to
people with useful ideas, and mobilise the energy running
here to implement same.

If there are "too many dingos" for the amount of land
available, GIVE THEM MORE LAND! Decrease the
amount of PEOPLE! Who gives humans the right to keep
culling animals just because our own population is
increasing and therefore taking more land space? Oh!
That's right... our stupid government. What happens when
we have killed off all our wildlife and filled up all our land
with buildings and roads? What a miserable race we are,
and so naive to think that a country without wildlife is
desirable.

LEAVE the dingo's alone, and Jennifer Parkhurst!!

I plan to visit Australia in the near future and wish to see all
the unique animals of yor fine country that includes the
Fraser Island Dingo.

-
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945.

Karen Appleby

Woombye, Australia

Shameful! Once again humans have disturbed the natural
order of things and look at the outcome - a starving Dingo
population through no fault of their own! Do our politicians
& government departments ever learn??? I fear NOT.
Restore the balance & let Mother Nature show you how it
should be done BEFORE it's too late & another precious
species becomes extinct!

946.

MH

Herzberg, Germany

947.

Tarna Versace

Parrearra, Australia

948.

Anna Blake

Donvale, Australia

949.

John T

Beenleigh, Australia

I don't believe they are starving, the ribs showing look is
their natural order, the sad part about it is that they are still
wild animals and pack hunters and live within a social
order, and should be given the respect and caution they
deserve. In short don't feed them scraps and don't
encourage them to come near humans

950.

Stuart French

norman park,
Brisbane, Australia

This is a disgrace, the largest sand Island in the world,
heritage listed, inhabited by the purest of dingo. How are
you going to sleep at night, knowing you have eradicated
this creature by starving them to death. If you did this to a
domestic animal you'd be arrested & charged in a court of
law & that's exactly how it should be. Animal cruelty
charges should be brought against you immediately.

951.

Michael
Branaman

North Lauderdale, FL

952.

Robyn Kriel

Buddina, Australia

953.

Michael Phillips

Manunda, Australia

954.

Naomi Anastasi

Brisbane, Australia

955.

Amanda Ardley

Maryborough,
Australia

Please SAVE the Dingoes!!!!!

956.

Judith Corrigan

Tamworth, United
Kingdom

I always wanted to visit and see the Dingoes, however I
could not bear to see an animal starving because of the
action of humans.When the government sees that their
'great' plan will affect the countries income from tourism
they will change their minds hopefully it won't be too late.

957.

Paul Birkett

Tamworth, United
Kingdom

958.

Daniel Taylor

CANNINGTON WA,
Australia

Dingoes are what make Fraser Island Fraser Island! We
CAN do something about the starvation and cruel death
and neglect of dingoes so we should! No living creature
should be treated this way especially if it is OUR DOING.
SAVE THE DINGO I say.

Everyone needs to stand up for what is right and stand up
and become an activist against these crimes against man
and nature.
Stand up or be pushed aside when the government does
(continues on next page)
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Signatures 945 - 958

Name

From

Comments

958.

Daniel Taylor

CANNINGTON WA,
Australia

(continued from previous page)

959.

mARGARET
Hardy

BIRKDALE, Australia

960.

Derek & Sue
Measures

Wurtulla Queensland,
Australia

961.

niarica lubatti

Coxsackie, NY

962.

Johnny Melton

Mebane, NC

963.

Kari Carlisle

Richfield, UT

Please stop the horrible mismanagement of dingoes on
Fraser Island. It's awful that things have reached such a
desperate state for these beautiful, intelligent canines.

964.

Jason Carey

Wolvi, Australia

This is how National Parks on Fraser Island Treat
Australian Native Animals! The Last Australian Wolf! If I
was starving I wouldn't be happy ether!!!! Around 50 left!!!
And 240 shot!!! Wire snares were used and I have seen
them chew there paws off to escape! Help me fight the
cause! In 1936 the Tasmanian tiger was wipe...d of the
earth! Lets not do it again!!! Please help!! Join the cause!!!
Sign the Petition!

965.

Sabine Beuchert

Weil der Stadt,
Germany

966.

michael seiler

brisbane, Australia

967.

Lena Rehberger

Grebenhain,
Germany

968.

Hal Martin

Calgary, Canada

969.

Juliana Marques

Paris, France

970.

jane smith

sydney, Australia

971.

Leonnie Green

young, Australia

972.

Pilgrim GSD

Hertford, United
Kingdom

973.

Colleen Maranda

Darwin, Australia

Australia's indigenous people recognise the dog as a
spiritual protector, as I do. Stop the ignorant Q'land
Government!

974.

Elisabeth
Roosendaal

Adelaide, Australia

They are starving because humans have upset the natural
food chain-Fraser Island is a small island with a small
eco-system that is not functioning because of human
population. It is because of this that we are responsible for

something against the laws of the land that affects your
rights!!!
Daniel Taylor

we help the bali dogs because dogs dont know what
country they live in. we have progams trying to educate the
people and convince the gov there to introduce animal
wefare laws. so you can imagine how ashamed i am of
what is going on in my own :humane: !!! country

The dingo has as much right as any other animal to be
protected. Stop the killing and torture.

My wife and I would not visit, if we knew that a species is
being intentionally exterminated.

i would love you to vist it, or you to come tovist us.

(continues on next page)
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Signatures 958 - 974

Name

From

Comments

974.

Elisabeth
Roosendaal

Adelaide, Australia

(continued from previous page)

975.

Pauline Fisk

Gosnells, Australia

976.

Katelin Davidson

Perth, Australia

977.

Shannon
McGreavy

wa, Australia

978.

Katarzyna
Kulikowska

Gdansk, Poland

979.

Wiesiek Milimen

Gdansk, Poland

980.

Gemnma Clarke

Gold Coast, Australia

981.

Laetitia Deliot

Buellas, France

982.

Tony Tony

Chago, IL

Tihs is cruel because you are killing off one of you icons.I
love dingos but we have upset the naturl chain and we
have embarked themon a program of
extermination, i.e. extinction..Save them stop the gov from
killing dingos

983.

Sarah Buse

Liverpool, United
Kingdom

I am an Australian currently living in the UK. I am
passionate about dingo's and have personally known 2 for
many years in my life at a wild park I used to volunteer at. I
have always seen Fraser Island as the last safe place for
pure dingo's until all this brutality and extermination
started. If other small island countries i.e. Indonesia, can
live in harmony with there dogs that are most likely the
same breed as the dingo then why can't we do the same.
Fraser Island should be a place for the dingo's and not the
people.... killing dingos is wrong.... just like killing tigers is
wrong. Give the dingo's back their Island!!!!

984.

Louise Carr

Noosaville, Australia

985.

jan campbell

kilkivan, Australia

986.

Krasimira
Stara Zagora,
Buyuklieva-Darzeva Bulgaria

987.

Karen Buckley

Hamilton Hill,
Australia

988.

Virginia Burrow

Moree, Australia
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maintaining a sustainable food source for them and
prevent further starvation of young dingoes. Do something
about it National Parks and Wildlife!!!

This is an absolute disgrace. I visisted Fraser Island
annually as a child and never had a single problem with
dingoes, despite the plethora that I saw. I went last year,
as a twenty year old, and was heartbroken to find that in
the week I spent there I didn't come across a single one of
these beautiful creatures. Native species in every other
national park in the world are protected - why should
dingoes be any different?!

The Fraser Island dingo needs to be protected. Please
help!

-

Signatures 974 - 988

Name

From

Comments

989.

Kim Williams

Yattalunga, Australia

I have just visited Fraser Island and it is heart breaking to
see the dingoes. They should not be exterminated Fraser
Island should be a wildlife sanctuary for dingoes and other
native animals. People should be aware of the dangers
and act accordingly.

990.

Ginger Geronimo

Birmingham, AL

991.

Jo Saunders

East Gosford,
Australia

992.

harlet alexandra

Thouars, France

993.

Angel Hanger

Himatangi, New
Zealand

994.

Caroline Hanger

Himatangi, New
Zealand

995.

dee tinley

mullumbimby,
Australia

996.

kree eyre

Broome, Australia

997.

warren Painter

serpentine, Australia

998.

sarah cooper

bath, United Kingdom

Narrow minded, short sighted and very likely corrupt
agenda behind QLD Govt's refusal to accept the dingoes
right to be on Fraser. Would never visit Australia, never
mind QLD or Fraser if the dingoes were exterminated.
Shame, not to learn from other extinct species and man's
destruction of them.

999.

Heather Murphy

Bridlington, United
Kingdom

Biodiversity is vital and not something for politicians to play
with. Leave it alone,

1,000. Emma Campbell

Gloucester, United
Kingdom

1,001. tammie cornish

worcester, United
Kingdom

1,002. Alison Grinstead

Isle of Wight, United
Kingdom

1,003. ann painter

Perth, Australia

1,004. Michelle Ellis

Narara, Australia

1,005. Malcolm Fisher

Sydney, Australia
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I think what the "so called caretakers, The Rangers" are
doing to the Dingoes is unforgivable!!!! I have seen shot
Dingoes on the island and it is not good. The rangers
should just leave them alone. What they are doing to Jen is
also unforgivable. Why persicuit a person who loves the
Island!!!!!

-

Just because something is inconvenient does not mean we
would be better off without it. These animals are part of the
country's history and heritage. How can any one have faith
in a government that allows this type of animal genocide?
These animals need to be managed and allowed to live in
a manner that is safe to the public yet allows them a
standard of life. So cruel treating them this way.

Signatures 989 - 1,005

Name

From

Comments

1,006. Art Khachatrian

Amsterdam,
Netherlands

1,007. Crol Hewitt

Marbella, Spain

1,008. Frederico
Gonsalves

Coimbra, Portugal

1,009. Dennis Fischer

Berlin, Germany

1,010. Lisa Mazzola

Forest Hills, FL

1,011. Caryn Cowin

South Pasadena, CA

1,012. Nicolás Caballero

Sevilla, Spain

1,013. Elisabeth
Bechmann

St. Pï¿½lten, Austria

1,014. Larissa Cisaruk

Warren, MI

1,015. Nancy Juskowich

Waynesburg, PA

1,016. Cecilia Mendez

Mexico City, Mexico

1,017. DJ Wagner

Richmond, VA

1,018. Sally Seegers

Dallas, TX

1,019. gwen cauwerts

Home, Belgium

1,020. christiane Dora
Maria Klehr

Lundby, Denmark

1,021. Katie Haber

Austin, TX

1,022. Billy Han

Dki Jakarta,
Indonesia

1,023. Stefano Fragasso

Trani, Italy

1,024. Caroline Ledgin

Merrick, NY

1,025. Noushin Yadollahi London, United
- Farsani
Kingdom
1,026. Scott Heinze

Westport, CT

1,027. Gillian Gilbert

Noosaville, Australia

1,028. Andreas Peuler

Berlin, Germany

1,029. Dennis Murray

Lake boga, Australia

Save the Dingo NOW before it is to late

1,030. John Taylor

Loveland, CO

The Dingo is an essential part of Australian ecology and
history. Without them, there would be no Australian Cattle
Dog. ALL efforts must be made to protect these creatures.
Extinct is forever. PLEASE protect the Dingo that you hold
in trust for the country, the world, and future generations.

1,031. Rachel
Farquharson

Winthrop, Australia

1,032. Alf Westermark

Vreta Kloster,
Sweden

1,033. Jennifer Griffith

Durham, NC
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Save the Dingo!

-

Signatures 1,006 - 1,033

Name

From

Comments

1,034. Sally Chapman

Yarras, Australia

1,035. R Sholer

Lutwyche, Australia

1,036. sharyn banks

woowoonga, Australia Please protect our beautiful, but misunderstood and
misaligned wild dogs.

1,037. Elizabeth Miller

Reecliffe, Australia

1,038. Susan Nellie SF
Somerville-Franz

Island, Virgin Islands,
U.s.

1,039. Susan Evilsizer

Cleveland, OH

1,040. Margaret
Snowden

Qld, Australia

1,041. Peter Bowley

Glenwood, Australia

1,042. Klee Hons

Bangkok, Thailand

1,043. Karin Zwick

Noosaville, Australia

1,044. Lynn Porter

Phoenix, AZ

1,045. Tommi Jappinen

Jannevirta, Finland

1,046. June bullied

Toronto, Canada

1,047. Jennifer Bade

Dungog, Australia

NO definitely not! It is just all too cruel and the worst of
human behaviour.

1,048. Natalie
Johnson-Bade

Dungog, Australia

SAVE the Dingo! We need to take pride in our country and
all of it's native / ancient inhabitants. They're one of a kind,
we should be celebrating them not letting them starve!

1,049. Barbara
Pelczynska

Bendigo, Australia

1,050. leona heideman

burrum heads,
Australia

1,051. Susan Smalley

Noosasville, Australia

1,052. Dhanya Panikkar

Sunrise Beach,
Australia

1,053. Rodney Neale

East Gosford. Nsw,
Australia

SAVE THE ICONIC AUSTRALIAN DINGOES!

It will be a 3 dog night the day our beautiful dingoes
become extinct. I want no part of it Qld Government.

I am a regular visitor by boat to Fraser Island. I have
watched these dingos decline in health for years now. For
god sake we need to do something before it is too bloody
late. These animals need feeding on a regular basis. If you
kept a domestic dog that looked like the dingos on Fraser
Island the RSPCA would come down on you like a ton of
bricks, and rightly so. It saddens me no end every time i
see these beautiful animals close to starvation.
Australia has the most amazing wildlife. Dingoes are part
of the native habitants to Australia. Nobody has the right to
erase them and then just say SORRY

After donating $100 to the Premiers Flood Appeal and $50
to the RSPCA Queensland on Thursday, and having
participated in other Premiers Appeals in the past I am
very chastened to learn of the way these noble creatures
are being treated on Frazer Island. Matters like this serve
(continues on next page)
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Signatures 1,034 - 1,053

Name

From

Comments

1,053. Rodney Neale

East Gosford. Nsw,
Australia

(continued from previous page)

1,054. Vicki Green

Sydney, Australia

We must act quickly to save this gentle and sociable
species. We do not have to be afraid of them if we have
careful interaction with tourists. We treat our crocodiles
much better than this!

1,055. Meli Souter

Sydney, Australia

1,056. LANA RODGERS

PUTNEY, Australia

1,057. Alex Smith

Sydney, Australia

1,058. Tracey Sontowski

Wilmington, DE

1,059. Maree Weston

Naremburn, Australia

1,060. Elzbieta
Gotkowska

Lodz, Poland

to reinforce the negative perceptions of Queenslanders
that sometimes are expressed by folk from other states.

It's about time the Government stepped in to save these
dingos, not hope to starve them out. Australians care about
our native animals and it's time we recognise that we
cannot continue to destroy their habitat and the animals to
allow recreation to a group of tourists.

1,061. Barbara Hennings Camden, Australia

SAVE OUR NATIVE DOG THE DINGO Men are slowly
distroying our planet and we supposedly are the most
intelligent animal.?????? SHAME SHAME ON US ALL.

1,062. Thomas Harvey

Sydney, Australia

The Dingo is the oldest breed of dog in the world. The few
pure breds left on Frasier island should not be allowed to
die under ANY circumstances.

1,063. kerry reiser

gold coast, Australia

goats,deer, pigs we accept...yet we exterminate this
magnificent animal of ours...shame australia..shame.!

1,064. April Forsman

Worcester, MA

1,065. Peter Bennett

Victoria, Australia

1,066. rose wilson

Victoria, Australia

1,067. Vicki Hawkes

monterey, CA

1,068. Claudia Dudson

Blue Mountains,
Australia

Truly disturbing, the fate of these beautifl animals is in our
hands. I cannot stand by and do nothing. In 1989 i camped
out with packs of dingoes and still have the photos. They
looked more like dogs then and not the skeletons they
have become.

1,069. antonia nagy

killcare, Australia

i am appalled by the cruellty of our govt agents and their
extermination intentions of our few remaining wild dogs,
the noble dingo.

1,070. krisitne edwards

Sydney, Australia

loved fraser island when there 18 years ago, will not go
now while this animal cruelty and human
mismanagemment is happening..save these beautiful
animals, try educating and controlling the tourists a little
more

1,071. Jessica Williams

Brisbane, Australia
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Signatures 1,053 - 1,071

Name

From

Comments

1,072. Justine Seymour

Falun, Sweden

1,073. Alicia Jarrett

Balmain, Australia

1,074. Catherine Ryal

London, United
Kingdom

1,075. Laurel Burns

Portland, Afghanistan

1,076. Liv Klingenberg

Uppsala, Sweden

1,077. tegan Redman

bermagui, Australia

1,078. Lea Pinker

Bega, Australia

1,079. carol pinker

Ensay, Australia

1,080. Pamela Hayse

Maroochydore,
Australia

1,081. Melanie Yarwood

Westminster, MD

1,082. Florian Herre

Osterode Am Harz,
Germany

1,083. michael dontas

Lancaster, PA

1,084. Paulina Hoppel

Poznan, Poland

1,085. Kerstin Heinz

Erlangen, Germany

1,086. maomi neko

North Point, Hong
Kong

1,087. Nicole Weber

Pasadena, MD

1,088. Bob Ramczyk

Brown Deer, WI

1,089. Valerie
Hildebrand

Winnipeg, Canada

1,090. Klaus Kopicki

Adelaide, Australia

1,091. kathy Wilson

Mafikeng, South
Africa

1,092. Carmen Ortiz

New York, NY

1,093. Peggy Acosta

Womelsdorf, PA

1,094. Jeanette
Dovheden

Malmö, Sweden

1,095. Darle Wood

Reidsville, NC

1,096. Anneke Hut

Amersfoort,
Netherlands

1,097. Marion Frommer

Köln, Germany

1,098. Sandra Seiça

Aveiro, Portugal
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I will not support the tourism industry of Fraser Island
whilst this inhumane barbarism continues and I will
discourage everyone I know far and wide to do the same.
This persecution of the dingo makes a complete mockery
of the term World Heritage.
Protect this valuable animal before it's too late!
They need to be cared for by people with integrity rather
than the DERM thugs currently throwing their weight
around like alpha male jerks.

-

Signatures 1,072 - 1,098

Name

From

Comments

1,099. Christine Riches

West Wickham,
United Kingdom

1,100. Pia Mustonen

Tampere, Finland

1,101. Jean-Paul
Georges Sacy

Nicosia, Cyprus

1,102. Jason J Green

Spotsylvania, VA

1,103. Myraida Diaz

San Juan, Puerto
Rico

1,104. Suzie Gordon

Claremont, NH

1,105. Monika Holikova

Jablonec Nad Nisou,
Czech Republic

1,106. Cindy Collier

Yorkshire, United
Kingdom

1,107. Lucia Krcilova

Presov, Slovakia

1,108. Sinikka D.

Helsinki, Finland

1,109. Cristina Seica

Anadia, Portugal

1,110. Suzanne Sparling

Mesa, AZ

1,111. Gudrun Dennis

Gainesville, FL

1,112. Cynthia Henley

Houston, TX

Australia:
You've sound lately and most of the time for not taking
care of your animals/nature.You are going to be known for
the worst you could be: a mistreatment & cruelty tolerant
country! See that , even though you are not willing to help,
life is a perfect equilibrium and it will find by itself, the way
to prevail.In the meantime, see what you are going to do
with that much water.Desert would be worst!

1,113. Snjezana Neuhold Karlovac, Croatia
1,114. Agnes Hall

Langwarrin Victoria,
Australia

1,115. Shirley Strang

Lake Macquarie Nsw,
Australia

1,116. Manon Idenburg

Rotterdam,
Netherlands

1,117. Alicia Guevara

Buenos Aires,
Argentina

1,118. angela van eeden

Den Haag,
Netherlands

1,119. April van Vooren

Amsterdam,
Netherlands

1,120. Nico Schothorst

Amsterdam,
Netherlands

1,121. Ineke Jansen

Amsterdam,
Netherlands
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The dingo is AUSSIE & needs our help.

Signatures 1,099 - 1,121

Name

From

Comments

1,122. Autumn Egbert

Peoria, IL

1,123. C. vd Berg

Hoofddorp,
Netherlands

1,124. Yvonne Winters

Heemskerk,
Netherlands

1,125. Anja Bazen

s Gravenpolder,
Netherlands

1,126. dana eijsden

Barendrecht,
Netherlands

1,127. shannon zawko

Hanahan, SC

1,128. Lela Bucek

Krusevac, Serbia And today ....DINGO ...tomorrow....CHILD!
Montenegro

1,129. Tina Nikolovska

Belgrade, Serbia And
Montenegro

1,130. Virginia Van
Norden

Madison, CT

1,131. Sylvia Jones

Los Angeles, CA

1,132. NANCY O

NEWARK, DE

1,133. NANETTE M.
RUTH

LAKEPORT, CA

1,134. shirley sureck

St Petersburg, FL

1,135. Antonio Delgado
Fenoy

Torre Del Mar
(Malaga), Spain

1,136. Ingrid Erven

Tilburg, Netherlands

1,137. Ivana Markovic

Novi Sad, Serbia And
Montenegro

1,138. Paula Bourgeois

Woodland Park, CO

1,139. Sadia Caceres

Hollywood, FL

1,140. Diana Hartig

Oberstenfeld,
Germany

1,141. Marie-Ange
Berchem

L-6150 Altlinster
Luxembourg,
Luxembourg

1,142. Daisy meehan

London, United
Kingdom

1,143. Ileana Carmen
Carare

Tromso, Norway
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HELLO, THE DOG LOOKS LIKE IT'S STARVING TO ME.
THIS IS ONE OF THE CRUELEST WAYS TO CULL
ANIMALS. LET THE DINGOS LIVE. SHAME ON YOUR
GOVERNMENT.

Horrible animal cruelty! Australia, STEP UP TO THIS
DISASTER! AnimalActionUSA

Certainly not. Australia has already watched the
Tasmanian wolf go extinct, without acting to save it. Now
yet another such iconic species ? Shame on you, Australia!

-

Signatures 1,122 - 1,143

Name

From

Comments

1,144. Monika Dudziak

Terrarosa, Italy

1,145. Per Ingebrigtsen

Bergen, Norway

1,146. Mateja Presern

Glasgow, United
Kingdom

1,147. Kerry Woodham

Manchester, United
Kingdom

1,148. ivana markovic

Valjevo, Serbia And
Montenegro

1,149. Paola Condreas

napoli, Italy

1,150. Neda Babic

Novi Sad, Serbia And
Montenegro

1,151. Sue Nightingale

Amherst, MA

1,152. Heather Little

Grand Bay- Westfield,
Canada

1,153. Kristin Womack

San Anselmo, CA

1,154. Annemieke
Antonisen

Den Haag,
Netherlands

1,155. Sharon
Lukachevich

Oakville, CT

1,156. Kate Cassidy

London, United
Kingdom

1,157. Esther M.
Martinez

Wayne, NJ

1,158. Kwame Alaf
Kwayana

San Diego, CA

1,159. Morgan Weber

Wattrelos, France

1,160. mauri giuseppina

Bergamo, Italy

1,161. Peter Cummins

Cairns, Australia

1,162. Phausa Pieke

Barberton, OH

stop this beautiful animal from extinction. No other country
has them. Are people so evil that only their life is
important? Love your country and those who share your
land.

1,163. Anja Noel

Vancouver, Canada

Shame on you all. You are heartless and lack intelligence.
Has God sent you not enough punishment yet?
Well there will be more to come; perhaps in the next round
it will be you or someone close to you to pay the price.
Remember then that it is a reminder for your actions.

1,164. Mary Perry

South Padre Island,
TX

How can you say they're not starving? No animal's bones
protrude that way unless it is indeed starving, and not just
hungry.

1,165. SANDRA ROCHA Oporto, Portugal
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Signatures 1,144 - 1,165

Name

From

Comments

1,166. Bonnie
Breckenridge

San Diego, CA

Save the Dingo NOW before it is to late!

1,167. Vanditta Diwakar

Suva, Fiji

1,168. Dori Kiss

., Australia

1,169. Jeannette Austin

Diamondhead, MS

1,170. Loretta Kent

Richmond, CA

1,171. Thomas Lee
Boles

Saint Paul, MN

1,172. Sanne W

Ringsted, Denmark

1,173. Yvonne
Boudreaux

Albuquerque, NM

Please feed the Dingos, They deserve to live.

1,174. Natalya Strebkova Moscow, Russian
Federation
1,175. Gwen Hillman

Windsor East, South
Africa

1,176. Julien Ruelle

Mons, Belgium

1,177. Mir Otten

Kerkrade,
Netherlands

1,178. Ginger S.

Vincennes, IN

1,179. Adri van Loon

32, Netherlands

1,180. peter Collins

London, United
Kingdom

1,181. Iwona Krzeminska Sosnowiec, Poland
1,182. Julie Perco

Bryn Mawr, PA

1,183. Kye Josmond

Australia, Australia

1,184. Aleksandra
Stefanovic

Nis, Serbia And
Montenegro

1,185. Laura Melendez

Bielefeld, Germany

1,186. Jan Garen

Swansea, United
Kingdom

1,187. Nuno Correia

Seixal, Portugal

1,188. Katharina Wittig

Olpe, Germany

1,189. Kathy Dolan

Wheaton, IL

1,190. Tania Marchand

Laval, Canada

1,191. Elizabeth
O'Halloran

Kettering, United
Kingdom

1,192. Jane Alexander

Chicago, IL

1,193. Eric Drage

Taylorsville, UT
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As an Australian I am disgusted by this.Fix this now OR
ELSE !!!!!!!!! Have compassion.Another Labor Govt
mismanagement

The Government must see sense before it is too late.

Save the Earth and Humanity!
-

Signatures 1,166 - 1,193

Name

From

Comments

1,194. Candi Ausman

Fremont, CA

1,195. Kathleen
Basiewicz

Dana, NC

1,196. Stephanie
Schneider

Ann Arbor, MI

1,197. Marianne
Petersen

Purmerend,
Netherlands

1,198. Giorgio Kosic

Bryn Mawr, PA

1,199. elizabeth findlay

Tenbury Wells,
United Kingdom

1,200. Craig Kubacki

Blue Lake, CA

1,201. Sherry Toy

Summerfield, FL

1,202. Johanna Lemaire

Berlin, Germany

1,203. Richard Tramblay

Carpentersville, IL

1,204. DOMINIQUE
BERGMANS

braine l'alleud,
Belgium

1,205. ellaine
Lurie-janicki

West Haven, CT

1,206. kendra Pinder

Stoke On Trent,
United Kingdom

1,207. Hartson Doak

Kapolei, HI

1,208. Rachel Scott

Whitewater, WI

1,209. Audrey Clark

Lawton, OK

1,210. steven mensching Oak Forest, IL
1,211. Ritva Janhonen

Jyvã¤skylã¤, Finland

1,212. Kimberly Wiley

Rochester, NY

1,213. solange scherer

St Pete, FL

1,214. Lindsey Bradford

Downey, CA

1,215. Francis Cloete

Aus, Namibia

1,216. Kara Cosser

Brisbane, Australia

1,217. Caroline Jones

London, United
Kingdom

1,218. Gretchen Hanger

New Hope, MN

1,219. heidi wollum

Goteborg, Sweden

1,220. jacquet sylvie

Marne, France

1,221. Trish Mutimer

Bendigo, Australia

1,222. Helene Beck

Tranbjerg J.,
Denmark

1,223. Olja Kaludjerovic

Kotor, Serbia And
Montenegro
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I would love to visit Fraser Island and meet these dingoes.

Australia, please protect the beautiful dingo.....

-

Signatures 1,194 - 1,223

Name

From

Comments

1,224. Ramona Kiyoshk

Irichmond Hill,
Canada

1,225. natasza swacha

Krakow, Poland

1,226. Susan Zotto

Las Vegas, NV

1,227. Mandy Kluijtmans

Beek En Donk,
Netherlands

1,228. lara mcmahon

brisbane, Australia

1,229. Annmari Lundin

Casselberry, FL

1,230. Valerie Finch

Wilson, NC

1,231. Kerstin Dietholm

Glattbach, Germany

1,232. Rosi Zang

Alzenau, Germany

1,233. Simon Validzic

Novi Zagreb, Croatia

1,234. HELENE
DESCHAMPS

La Salle En
Beaumont, France

1,235. Penny Preston Gyr

Newton Stewart,
United Kingdom

1,236. Roland Göttert

Kempfeld, Germany

1,237. Antje Göttert

Kempfeld, Germany

1,238. Roswitha Göttert

Kempfeld, Germany

1,239. Akiko Motomura

London, United
Kingdom

1,240. Chaplain Andrea

Pikeville, KY

1,241. Peter Kralovic

Bratislava, Slovakia

1,242. Wolfgang Zang

Alzenau, Germany

1,243. Chinmay Kanchi

Birmingham, United
Kingdom

1,244. Edward Brown

Peidmont, AL

1,245. Kenneth Barnett

Saratoga Springs, NY

1,246. Todd McKinney

Rineyville, KY

In order to reduce my impact on the fragile environment of
Australia, forests, native animals and indigenous people, I
returned to my country of origin in 1992 and encourage
others to do the same.

I find the treatment of the Fraser Island dingoes to be
misguided at best and outright malicious at worst.
Persecuting an activist for speaking out against theese
barbaric practices is reprehensible and goes against
everything a democracy should aspire to.

1,247. michael houchens glasgow, KY
1,248. Jacqueline Turner Bundanoon, Australia
1,249. Leonie Tarnawski

Yass, Australia

1,250. Alison OSullivan

Cornubia, Australia
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Signatures 1,224 - 1,250

Name

From

Comments

1,251. Jordan de Leon

Sellicks Beach,
Australia

Leave our majestic and beautiful creature alone!

1,252. judy small

Vic, Australia

save our Dingo

1,253. Ray Foxley

Nelson, New Zealand

1,254. john waverley

melbourne, Australia

1,255. Lika Saliscente

Racine, WI

1,256. Susan Hendler

Edinburg, NY

1,257. Sue Stevens

Nottingham, United
Kingdom

1,258. Maria Mella

Dunnellon, FL

1,259. Tracey Coogan

Copenhagen,
Denmark

1,260. Julie wilks

Lismore, Australia

1,261. Azul Varan
Guevara

Bs.as., Argentina

1,262. Jo Wright

Carina Heights,
Australia

1,263. Patryce Purdie

Brisbane, Australia

1,264. wendy Saligari

coburg, Australia

1,265. Rose O'Connor

Sydney, Australia

1,266. lesley heneberry

mooroolbark,
Australia

1,267. Damien Quick

Newcomb, Australia
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save these beautiful creatures now
Why are you killing s vital part of the Frasier Island
ecosystem? I don't undersand why your country refuses to
allow exportation of the dingo, yet you kill them as vermin.
So sad! Please reassess your actions! Thank you!

I am shocked that a country could allow the destruction of
any species.... and the dingo is a national symbol of
Australia. The Queensland Government needs to do some
more research and speak to the local Dingo experts in
Australia or vist members of the Dingo Association. If they
take this action they may well lose a great deal of
International tourism and good will. I wouldn't visit the
Island after reading about the extermination of such
beautiful innocent creatures.

This is absolutely disgusting and can't be allowed! These
are gorgeous animals and should not be treated like
yesterdays garbage. Visitors simply have to except the fact
that these are wild creatures which should be treated with
respect and admired at a distance. The government should
be spreading this message and doing more to protect
these beautiful pups NOT wiping them off the face of the
earth because of human stupidity! I wasn't aware that it
was the dingoes fault that visitors to Fraser Island insist on
being ignorant and/ or arrogant!

-

I am shocked that this could happen. People who do this to
animals at home or on farms would be prosecuted. Dingos
need a fair go!
Signatures 1,251 - 1,267

Name

From

Comments

1,268. Scott Morris

Lakemba, Australia

1,269. Helen Hall

Adamstown, Australia

1,270. Sarah Bailey

Newcastle, Australia

1,271. STEPHEN
FLETCHER

yarra glen, Australia

1,272. Jade Fowler

West Pennant Hills
NSW, Australia

1,273. Penelope Hughes

Dondingalong,
Australia

1,274. Bridget Bourke

St Kilda, Australia

1,275. Lloyd Armstrong

Inala, Australia

1,276. Chris Elliott

Brunswick, Australia

1,277. K Wilson

Parramatta, Australia

1,278. Barbara Kent

Ocean Grove,
Australia

1,279. jacqui bennett

melbourne, Australia

1,280. Rebecca
Balcombe

Sydney, Australia

1,281. Carolyne Rodger

Turramurra, Australia

1,282. Tracy Brighton

Keiraville, Australia

1,283. Judith Butler

Georgetown,
Australia

1,284. Judy Hayne

Paddington, Australia

1,285. J Gilbert

St Clair, Australia

1,286. Mardi Juel

Melbourne, Australia

1,287. Gary Pascoe

BRISBANE, Australia

1,288. Donna Bradley

Buderim, Australia

1,289. alexia watling

sandstone point,
Australia

1,290. Georgie Coulton

Townsville, Australia
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I find it tragic that we allow introduced species of animals
to run wild on our land and destroying it, yet we are not
allowing the Dingo an Australian species to live freely. Why
are we not protecting them? My pet is half dingo and cattle
dog the best loyal dog we have ever owned

This is one of the most disapointing episodes of a
Government destroying our national heritage - for a few
tourist dollars. I am shamed to be Australian !

The Queensland Government should be called in to
account. AUS Cth Government please step up!!

save our dingo!

-

I just watched Australian Story re the Dingoes - I found the
whole story absolutely disgusting and ashamed to be an
Australian - it highlighted how inept, inefficient and useless
that this government is The sooner we get rid of them the
better. The money they waste could be put to better use
saving the dingoe.

Signatures 1,268 - 1,290

Name

From

Comments

1,291. Lelarn Grenfell

Witta, Australia

Having seen these animals I believe people are the
problem not the dingoes. We need to save them.

1,292. Len Lambrellis

BoxHill, Australia

The neglect of these animals, if they were domestic, would
be considered a crime. Future generations will judge and
condemn us for our inactions; please do everything you
can to save these beautiful, iconic animals from extinction.

1,293. Jai Capewell

Newcastle, Australia

1,294. sue poulton

beulah park, Australia dont let this happen, stop the tourists!

1,295. joanne korner

Gold Coast, Australia

1,296. lisa calleja

Northcote, Australia

1,297. Rosie Bookallil

Mullumbimby,
Australia

1,298. Anne Cox

Highton, Australia

What is happening to the dingos on Fraser Island is a
disgrace. Native animals should be protected in National
Parks not shot, poisoned and left to starve as a deliberate
policy by the park rangers who should be looking after
them. If a visitor is attacked by Dingos on Fraser Island it is
because of the stupid, cruel and totally unbeliveable
management practices by the rangers and they, and the
government department that employs them, should be held
responsible. If these rangers are so incompenent that they
cannot even tag an annimal correctly then they should be
sacked. Let someone who knows what they are doing run
Fraser Island. It is too important a place to be controlled by
this organisation who is now bringing it to ruination.

1,299. Rhonda Hill

Cooktown, Australia

Save the dingo on Fraser Island.

1,300. lynellen foster

maryborough,
Australia

We have to do something before it is too late.Stop the
suffering.

1,301. Yvette De szabo

Bondi beach,
Australia

The condition and treatment of these beautiful animal fills
me with both safeness and anger. As a kid in the 70's we
would go to Fraser island regularly where people were
encouraged to leave food for them. Maybe that is nit the
answer but shouldn't we be finding the right answer to
protect these animals before it is to late. It breaks my heart
to see these animals dyeing of starvation and not given a
chance of life. Owners of domestic animals would be
prosecuted. Why does the minister for climate change and
sustainability get away with it.

1,302. Peter Dolley

Kippa-ring, Australia

It should never get to the stage where the authotities need
to say everything is OK becuase there is a healthy litter
from the 2010. The authorities have changed there ways,
this means they did not know what they were doing in the
first place - absolute disgrace Aust. Govt.
Peter Dolley

1,303. Michelle Horton

Capalaba, Australia
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save our dingo.s

Signatures 1,291 - 1,303

Name

From

Comments

1,304. Leanne Dew

Noosa heads,
Australia

1,305. Nikki Thompson

Geelong, Australia

1,306. christine fraser

dayboro, Australia

1,307. Ellie Yantsch

Mount Coolum,
Sunshine Coast,
Australia

1,308. Donna van Zyl

Mudjimba, Australia

Donna van Zyl

1,309. John Vivian

ADELAIDE, Australia

OF course my family would visit Fraser Island we are
lovers of these great Australian Animal

1,310. Vicki O'Dell

Palmwoods, Australia

I have visited Fraser Island for many years and have seen
these beautiful animals become so pitiful and unhealthy
that I find it too distressing to visit now. Please do
something.

1,311. Nicole Gaunt

Maleny, Australia

Please save the dingo. Our management of the dingoes
has been a disgrace, lets learn from these mistakes and
truly take care of these beautiful native animals.

1,312. gayleen anderson

coraki nsw, Australia

please save the dingos

1,313. Ddorothy
Saunders

Brisbane, Australia

I abhor the slaughter of dogs and cats in certain asian
countries for food. How unthinkable is it that WE can be so
cold and uncaring for OUR animals.

1,314. Sara von
Nordheim

WEST END, Australia The dingo is an important part of Australia's natural
environment and the environment needs to be managed to
protect them, this includes people's decision to go to the
island. Recently I visited Yellowstone National Park and
they had lots of warnings for Bears, and basically if you
were attacked by one, it was your own responsbility,
because you had made the decision to go to the national
park. This should be the same for Fraser Island's important
dingo. I'm a citizen of Queensland, Australia, and I want
people's decisions to visit Fraser Island to have no impact
to the Dingo or its habitat, and no Dingo is ever shot
because of a persons decision to put themselves or their
children into danger.

1,315. Niki Selig

Caloundra, Australia

Please help save the beautiful Fraser Island dingoes.

1,316. Gary Holmes

Rockhampton,
Australia

I demand this situation be stopped. I do not want DERM to
continue starving these animals to death by poor
management practices.
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Having just seen Australian Story, we were horrified at
both Jennifer Parkhursts treatment by the bureaucrats and
the governments' apparent head in the sand attitude
regarding the fate of the Fraser Island dingoes. Come on
Queensland Government-step up to the plate and protect
this national icon.

-

Signatures 1,304 - 1,316

Name

From

Comments

1,317. Kathryn
Williamson

Lane cove, Australia

I have camped on Fraser island and the humans are the
ones that need to be banned. The aboriginies should be
granted the land and have the choice to protect the dingo.
The treatment and misunderstandig of these animals
makes me sick.

1,318. Tam Donald

Yeppoon, Australia

1,319. Sue Fisher

Melbourne, Australia

The Fraser Island Dingo should be protected.

1,320. Lesley Palma

Airlie Beach Qld,
Australia

Prior to watching the Australian Story program on the ABC
I had no idea, absolutely no idea, of the plight of these
beautiful animals. Shame on you Queensland Parks &
Wildlife and shame on you those tourists who will not
observe the rules and regulations which govern visiting
Fraser Island. Once again we are witnessing an animal
tragedy that should never have been allowed to get this
far.

1,321. Chris Armstrong

Bathurst, Australia

1,322. Melva Elvey

Maleny, Australia

1,323. J Hall

Sydney, Australia

1,324. Ian Menkins

Oakey, Australia

There is a misconception that the Australian dingo is a
species, when in fact it is a breed. The dingo is one of the
oldest breeds in the world and the Fraser Island population
is one of the purist in Australia but the Queensland
Government has embarked on a policy that will ensure that
the dingo is kept there in a state of starvation. As anyone
knows, when a dog gets hungry it becomes less fearful
and more likely to be aggressive in pursuit of food. So the
policy of detaching the dingo from human beings has in
fact backfired. The dingo also appears to crave human
company. I submit that the Aboriginal people who are the
original caretakers of the island and its wildlife should be
permitted to take a more active role in caring for the
island's dingo population without excessive and
unnecessary government interference. The present policy
of culling starving animals is akin to a concentration camp
mentality and seems more in line with a desire to gradually
exterminate this wonderful breed.

1,325. Douglas
McAllester

Sorrento.,perth,
Australia

The Queensland government is showing how little it cares
about our wildlife. Why don't you just shoot everything and
let the minning coys destroy the rest ...... bastards!!!

1,326. Julie Simpson

Tea Tree Gully,
Australia

1,327. Ursula Mack

wingello, Australia

Bureaucrats' red tape is killing our dingos on Fraser Island
and neglects and starve them to death. Shame on a
department that is supposed to be acting on behalf for our
wildlife and in fact is shooting them and starving them. Just
look at the photos of these native dogs and they are
(continues on next page)
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Signatures 1,317 - 1,327

Name

From

Comments

1,327. Ursula Mack

wingello, Australia

(continued from previous page)

1,328. Claire Jones

Cairns, Australia

Dingoes are a noble and wonderful creature. We should
make every effort to live harmoniously with these animals
and to act as their guardians, not as their destroyers. All
efforts should be made to save this animal now.

1,329. Chrissy Roberts

Toodyay, Australia

1,330. D Boshart

KARRINYUP,
Australia

1,331. judy meyers

tamworth, Australia

save our dingo .. please stop then from starving to death
so cruel so UN-AUSTRALIA

1,332. J McGeever

perth, Australia

Please wake up Australia and stand behind this cause.
Send this link to everyone in your address book.

1,333. Andi Aldam

Littlehampton,
Australia

1,334. Julie de Ridder

Hazelbrook, Australia

1,335. Jan Benson

Roninson, Australia

1,336. Jadey Ward

Belrose West,
Australia

1,337. Marlies von
Nordheim

Utrecht, Netherlands

1,338. Merv Scanlan

Mornington, Australia

No animal deserves this treatment.

1,339. Mary Kenneally

Clifton Hill, Australia

There are enough places for bogan Aussies and others to
go to play.
Let the last remnant pure Dingoes have some territory.
HAVE A HEART. Such cruelty is sadly the New Australia.

1,340. Robyn Congdon

Islesboo, ME

I live in Maine and a Queensland native. Isn't it time to
consider limiting visitors to Fraser until the dingoes
environment is stabilized. What's the point of protection if it
means exterminations?

1,341. Lynda Moylan

Albany, Australia

stop the mal treatment of these beautiful intelligent
creatures

1,342. Martin Walsh

Adelaide, Australia

1,343. Lynn Curwin

Truro, Canada

1,344. Timothy Dobbins

San Francisco, CA

This is not what I expect from Australia!

1,345. Lyn Backhouse

Armidale, Australia

I also made an official report of neglect of the Frazer Is
dingoes to RSPCA - they said they couldn't act on my
report!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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walking skelettons. Make the island off-limits to tourists or
at least give them feeding stations, after all their prey has
been exterminated a long time ago. What are they
supposed to feed on????

please ensure these animals have enough food to survive,
don't let this suffering continue
To even consider culling these beautiful creatures is
disgusting. They are amazing natural inhabitants of the
island and I certainly will never return to the island again if
they aren't there.

-

Signatures 1,327 - 1,345

Name

From

Comments

1,346. alessandro locci

alessandria, Italy

1,347. Roz Johnson

Nerang, Australia

1,348. maria kadid

London, United
Kingdom

1,349. Susan Lynch

kariong, Australia

My husband and I went once. We saw emaciated Dingoes
doing it very tough. All tourists wanted was a photo
opportunity. I wouldn't go back again. All I experienced in
this World Heritage area was drunken yobbos in 4 wheel
drives racing up and down the beach enmasse and tourist
buses everywhere. Management of this World Heritage
area is an absolute disgrace. As far as the dingoes are
concerned how can any civilised government legislate
dingoes into starvation as a excepted form of culling and
expect us, as civilised people to stand back, watch and do
nothing. Legislating an introduced dog cannot magically
transform it into native wildlife. It's a dog, it needs humans!
Yes, they were here before white fella came but our
indigenous people cared for them.

1,350. Louise Paine

Bardon QLD,
Australia

To the Hon Kate Jones, please help legislate to save our
dingos. This amazing breed of animal is unique to Australia
as is the kangaroo and koala. To see these incredible
animals starving to death is abhorrant. Please Minister,
please take this petition to help save this wonderful breed
and save the natural habitat for generations to come. On
behalf of the dingos and those dedicated to their survival,
please help Minister.

1,351. Sarah Stubbs

Gungahlin, Australia

I am so very embarrassed that this happens in Australia.
Shame Shame Shame.

1,352. Denise Ellenby

Port Douglas,
Australia

Please do not punish Jennifer Parkhurst for her actions.
She, as I, is very concerned about the welfare of the
Fraser Island Dingo population.

1,353. jennifer melville

tuggerah, Australia

i absolutely love dingoes and wouldhate for them to be
destroyed we visit fraser island every year to support the
dingoes please save them

1,354. jo shea

mapleton, Australia

I have traveled regularly to Fraser Island for ten years and
have have been appalled as I've watched the deterioration
in numbers and condition of the dingos. The 'management'
of the island seems to be based on keeping tourist
numbers up to keep the money coming. The dingos would
not be aggressive if they weren't starving. For thousands of
years the dingos had a cooperative arrangement, living
with the indigenous people, sharing the food and helping
with hunting. So, by pulling out of this harmonious
co-existence we have taken away a long-standing food
source. Its so obvious. They certainly don't deserve to be
starved to death as a management strategy to keep the
tourists feeling safe.
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It is illegal what the aprk and Wild life are doing to the
animals

-

Signatures 1,346 - 1,354

Name

From

Comments

1,355. sandra moye

Morayfield, Australia

Why can't the Australian Government implement feeding
these Dingos once a day at a declared feeding site, meat
and vegetables, mimicking their natural wild diet, therefore
they would stay away from Tourists looking for food and
not starve, or die of starvation! They would front up
everyday at dinner time just like a domestic cat or dog, be
fed and be healthy and happy!

1,356. Robyn Cook

Rye, Australia

What is happening on Fraser Island to the rare, pure Dingo
is heartbreaking and must be stopped. We need support to
save the Dingo and ensure they have a healthy and happy
life on Fraser Island. Humans have enough of the country,
they don't need to invade yet another sacred place.

1,357. Sally Muller

East Geelong,
Australia

I saw the plight of the Fraser Island Dingo's on 'Australian
Story' last night and was appalled and devastated by the
QLD government's cruel and ignorant management of the
pure Dingo population on Fraser Island. Education is
required from the top down.
When you snorkel in a conservation area in Hawaii, for
example, you must watch a film on how to approach
marine life before even stepping on the beach. ALL visitors
to Fraser Island should be educated about the plight of
Dingo's and how to treat them humanely.
These beautiful, unique animals are starving, why isn't
there a program in place to feed them? If they were not
desperate, they would have no need to approach humans.
Culling IS NOT the answer. And cruelly allowing and
animal to starve is beyond belief.

1,358. Scott Portelli

Ultimo, Australia

1,359. verna BODE

Hurstville NSW,
Australia

Please act immediately to save these iconic animals. This
cruelty must be stopped NOW

1,360. miriam glynn

Geraldton, Australia

After watching Australian Story on the ABC last night I was
shocked to see the extent of the cruelty that the
Queenland Government appears to condone . These
beautiful native animals should not be allowed to starve no wonder they are attacking humans ! The other side of
the Dingo story has now been told thanks to Jennifer
Parkhurst. People should avoid Fraser Island until the
dingos are being managed properly.

1,361. Justin Stapleton

Nathan, Australia

As an ex Fraser parks employee, I know the management
is pitiful. Do something now or be remembered as an
environmental vandal.

1,362. Elizabeth Franklin

Belmont, Australia

1,363. Monika Selig

Moffat Beach,
Australia

1,364. Brad Boyd

Ocean Grove,
Australia

1,365. Lois Hooper

Melbourne, Australia
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Signatures 1,355 - 1,365

Name

From

Comments

1,366. Sandra Hill

Balingup,, Australia

1,367. sally w

Woodford, Australia

1,368. Heike Cevasco

Maroochy River,
Australia

1,369. Suzy Edwards

Bendigo, Australia

1,370. Marc Bennier

Adelaide, Australia

1,371. Edward deBouter

Caparra, Australia

They must be properly looked after, and if that means
feeding them, so be it. Disband also the Parks and Wildlife
fools as well as the DERM.

1,372. Stephen
Ballhagen

Wynnum, Australia

I have just returned from Fraser Island with friends. We
enjoyed watching some dingoes from a distance early one
morning, they were wary of us and seemed very timid. The
next day we encountered a very skinny, malnourished
female dingo who was not afraid of coming right up to our
large 4wd in search of food. This sight really upset us and
yet we could understand her desperation and fearless
behaviour.
My partner and I travelled around Australia for 2 years and
I saw and yet enjoyed more dingoes on Fraser Island in 4
days than our entire Oz trip. Let's do what we can to save
this precious species which is the oldest breed of 'man's
best friend'.

1,374. Karen Slatyer

Wingham, Australia

This is cruetly in its most lowest form. Political madness
gone wrong.

1,375. Susan Uren

Bowral, Australia

I am appaled at what is happening and would volunteer for
any form of protest or help with any appeal

1,376. Anna Rodek

Mount Waverley,
Australia

1,377. Annie Ambrose

QUINNS ROCKS,
Australia

I think this is appaling and like watching a horror movie
going terribly wrong

1,378. Ursula Smolen

Moonee Ponds,
Australia

Help save the dingo, get rid of tourism and keep our native
dog from extinction

1,379. Caroline Kingston

Wynnum, Australia

I'm so disgusted of the treatment of the dingo. You take
away their food source, now your starving them to death.
Shame on the Government for allowing this to happen.
You should all be put in jail for such inhumane acts.
SAVE THE DINGOS ON FRASER!
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We noticed that on our last trip to Fraser Island that there
were a lot less dingos, now we know why. Shame.

It is most unfortunate that usually the people in authority ie
the rangers/government, are not the people who care
passionately about the welfare of animals and the
protection of wildlife. Consequently egos end up coming
first to the detriment of the animals who need
protection.Shame Australia.

-

Signatures 1,366 - 1,379

Name
1,380. Elaine Botting

From

Comments

Mooney Mooney,
Australia

Fraser Island dingoes are pitiful and need our help. The
rest of the world is watching us, watching the dingoes die.
If it was your neighbours dogs you'd report them for cruelty
& they would be prosecuted. There's obviously something
very wrong; only an extremely hungry & desperate dingo
attacks a person. Please don't wait until it's too late. The
dingoes need help to survive.

1,381. Jennifer Jamieson Katoomba, Australia
1,382. Andrea Stringer

Bagshot, Australia

Ban the general public & motor vehicles from Fraser
Island. Make it a dingo sanctuary & release some prey for
the dingos to hunt so they're not starving.

1,383. vanessa Mignon

sydney, Australia

This is upsetting

1,384. Dianne Whalley

Melbourne, Australia

1,385. Tina Maria

Perth, Australia

1,386. Guy Jamieson

Katoomba, Australia

1,387. Joseph Gould

Vermont, Australia

1,388. Bob Seymour

Hallett Cove,
Australia

1,389. Carleen Birse

Smythesdale,
Australia

1,390. Glenys Parslow

East Geelong,
Australia

Your treatment of these beautiful native animals is
shameful. How can you sanction starving these creatures
to death? If I treated my own dogs in this way I would be
prosecuted for animal cruelty. The dingoes future should
be placed in the hands of the local indigenous people.
Time is running out - please act swiftly.

1,391. Miles Howe

Norfolk Island,
Norfolk Island

I have been really disturbed to read and see about the fate
of Fraser Island's dingoes. Shame shame shame on the
Qld national Park Service.

1,392. Iain Wiliams

Brisbane, Australia

1,393. libby malkova

minto, Australia

Thank You Jennifer for having compation and bringing this
to our attention. The situation is disgraceful!!! Why not let
taditional owners take over Frazer Island like they did
Uluru ans Kata Tjuta? They understand this country better
than Parks and Wildlife.

1,394. Caroline Grigor

Fernleigh, Australia

I am repulsed and deeply disturbed that as a supposedly
'advanced' and 'forward thinking' nation, we are permitting
this attrocity to happen before our very eyes. Do something
NOW to save this species before (like so many others) it is
too late.
We treated the indigenous people of this land apallingly,
and now in this day and age we are treating the animals of
this land inhumanely.
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keep the tourists away from the dingoes (fences!!) and
feed the dingoes inside the fences. ie make Fraser Island a
big free-range zoo. No more taging or starving dingoes and
no more tourists putting themselves in danger.

-

Signatures 1,380 - 1,394

Name

From

Comments

1,395. Debra Brown

Malvern, Australia

I cannot believe this is happening in Australia. No wonder
these dogs are attacking humans - they're starving!
Immediate action needs to be taken...
We must supplement feed these dogs or introduce a new
food source. To simply sit back and allow this to happen is
not the Australian way. I saw dogs in this condition in
several third world countries and it's a shockingly slow and
cruel death.
Shame on the people who should be protecting these
dogs.

1,396. ann brown

glen innes, Australia

drop road kills on Fraser Island and dead goat carcasses
to feed the dingoes.

1,397. gail buckley

albion park rail,
Australia

Feed the bloody animals

1,398. debbie duncan

Nambucca Heads,
Australia

1,399. Chaya McDonald

Forest Lake, Australia I am 11 years old and would love to grow up and work with
dingos to help save them. I would love to go to Fraser
Island to see them with you and my mum.

1,400. Emma Loew

Cairns, Australia

t people who r supposed to be protecting these dingos
should be prosecuted. govt needs to research why
starvation is occuring in t first place, get t facts then get
results.

1,401. HELEN
HENDERSON

Tumbi Umbi,
Australia

I certainly will visit, and I will take all my visitors from
overseas to Frazer Island only when the Dingoes are in
good condition. The only solution is to feed them OR LET
THE INDIGENOUS BUTCHULLA PEOPLE TO LOOK
AFTER THEM. It will take a long time for Frazer Island
tourism to recover, after this international disgrace. To let
the Dingoes starve to death, and procecuted a kind lady for
feeding them.
I am ashamed to be an Australian.

1,402. Christine
McPherson

Morayfield, Australia

1,403. Lenise Morais

Sydney, Australia

1,404. Patricia
Mackaway

Holland Park,
Australia
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The starvation of any animal is a criminal act. Ironically I
have had a 'rescue greyhound' who was seized by the
RSPCA 2 years ago and her owners charged with not
feeding her - she had lost over 10kgs. Prior to that we had
a dingo cross german shepherd - the most wonderful dog
in the world. It is imperative that the Fraser Island dingoes
be cared for, as is the law with all domestic breeds.
I have often wondered why dingoes aren't promoted as a
legitimate domestic dog. They make wonderful pets. Best
of luck with this endeavour.

-

Signatures 1,395 - 1,404

Name

From

Comments

1,405. MYRIAM BESSO

Mosman, Australia

Vive les dingoes, and who cares if they are a "native"
species - no HUMANE person on earth would let a unique
species like our Dingoes, die from lack of food, when we
have an abundance in our country.

1,406. Julianne Brown

Urangan, Australia

The dingos were there first. We took away their food
source. Now WE should replace it. As usual, its all about
money. Tourism and money. I am discusted. I have much
respect for Jennifer. I cant say that about anyone else
involved.

1,407. ian hunter

bowral, Australia

1,408. Kathryn Saunders Tarlee, Australia

Why is it that we treat our native animals with disrespect? I
am sickened and ashamed to call myself an Australian..

1,409. Tess Corbel

Brisbane, Australia

I am ashamed to live in a country that puts tourism ahead
of the protection of native species. For too long the dingo
has been demonised and portrayed as a savage predator.
I hope that the Government has the guts to sit down and
have productive talks with those on the side of the Fraser
Island dingos, including the Indigenous population, and to
stop treating those who want to protect them like criminals.
We MUST find a solution to this problem.

1,410. Linda Roling

Salisbury, Australia

1,411. Byron Guthrie

Bacchus Marsh,
Australia

After viewing Australian Story I felt disgusted by the
attitude of human beings, in particular the Rangers of
Fraser Island. These are Government officials allowing our
native dingoes to starve to death. Instead of prosecuting a
dedicated dingo supporter, the Government and the
Rangers should be acting to ensure the health and survival
of these beautiful, pure native animals.

1,412. Erin Sonego

Warrnambool,
Australia

If only the bureaucrats at QNPS were as comitted towards
productive activities as they are towards the persecution of
one individual... The ruthless treatment of the dingo must
stop. A coexistence strategy is required without delay.

1,413. Emily
Shevchenko

Geelong, Australia

1,414. Marlene Muir

hampton east,
Australia

1,415. Vicky Stewart

Brisbane, Australia

1,416. Patricia Lazenby

Perth WA, Australia

Shame Shame Shame Qeensland Government. You
should be charged with animal cruelty. These poor animals
are starving, if that was my dog I'd have the RSPCA taking
me to court. Someone needs to feed these poor animals.

1,417. carol faust

collbran, CO

just love all animals god made them for a reson!!

1,418. Gillian Taylor

Willoughy, Australia

1,419. Luke Peterson

Doncaster East,
Australia
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Signatures 1,405 - 1,419

Name

From

Comments

1,420. Jean Gundry

TOOWOOMBA,
Australia

1,421. Andrew Cole

North Bondi, Australia

1,422. Cjay McKenzie

Maudsland, Australia

1,423. michael ezersky

bundaberg, Australia

1,424. Michael Kelly

Adamstown, Australia The dingoes on Fraser Island should be protected and
treasured, not driven to starvation and extinction. This is a
scandalous situation.

1,425. Narelle Nicolson

sydney, Australia

1,426. Margaret Briley

Urangan, Australia

1,427. Diana Tomkins

Taringa, Australia

I was appalled yet again (firstly by the shooting of these
iconic species a few years ago) and more recently by
seeing then starving and in such poor condition. They
should not be destroyed due to isolated events. Feeding
stations well away from any public areas should be set up
(and the ban on the public feeding them remain strictly in
force). The local indigenous people should also be the
ones to look after them as obviously QP&W Rangers are
incapable and should be prosecuted for their actions and
inactions. Additionally, 4WD vehicles should be banned
from the island and the numbers of tourists/vistors greatly
restricted. Our precious wildlife should have some areas
where the can be left alone without harassment and
persecution by humans.

1,428. Janet Moyle

Richmond, Australia

What has happened to humanity in Queensland? The
treatment of the dingoes amounts to torture and cannot,
must not , be allowed to continue. Put a line under it, sack
the cowboys and organise proper management NOW.

1,429. Sally MacKinnon

Beechmont, Australia

I am aware that there are many complexities within nature
conservation, particularly where creatures like dingoes and
tourists are concerned. I also know there are a number of
QPWS staff and civil society players, particularly including
the indigenous people of Fraser Island, who have the
capacity to work with such complexity in ethical and
humane ways. Surely we can bring this diversity of people
together to courageously and wisely design real solutions
that solve for pattern - for the health of our interconnecting
ecological and social systems??

1,430. Alan Francisco

San Diego, CA

1,431. Jessica Alderton

Bell, Australia

1,432. Kathy Anderson

Stafford Heights,
Australia

1,433. gilvray smith

adelaide, Australia

1,434. NIcholle Williams

Unley, Australia
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Help us tell the queensland government that you want all
our animals still here, when you visit oneday!

Signatures 1,420 - 1,434

Name

From

Comments

1,435. Trisha Wood

TIN CAN BAY,
Australia

1,436. Isis Morrissey

Murarrie, Australia

1,437. zach van zelm

karawara, Australia

1,438. Louise Lynne

Glenwood, Australia

1,439. Cindy Fisher

burleigh heads,
Australia

1,440. Cecilia Nunez

Coogee, Australia

1,441. helen dalton

rye, Australia

1,442. Peter Young

Mermaid Beach,
Australia

Give me the pen I will gladly sign this petition.
I didn't know of the plight of the Frazer Island dingo until it
was highted by the ABC Australian Story, which aired
recently, about a beautiful, compassionate Australian artist,
(Jennifer Parkhurst) .
The actions of this QLD Bligh government doesn't surprise
though given their record of environmental vandalism
todate, ie squeezing the koala out of it's habitat in most of
South East Queensland, allowing corporations to poison
our agricultural land and water with chemicals, all in the
name of gas exploration and the pursuit of the mighty
dollar.
It seems ironical that the government can allocate an
island to a foriegn investor to build an ugly gas storage
facility yet it can't manage an island of national importance.
Maybe Stephen Robinson should carefully examine his title
Minister of Natural Resources. The 'resources' part
includes living, breathing environments which have priority
in most inhabitants eyes.
Smarten up your act Bligh!

1,443. Rosemarie
Netterfield

Elizabeth Bay,
Sydney, Australia

Please have compassion for our native dog and help save
them from extinction. If the same policies continue it is only
a matter of time. Please don't let things continue as they
have been. We need your help.
Yours sincerely,
Rose Marie Netterfield

1,444. Rebecca Dennis

Jimboomba, Australia

1,445. Minouck Duin

Mt Lawley, Australia

1,446. Linda Ward

melbourne, Australia

1,447. stien krijger

Doetinchem,
Netherlands

save the dingo thay ar staving

1,448. Lucia Morais

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

I was in Australia in 1997, including Fraser Island, camped
on the island and I marvel at the natural beauty and
animals, especially with the dingoes, which coexisted very
well with the tourists. I was horrified by the plight of these
animals.

i am disgusted by this horrendous act of cruelty.

(continues on next page)
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1,448. Lucia Morais

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

(continued from previous page)

1,449. paula rossi

são paulo, Brazil

1,450. Malko Saez

Sao Paulo, Brazil

1,451. CRISTINA
SALLER

São Paulo, Brazil

1,452. Fabiana Silva

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

1,453. Esther
Buijs-Robbemond

Vlaardingen,
Netherlands

1,454. Daniele Sartorel

AUBURN, Australia

1,455. Henri De Decker

Tisselt, Belgium

1,456. Eleisha Ifield

Karalee, Australia

1,457. Amber Hunt

Perth, Australia

1,458. marcela sabata

Buenos Aires,
Argentina

1,459. Elaine Fowler

Henley On Thames,
United Kingdom

1,460. Carrie Bond

Glebe, Australia

How can a country as developed as Australia to take the
situation of shame and cruelty!

please listen to the aboriginal people who should be the
rightful caretakers of the dingo and the island

I would NEVER visit Fraser Island until compassionate
management was in place for the dingoes. Give the
welfare of these beautiful creatures back to the aboriginal
people, they haven't lost their connection to the earth and
animals, as it's obvious you have. Jennifer's so called
crime was the compassion she felt. Now, if that is criminal I
wonder what is now happening to the dingoes would be
called!!!!!

Stop the tourist's - Save the Dingo's - Let the Aboriginal
community help them recover from the mismanagement
they are currently under.

1,461. Dia SmithRedman minneapolis, MN
1,462. Nicole Harlow

Grove, Australia

There must be an answer so that tourism can continue and
the animals can thrive.

1,463. B Connolly

Brighton, Australia

Premier, where are your sympathy and tears now

1,464. Warren Taylor

sydney, Australia

I find it outraging when we seem to care more about
tourism (money) then the welfare of an animal, get a grip
we have the power to do SAVE these dingos and at any
cost. How can I help can we build a sanctuary on frazer
island so the Dingos have a place where they can be safe
from the queensland government. If you need my labour let
me know.

1,465. Alasdair Sclater

London, United
Kingdom

This piece of news makes me not want to visit Australia

1,466. Maria Belen
Varan Guevara

Buenos Aires,
Argentina
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Signatures 1,448 - 1,466

Name

From

Comments

1,467. Debbie Williams

Welch, WV

Save the dingos on that island now!

1,468. donna pearson

heathcote, Australia

1,469. Lenise Santos

sao paulo, Brazil

1,470. sue E

Melbourne, Australia

1,471. Peter Schwenke

Texas, Australia

1,472. Heather Coulson

Doveton, Australia

1,473. Pauline
Armstrong

Merimbula, Australia

We are crying out about the loss of exotic animals
overseas, and yet not managing this island with what has
been said is the only pure dingos left. And then fining
someone with compassion $40,000 and a suspended 9
year jail term ... what is going on with our democracy.
Jennifer, the pain you are suffering is bringing this to the
attention of the international community. Be strong, you are
making a difference.

1,474. Jeanette Laing

Melbourne, Australia

Australia has form on the extermination of species, the
Tasmanian Tiger being probably the most famous.
Australians, and I am one are not being told the full story
by the Queensland government or press, tourism and
profits associated with it are being placed ahead of the
welfare of this unique Australian species. It is time for all
people who care to make a stand for the Fraser Island
Dingoes and I as a Australian will certainly be following this
story closely. I hope all people worldwide who care will
also, put pressure on the Australian Government..

1,475. Leah Josephson

Cobar, Australia

1,476. Pauline Smith

Wavell Heights,
Australia

1,477. jordan sparrow

buderim, Australia

1,478. Jan Burgess

Lake Cathie, Australia Come on people, don't let some bureaucratic rule-bound
idiots stuff around until the last pure-bred dingo population
dies off. Do something now. If we leave it DERM, they'll
wipe them out.

1,479. Lina Myer-Ryan

Mount Isa, Australia

1,480. Jennifer Rowell

Currumbin, Australia

1,481. Kat Lowe

Tin Can Bay,
Australia

1,482. Deanna Smith

Carina, Australia

1,483. melanie whitten

sydney, Australia

1,484. Terence Hadfield

Sunshine coast,
Australia
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I would not visit fraser island as i am not going to
contribute to the people problem.get rid of the people, feed
the starving dingos,remove the trigger happy rangers,and
get the government of their fat butts and do something
constructive to help these poor animals .place the pollies
out for a week without food see how they like it .
-

Signatures 1,467 - 1,484

Name

From

Comments

1,485. Jody Marlowe

Elanora, Australia

It would seem to me that the QLD Goverment is as always
more concerned with the bottom $ and preserving the
Fraser Island 4WD culture than protecting and preserving
these beautiful and threatened creatures... Shame
Queensland Shame.

1,486. Jake Lloyd-Jones

Scarborough,
Australia

Please revise the situation of the Fraser Island dingo
dilemma and create a fenced off area for tourists who want
to play there. The wild dingo should be allowed to roam
free in its natural habitat and not be culled, tagged or
considered the nuisance. Man is the invader, here.
Jennifer should be given a medal not a prison sentence
and a fine.

1,487. Pen Stanborough

South Australia,
Australia

1,488. Lynda Simmons

Morayfield, Australia

1,489. rebeca rundle

cobar, Australia

no i would not visit, to see our wonderful dingo species
killed!

1,490. Christine Ezzy

Mooloolaba, Australia

NO NO NO NO. The QLD government needs to be fined
for animal cruelty and for killing an endangered species. I
think we humans should be the ones to be eradicated from
Fraser Island, and the incompetent Parks and Wildlife
Service

1,491. Toni Zeppellini

Sandringham,
Australia

Please can we help these dingos.

1,492. Donnette Miles

Mudgeeraba,
Australia

The only pure dingos left are on fraser island, these
beautiful animals should be preserved in there natural
surroundings.

1,493. Cathie Reynolds

Wodonga, Australia

Perhaps we should stop tourists from visiting and let our
indigenous population and our beloved dingoes live the
perfect life they deserve.

1,494. Nicholla Garlick

Nambour, Australia

1,495. Madison
Campbell

sunshine coast,
Australia

1,496. Holly Jaques

Coorory, Australia

1,497. Nathan Croft

Parramatta, Australia

1,498. Jan Bethell

Jarrahdale, Australia

1,499. Tanya Harrison

Blackall, Australia

I cannot believe that we are letting our dingoes starve and I
am absolutely horrified and ashamed as an Australian of
our treatment of them, I really am! I cannot believe this
enforced cruelty and the suffering we have inflicted on this
beautiful animal! Laws MUST change so that we can
support this wonderful animal –let’s stop this inhumane
cruelty before we have to live with the shame of doing
nothing and letting Australian animals die for no reason
(continues on next page)
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1,499. Tanya Harrison

Blackall, Australia

(continued from previous page)

1,500. Melinda McBride

Beechboro, Australia

I cannot believe this is happening. SAVE the dingos. I
would be breaking the law if I let this happen to my dog.

1,501. Lyn Stewart

Brisbane, Australia

1,502. Tess
Mehonoshen

Cootharaba, Australia How many more species will humans kill off so they can
take over their habitats!!? Fraser Island is a beautiful place
but it is being completely destroyed by tourism. The
dingoes were there long before we were and we owe it to
them, and to this country's heritage to preserve the
environment for them. Please don't let the Fraser Island
dingoes become yet another extinct native australian
animal.

1,503. Naomie Downey

Perth, Australia

1,504. Lisa Lorimer

Christchurch, New
Zealand

1,505. Richard Martin

Naidia, Australia

The Qld government needs a rocket.

1,506. Louise Maynard

Kanwal, Australia

Shame on Australia. I am so sick of bad management in
this country. Why isn't the QLD Dept & Resource
Management fined under the animal cruelty act? This is an
International disgrace. These dingos are not lean, they are
STARVING. It is disgusting.

1,507. Karen Barrett

Holmesville, Australia

1,508. Amanda Buckby

Coorparoo, Australia

1,509. Wayne Cosgrove

Old Erowal Bay,
Australia

1,510. Vanessa De
Ruwe

Nhulunbuy, Australia

What an absolute joke and yet another example of money
and red tape creating more problems than they fix. We
have visited the Island and were ashamed as Australians
at how these icons were treated. There is always a solution
you just need people who care enough to find it. I come
from a farming background so have an open and realistic
view of animal treatment ....this is cruel and unfair.

1,511. Beach Dweller

Eggs & Bacon Bay,
Australia

has the parks department in QLD gone mad .... it's the
bloody tourist that should be banned from Fraser Island ...
They leave their waste behind in the fresh water lake, roll
4WD's over and general stuff the place up ... how can a
person like Jenifer be charged for looking after the place
as NATURE intended ....

1,512. Reid Campbell

Mooloolaba, Australia
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other than inaction. Shame, shame on the Australian
Government!!!!!!!!!!!!!!111

-

I am disgusted by this cruelty. If any animal issue tends to
be too hard to handle, the human race tends to always
take to easy way out - they will always embark on a
program of exterminaton. This is a national disgrace. This
is one animal that needs to be protected.

Signatures 1,499 - 1,512

Name

From

Comments

1,513. Kylene Castle

Bunbury, Australia

1,514. Christine ORear

Seaside, CA

1,515. Karen Paties

Mount Gravatt East,
Australia

1,516. Bernice Wood

sunshine coast,
Australia

1,517. Jacqui Goodman

Broadwater, Australia

1,518. Valerie Palangas

Hornsby Heights.,
Australia

1,519. Genise Bennett

tn, TN

1,520. Lyn Broadhurst

Casino, Australia

1,521. Ali Thom

Kalgoorlie, Australia

1,522. Charlene
Shumate

Prairie Grove, AR

1,523. Douglas mcfly

new hyde park, NY

1,524. Tommy McBride

Beechboro, Australia

1,525. Craig Elmgren

Calgary, Canada

1,526. Lu Smith

Moina, Australia

1,527. Felicity Aldrich

Katoomba, Australia

1,528. val hoffman

maleny, Australia

1,529. Georgina Palmer

Shailer Park,
Australia

1,530. Helen Michaelsen

Jarrahdale, Australia

1,531. Jenny Charteris

Sadeir, Australia

Are we going to let another iconic Australian native animal
become extinct? Save the Frazer Island dingoes.

Please help the Dingoes

The Dingoes of Fraser Island today are the Tasmanian
Tiger of yesterday, suffering to extinction because of the
stupidity of the humans supposed to protect them. Humans
are the worst predator. No brain (unthinking humans) plus
too much armour (laws and weapons) equals extinct. This
not only applies to the Dingo, we are actually doing it to
ourselves. Humans don't deserve to survive their own
stupidity. Help the Dingo regain some lost ground and then
leave the Dingo alone. That stupid people can allow this
extinction to happen is bad enough, but that egotistical,
one-eyed humans can actually bring it about is sad beyond
words and entirely unforgiveable. Is the extinction of a
species a reasonable price for the death of one child? I
DON'T THINK SO.
There must be a better way to humanely manage the
Fraser Island Dingo population. The island is an important
place for Australia and the dingoes are a part of that
importance.

1,532. Kathryn Hennessy perth, Australia
1,533. Clinton Hall

perth, Australia

1,534. Christophe Mahr

Illkirch-Graffenstaden,
France
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1,535. Yvette Watt

West Hobart,
Australia

1,536. wayne gawthorne

Banora Point,
Australia

1,537. deborah williams

Victoria, Australia

1,538. Adam Taylor

Hobart, Australia

1,539. Mary Hatzigiannis

Athens, Greece

1,540. Cherie Cornish

Deloraine, Australia

1,541. kellie payne

Middle Swan,
Australia

1,542. Christine
Fegebank

Baldivis, Australia

1,543. Wendy Dyet

Camillo, Australia

1,544. Donna Nicholls

Victoria, Australia

Leave them alone,, they have the right,, I love them,, tell
humans to step back,, dont hurt them, we want
them!!!!!!!!!!!! Discussting humans

1,545. Sharon SW

Uncasville, CT

DUH???? Extinction is forever - what gives you the right to
exterminate any species? Your lack of compassion and
foresight is abominable - you should be totally ashamed!
Let's think, people - use some common sense. TRY!

1,546. Lidia Baltazar

Sabugal, Portugal

1,547. trish jackson

Aspley, Australia

1,548. flash cassidy

nambour, Australia

1,549. Linda Dennis

Armidale, Australia

1,550. Tracey Atkinson

Illawarra, Australia

1,551. cheryl leathers

Mannum, Australia

1,552. Florence Bell

Petersham, Australia

1,553. Anne Keyvar

Sydney, Australia

1,554. Kennie Ward

Enmore, Australia

1,555. antje Lopez

Perth, Australia

1,556. rosgil fraser

beechmont, Canada

1,557. Karen Bevis

Petcheys Bay,
Australia

1,558. Therese Black

Obi Obi, Australia

1,559. Marie Sarjeant

Tewantin, Australia

Save these unique dingoes from starvation & ultimately
extinction.

feed the dogs you mongrels if the public was looking after
animals in that condition they would be strung up and
quartered i say we need to get rid of politicians not dingos
dogs mans best friend
The management of Fraser islands dingo population is a
disgrace!

Can't believe this is still going on! Leave these beautiful
wild dogs along - they are a national treasure!
Does this government not understand that people are
completely disgusted at the treatment of the Fraser Island
Dingo's ,as a local I am asking for these animals to be
(continues on next page)
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1,559. Marie Sarjeant

Tewantin, Australia

(continued from previous page)

1,560. Merrilee McGee

Laguna NSW,
Australia

No

1,561. Victoria Graham

sydney, Australia

I think it is appalling to exterminate our native dingo from a
natural habitat of theirs. It is definitely not the right solution.

1,562. Keiran McGee

Auckland, New
Zealand

1,563. Kay Muddiman

Crooked Corner,
Australia

Another example of humans creating the problem, and the
animals suffering from no fault of their own. Please leave
the Fraser Island dingos alone, before it is too late!

1,564. Diana Palmer

Malvern, Australia

I would visit to feed the starving dingoes. It's a crime that
the Queensland government can get away with this slow
detruction of native animals. Every day dingoes are eating
sand and grass til they die - it's so shameful and cruel.

1,565. Rebecca Graham

Sydney, Australia

1,566. Cienwen Hickey

Marlo - Vic. Australia,
Australia

1,567. Greg Innes

sydney, Australia

1,568. Tsukasa Hiraoka

Rome, Italy

1,569. Lisa Connell

Maroubra, Australia

1,570. Caz Wildsoet

Cairns, Australia

1,571. Preston Kaplan

Cape Town, South
Africa

1,572. julie jordan

Adelaide, Australia

1,573. Rhonda Lark

South Morang,
Australia

1,574. Shere Wilkie

Burnsville, MN

1,575. Bahia Fitchen

Cape Town, South
Africa

1,576. Axelle Spencer

Mackay, Australia

1,577. suzie gold

sydney, Australia

1,578. sue balemans

Parkes, Australia

1,579. Guy Hartcher

Ashfield NSW,
Australia

1,580. Evelyn Thomas

Perth, Australia

1,581. susan Kennedy

Braidwood, Australia
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saved and their food source returned to them , the
international tourists are appalled at the inhumanity shown
by this state government.

What is wrong with the people who are governing the
welfare of our wildlife? Are they totally ignorant of the
uniqueness of our animals?
Wake up Australia, TIME IS RUNNING OUT!

Protect the dingos, and protect the dingos from the
tourists. Feed them for heaven's sake!!!

-

Signatures 1,559 - 1,581
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1,582. Helen Moore

Greatworth, United
Kingdom

I visited Fraser Island about 12 years ago and still
remember the dingoes, I was telling my son about them
yesterday. It would be such a shame if the dingoes weren't
there anymore as it's such an attraction to see these
spectacular animals living in the wild on the island.

1,583. Debbie Arch

Craigieburn, Australia

1,584. Cristina Stroe

bucuresti, Romania

1,585. Ashley Carroll

PORTARLINGTON,
Australia

1,586. Helen Wedding

Tennyson, Australia

1,587. Judith Emtage

Bridgetown,
Barbados

1,588. Michael Stirling

Perth, Australia

1,589. Sam Lakkis

Mt Eliza, Australia

1,590. William Mioyes

Gelorup, Australia

1,591. Rhonda
Ansiewicz

Federal, Australia

1,592. Tramp Harvey

Petersham, Australia

1,593. lizzie burford

Perth, Australia

1,594. Katarina
Seehusen

Sydney, Australia

1,595. Claudia Flaxman

St Morris, Australia

1,596. tami whitehouse

redland, Australia

1,597. Robyn Harvey

melbourne, Australia

There are surely ways of keeping the Dingo plus tourists
on Fraser Island. Don't be short sighted

absolutely not.....am completely sickened
There is no excuse forthis type of cruelity.

1,598. Noeline McCosker Inverell, Australia
1,599. Laure Court

Carnegie, Australia

1,600. Szun Tay

Sydney, Australia

1,601. Leha Kohv

Kanmantoo, Australia

1,602. Leana Shepherd

Gerrigerrup, Australia

1,603. Melanie Fraser

Ringwood,
Melbourne, Australia

1,604. Trish Morton

Lewiston, Australia

1,605. brenda middleton

smithfield plains,
Australia
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They're on an ISLAND for Christs sake... how can they
harm anyone unless people are putting themselves in
harms way in the Dingoes territory? Leave them alone :-(

I am asking the International community (especially if they
know of World Heritage listed Fraser Island, to comment if
they would visit, knowing that an iconic Australian species
is being exterminated..

-

Signatures 1,582 - 1,605

Name

From

Comments

1,606. angela swan

pt.noarlunga sth,
Australia

the dingoes on Fraser island should be protected and
maintained in a humane way...not starved and shot. They
are an amazing and highly intelligent animal.yours
sincerely Angela Swan

1,607. JENNIFER
PARKHURST

NEW YORK, NY

1,608. Roz Holme

cessnock, Australia

1,609. Flavia Quintella

sao Paulo, Brazil

1,610. Greg Carey

Hervey Bay Qld,
Australia

1,611. Lorraine Martret

Melbourne Victoria,
Australia

1,612. Lynda Staker

Mackay, Australia

1,613. Johanna Horvath

Melbourne, Australia

We have already brought the tasmanian tiger into
extinction - an obvious regret from our government. Why
must we slaughter another?? The island is THEIR territory.
Protect them and leave them be!!!
The government is being cruel and inhumane and
TARNISHING their reputation for the whole world to see.
Pick up your game. STOP the murder of these beautiful
creatures.

1,614. anne bateman

Narrogin, Australia

we wouldnt allow our pets to starve to death so why sit
back allow the Fraser island Dingos die?

1,615. juliana
vasconcellos

São Paulo, Brazil

1,616. Helen Bergen

Bathurst, Australia

The last pure-bred population of dingos in existence is
being shot by the Queensland government. Please help
Australians stop this,

1,617. Pamela Fairman

Safety Bay, Australia

How can we stand by and let this happen, What is wrong
with us? - what is wrong with those that have the power to
help or to stop this? We do not have many wild animals in
Australia but what we have are supremely unique - don't
let this happen. How can anyone sit by and allow a selfish
Bureaucratic Queensland Government have the control of
this - this is an Australian animal (an animal of the
world)not a Queensland one. STOP THIS! get the humans
out, make some space, find a better way to co-exist don't
kill anymore native creatures!!!

1,618. Ben Martin

perth, Australia

Makes me sick.

1,619. jill benbow

Perth, Australia
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Disracefull treatment of these animals, they have never
been treated the right way - these office dwellers think they
know all there is to know about them - they are so far off
the mark. The animals are starving i have seen how they
scavenge for food first hand and its not a pretty sight - so
there answer is not to feed them so the dogs get to
starvation point and bite somene and they SHOOT them mindless !!!!

-

Signatures 1,606 - 1,619

Name

From

Comments

1,620. Bernadette
McCarthy

Willagee, Australia

1,621. Renata Chiaradia

Santana de Parnaiba,
Brazil

1,622. susan middleton

Mandurah, Australia

1,623. Wale Matthew
Oladapo

egbeda lagos state,
Nigeria

1,624. Raylene Allwork

Howard, Australia

1,625. Jane Mallyon

South Australia,
Australia

1,626. Sue Kirkpatrick

Black River, Australia

1,627. Kylie Forrest
Mertens

woy woy, Australia

1,628. Chris Goff

Clifton Hill, Australia

1,629. Jurgen Huys

Sint-Niklaas, Belgium

1,630. alison thompson

adelaide, Australia

1,631. Enid Staggard

Takura, Australia

1,632. James Thompson

00160 Helsinki,
Finland

1,633. anthony mitchell

newcastle, Australia

1,634. Chris Engler

Lakewood, CO

1,635. lucia kopp

sao paulo, Brazil

1,636. Kristen Deamer

Newport, Australia

1,637. Ricardo Delgado
Rodríguez

Arroyo De La Miel,
Spain

1,638. Manuela
McCarthy

Wynn Vale, Australia

1,639. Oriana
Licul-Milevoj

Woodend, Australia

1,640. Nagisa Hiraoka

Sydney, Australia

1,641. sophia karou

Athens, Greece

1,642. S Taylor

Hervey Bay, Australia
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Save the Animals.

parks and wildlife officers arent saving and protecting our
wildlife, they have a vendetta against the dingo and have
chosen to starve them so dingos harassing people can
justify their execution. disgusting!

Save the planet - let coexist

-

How can we allow the beautiful Dingo to suffer in such
away. We should appreciate the animal and be proud of it,
just as we are proud of the Emu, Koala and Kangaroo!
Ignorance is our biggest enemy, The key is education. The
Dingo is intelligent, sensitive, very loyal and a gentle
creature by nature, not aggressive.I know, I can say this,
because, I have one. Any animal, even us humans will do
anything for food. Its the Dingo's basic right to eat. It our
responsibility to allow for that.

Signatures 1,620 - 1,642

Name

From

Comments

1,643. Marc Dunlap

Bakewell, Australia

I own a pure desert dingo and would love the opportunity
to own a frasier island dingo. Not just for the experience
but to be able to keep a dying breed alive for generations
to come.

1,644. Wayne Matheson

Wagin, Australia

1,645. caroline vereecke

Zelzate, Belgium

1,646. Jasmyne
Middleton

Liverpool, Australia

1,647. Kim Walpole

chittering, Australia

this is appalling animal cruelty to let these animals starve
to death. shame on those that don't care enough to stop
this.

1,648. Mike Wagner

Louisville, CO

We must not fear the dingo but learn to co-exist with it.
Dingoes were one of the early predecessors to modern
canines that we have in homes. They are not a threat to
people. People are a threat to people far and wide. We
must protect the dingo or it may very well go the way of the
Eastern Cougar in the U.S., extinct.

1,649. Lucas VanWoert

Howell, MI

1,650. Fenrier Ulven

Guadalajara, Mexico

1,651. Josephine
Dudson

northern rivers,
Australia

1,652. COLIN CAREY

morwell vic, Australia

i have been to frazer isl and i think it is disgrace full
they are the only pure dingo left from what i beleive
but the governments think they know best
they should be concentrating more on the
cane toads

1,653. STEPHANIE
CASSAR

ROBERTSON,
Australia

Dingoes need to be protected not disgarded like trash, they
are pure and simply an Australian Icon. Extermination is
not the way, they are to the limit of near extinction as in
pure DNA tested Dingoes. Save the Great Australian
Dingo that has earned its rightful place in our Australian
Passport.

1,654. Scott Murray

Bakewell, Australia

Keep the Dingoes and educate the public.

1,655. RENE SYKES

MORRISTOWN, TN

Educate the public about ALL animals and their vital place
on our planet. We are only exterminating ourselves if we
continue to let dingoes and other species disappear
because of our stupidity and arrogant attitudes.

1,656. Jeanie Delgado

Cloverdale, CA

I live in USA. We have Aussie blood in the family. What is
wrong with you peopleWe demand they be left alone, I
would love to have one, so would wolf sanctuaries all over
the world. As an indigeonous animal they have protection
rights under international Law and the U.N.It will be
pursued!
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Signatures 1,643 - 1,656

Name

From

Comments

1,657. Anthony Momsen

Winston, OR

Extermination of a species is wrong and is not the way to
manage wild life. Thus is another example of no foresight.
od told man to manage the animals not to slaughter them.

1,658. Isabelle Milevoj

Woodend, Australia

1,659. grace nelson

England, United
Kingdom

1,660. Claudia Elliott

Sudbury, Canada

1,661. Sharon Colling

Clemton Park,
Australia

1,662. Phil Garner

Leeds, United
Kingdom

1,663. Christie Leigh

Owingsville, KY

1,664. Caroline Hanger

Waiuku, New Zealand Please leave them alone and stop the cruelty to these
magnificant animals

1,665. Donna Clemow

Worcester, MA

1,666. tristan lavery

Byron Bay, Australia

1,667. Trinna Nicholson

Currumbin Valley,
Australia

1,668. Lisa Morrison

south australia,
Australia

NEVER!
but a guided eco tour to watch our NATIVE dog in its
NATURAL habitat I would sign up for in a heartbeat.

1,669. Belle Gibbons

Nanango, Australia

The Fraser Island dingo is a part of Australia's wild life
family so why aren't they being protected like other
species? I ask the Queensland Government to place the
importance of protecting these precious creatures above
the tourist dollar.

1,670. Jainee Gibbons

Tully Heads, Australia

1,671. irene cooper

Dandenong, Australia

Man ain't gonna stop till every last animal is all gone are
they? And for WHAT?!! They're own stupidity.

1,672. roberta de andreis Loano, Italy
1,673. Cristina Mapelli

Milano, Italy

1,674. June mason

Gateshead, United
Kingdom

1,675. ricarda steidle

Oberammergau,
Germany

1,676. Sandra Middleton

Merrylands, Australia

1,677. Carla Vieira

Somerville, MA

1,678. julie hall

Luton, United
Kingdom

1,679. Patrice Brennan

Trevor, WI

1,680. jessica setzer

Jönköping, Sweden
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Signatures 1,657 - 1,680

Name

From

Comments

1,681. Laura Stone

Redhill, United
Kingdom

1,682. katira tejeda

Plano, TX

1,683. Meredith von
Langen

Jupiter, FL

1,684. SL VSL

Sofia, Bulgaria

1,685. pepe hernandez

guadalajara, Mexico

1,686. ferro giusi

Mazara, Italy

1,687. corinne moroney

brooklyn, NY

1,688. Ed Abdool

Wlg, New Zealand

1,689. karlie thomas

kilmore, Australia

1,690. turi grierson

mullumbimby,
Australia

1,691. David Hughes

Adelaide, Australia

1,692. Julia Williams

The Gap, Australia

1,693. Anton Couzens

Birkenhead, Australia

what is a person thinking when he/her desides to
exterminate a beautif life? what was first, dingo or man in
australia? does it really mater?

Leave our dingoes alone, there are many other camping
places without this purebred strain of dingo.

1,694. Duncan Schroeter Surfers Paradise,
Australia
1,695. Emil Dahl

oslo, Norway

1,696. Claudia Gayer

Weiden, Germany

1,697. georgine frederix

Mol, Belgium

1,698. martin abza

Braunschweig,
Germany

1,699. sue schuemmer

Ulm, Germany

1,700. Dana Grunwald

Hamburg, Germany

1,701. Klara Bruemmer

Geldern, Germany

1,702. jessica
van-steenberghe

Tourcoing, France

1,703. Irena Gabut

Krakow, Poland

1,704. Christine Carlone

Weinheim, Germany

1,705. S. Hohmann

Weilrod, Germany

1,706. vidal sandrine

Marseille, France

1,707. Sabine Noel

Osnabrück, Germany

1,708. cintia avila

Sao Paulo, Brazil
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Signatures 1,681 - 1,708

Name

From

Comments

1,709. Cathy Crawley

Castle Hill, Australia

Fraser Island is one of the most pristine places to visit in
Australia. To lose the Dingo from Fraser Island would be
like taking the Opera House or Harbour Bridge away from
Sydney.

1,710. ANNA VIRGINI

Montreal, Quebec,
Canada

1,711. Marie Marchese

Cleveland, Australia

1,712. Carolyn
Mehonoshen

Cootharaba QLD,
Australia

1,713. Michaela Pollak

Straubing, Germany

1,714. laura di
carlantonio

montorio al vomano
(TE), Italy

1,715. Myriam Vanstalle

Bertrix, Belgium

1,716. Julie Hacker

Umina Beach,
Australia

1,717. Georgie Fort

Watsonia, Australia

1,718. Adam Zappulla

Brisbane, Australia

1,719. Onchita Shadman Dhaka, Bangladesh

while we campaign for culling of stray dogs in Bangladesh,
its shocking to know such a beautiful species like Dingo
could be destroyed in its native land! Shame

1,720. Allison Smith

Jimboomba, Australia

"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be
judged by the way its animals are treated" - Gandhi

1,721. Joanne Rogers

Jimboomba, Australia

1,722. Amanda Germany tucson, AZ
1,723. Jenny Dooley

Sydney, Australia

1,724. Dingo Ash
Needham

Hervey Bay, Australia

1,725. Lorna Tuesday

Nestor Falls, Canada

1,726. Kim Wirth

Burpengary, Australia

1,727. Mark McAlpine

Vauclse, Australia

1,728. Karen Vasily

Norristown, PA

1,729. Robert Bennett

Sydney, Australia

1,730. Annette Tighe

Nimbin, Australia
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Fraser Dingos are not viscous man-eating animals that
they have been made out to be.
They are a beautiful non offensive dog with unique
characteristics a little bit similar to the basenji. Some
characteristics are almost cat like. Regardless of that
though, as a species they do not deserve to be wiped out
by humans.

These wonderful animals are of greater importance than
humans and a superior species to politicians and
bureaucrats who are endangering them who should grow
up and have the strength to tell users of Fraser Island that
they are entering the dingoes home and show them
respect

-

Signatures 1,709 - 1,730

Name

From

Comments

1,731. Julie ODonnell

Hackham, Australia

1,732. MARIA welfare

Chadwell Heath
Romford Essex,
United Kingdom

1,733. Joe Piecuch

Suquamish, WA

1,734. Daniela
Brzobohata

Ujezd U Brna, Czech
Republic

1,735. Reita Piecuch

Seattle, WA

1,736. Susan Panting

Mount Ommaney,
Australia

1,737. Taylar Gavel

The Rock, Australia

1,738. Shane French

Bell, Australia

1,739. Kerry Smith

Bendigo, Australia

1,740. Celeste Lowe

Gatton, Australia

1,741. Cathie Hellstedt

Bendigo, Australia

1,742. Max Zacher

Arlington, MA

1,743. Nhu Huynh

Springfield Lakes,
Australia

1,744. Terrina Wood

keperra, Australia

I visited Fraser Island many times during my childhood and
hold fond memories of seeing this beautiful, sensitive
creatures. They were healthy and happy, back then and
negative encounters were unheard of.... Now look at
them!!!! A product of exteme neglect, the wost form of
animal cruelty, thanks to OUR PATHETIC
GOVERNMENT!!

1,745. Sharon Stanford

Singleton, Australia

How can the QLD Gov't justify a Law that turns decent
people into criminals for the simple act of showing
compassion to another living creature by trying to save it
from STARVATION and EXTINCTION!!

1,746. Gary Barnett

Phelan, CA

1,747. Tyler McIntosh

Harriston, Canada

1,748. Rhonda bolger

reservoir, Australia

1,749. Richard Browne

Busselton, Australia

1,750. Margaret Woulfe

Dorrigo, Australia

1,751. MALENE
FLAMBART

COPENHAGEN,
Denmark
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Please don't continue making the same misguided mistake
of exterminating species.

how is this allowed to happen?

When it the cruel, greedy Queensland government going to
stop the suffering and slaughter of our native wildlife. The
answer is never as the Fraser Island puts tourist dollars in
their filthy hands and the Dingos just get in the way of the
stinking dollar.
The first place I visited first time I was in Australia, and I
was blowned away. Also I had the great pleasure to work
with Dingoes at Australia Zoo, so please take care of this
amazing animal and the fantastic island.

-

Signatures 1,731 - 1,751

Name

From

Comments

1,752. Mette-Lise Loecke Kastrup, Denmark
1,753. Bryant Kirmizian

Novi, MI

1,754. Jas Marshall

cairns, Australia

1,755. Belinda Rupp

Seville Grove,
Australia

1,756. Billy Brewer

Perth, Australia

1,757. Gabi
Zimmermann

Vienna, Austria

1,758. Katrina Love

Perth, Australia

this is fuc**ng disgraceful.
the pain these animals have had to go through has gone
from more than long enough! i'm only a oyung teen and i
can say that the government is being absolutely pathetic!
why the hell haven't they stopped this already?

1,759. Didier Van Dessel Ashgrove, Australia

Please help the dingo !!!

1,760. Trevor Trost

Hervey Bay, Australia

1,761. Lynne Alexander

Hervey Bay, Australia

1,762. sandie dottore

stagnes, Australia

1,763. Merle Riemer

Hervey Bay, Australia

1,764. Anne Wilkinson

Point Vernon,
Australia

1,765. Caye Sipes

Fountain, CO

1,766. Kaylyn Gregory

Booral qld, Australia

1,767. Felescia
Schemmer

melbourne, Australia

1,768. nada bratz

umina beach,
Australia

1,769. Karen Walsh

Lurgan, United
Kingdom

1,770. Kayleen Freiberg

Hervey Bay, Australia

1,771. kathryn clayton

hervey bay, Australia

1,772. adam clayton

hervey bay, Australia

1,773. Sara Clayton

Hervey Bay, Australia

1,774. Taleese Penna

Kawungan, Australia

1,775. Khristy Sexton

Blacktown, Australia

1,776. Kathy Morton

Hervey Bay, Australia

1,777. laura parrett

morayfield, Australia
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it is a disgrace the way that these dingos are being treated.
the people involved should hang their heads in shame.
SHAME ON YOU.QUEENSLAND.

-

these dogs are starving. give them food stations

Signatures 1,752 - 1,777

Name

From

Comments

1,778. Sabine Maher

Hervey Bay, Australia

Stop killing these beautiful animals... you have taken their
food.. you have stopped their feeding.. wonder how you
would fare on the island without adequate food or help???
Wonder if you would attack tourists for their food or body if
hungry enough... people ate people in the airplane crash
when they had no food so why should these animals be
better than humans????? Stop being selfish and watch
another spies die for tourist dollars :((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((

1,779. Sammie Burrin

Hervey Bay, Australia

1,780. kelly renyard

gympie, Australia

1,781. nick piper

cairns, Australia

1,782. lindsay allan

hervey Bay, Australia

1,783. Tanya Lange

Hervey Bay, Australia

1,784. Tiffany Clayton

Hervey Bay, Australia

1,785. Jocelyn Salmon

Urangan, Australia

1,786. anthony sexton

hervey bay, Australia

1,787. Amelia Bieber
Burrin

hervey bay, Australia

1,788. Mitchel Chapman

Glendale, Australia

Political censorship gone mad.

1,789. kayla kirk

point vernon,
Australia

I refuse to go to fraser island now because i know what i
would do if i had seen a starving dingo, feed it. bring some
source of food like live hares (something that wont disturb
the natural enviroment) and do random drops so they dont
get dependant to the one area. i would attack a person if i

u know chess? wrong move.. i will take your queen
the dingo's are starving they took the brumby's ,they
fenced off the dumps,and they made fishermen bury fish
remains instead of leaving it for the dingo's ...people and
dingo's have lived together on the island for decades and
ever since the food supply was dried up the dingo's have
started to show hostility because they are
STARVING!!!!!!!!!!!!!! do random food drops bring the
brumby's back there is plenty of people who would donate
the food not sold in their business's and the food could be
dropped in random places all over the island ...it's not
rocket science...............
All I can say is these poor animals!! The island is not the
same without the many dingoes that used to walk around, I
can not believe how they have been mis-treated, I have
been to the island numerous times and it does not have
the same appeal as it did when the dingoes roamed free, it
feels like a very lonely place now, I am very upset about
how our government (who are supposed to be all about the
environment and climate change etc) have treated these
dingoes, I feel disgusted towards the government over this
issue. Wake up and start treating these animals with
respect, if it was any other animal owner we would be
charged in a court of law with neglect. Feed these poor
dingoes!

(continues on next page)
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Signatures 1,778 - 1,789

Name

From

Comments

1,789. kayla kirk

point vernon,
Australia

(continued from previous page)

1,790. Jess Rouse

Kingswood, Australia

1,791. Lisa KIng

Kawungan, Australia

1,792. Toni
Osborne-Johnson

Hervey Bay, Australia

Feed the dingo's away from Tourists... they are starving...
STOP KILLING THEM... people are in their territory...
Leave them alone.. Stop stupid people from destroying our
iconic dingo...

1,793. Alesha Verity

HERVEY BAY,
Australia

The Australian Government has sadly tried to hide what is
happening to the Dingo's on Fraser Island. The Dingo's
need protection and we are asking for your support to do
this. Please help those who can not defend themselves
from the beurocracy of politics.

1,794. Gavin Plumridge

Urangan, Australia

1,795. Jamie Spring

Sydney, Australia

1,796. Kathryn Kirk

Maryborough,
Australia

1,797. allison plumridge

marayong, Australia

1,798. Lidia Sofia Lay

Edensor Park,
Australia

1,799. Kate Moorfield

Pialba, Australia

1,800. Melinda Kim

Point Vernon,
Australia

1,801. SYLVIA LANG

penrith, Australia

was starving. we need to do something give back some
natural resources or eradicate human interaction on the
island all together!
dont let the dingoes become the tasmanian tigers,
crossbred my arse

The state of the Fraser Island dingo is an absolute
disgrace. If nothing changes we will lose this species in the
not too distant future. Something needs to be done
NOW!!!!

Please help save these beautiful native wild animals before
it is too late...

1,802. Matthew Hodgetts Scarness, Australia

I would sooner exterminate the tourists...

1,803. Erika Horo

Scarness, Australia

I am currently an American citizen in the process of
becoming an Australian resident. I cannot put into words
how amazingly beautiful your Dingos are. It is us as
humans making the mistake of invading their home, we
need to respect these wonderful animals. I someday hope
to be able to have a Dingo sanctuary, they are such
wonderful creatures.

1,804. Nickole Tille

Dundathu, Australia

It is an absolute disgrace to watch these poor creatures be
stripped of their natural food in the name of tourism,
without any compensation. What's worse, feeding these
starving animals is a hefty crime. I am ashamed to call
myself Australian when this is what we condemn our
animals to
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Signatures 1,789 - 1,804

Name

From

Comments

1,805. Cortney Bishop

faribault, MN

1,806. sharon keenan

maryborough,
Australia

1,807. Aimee Taylor

MF, OR

1,808. Mark Clayton

Stanthorpe, Australia

1,809. James Crawford

Craignish, Australia

1,810. Rhonda Welch

Arundel, Australia

1,811. Deanna Baker

Milton Freewter, OR

1,812. Heather Fardy

Port Douglas,
Australia

1,813. Kaye Kelly

Urraween, Australia

I cant imagine just why the powers that be have not woken
up to the fact that these dogs are starving!!!...that is why
they are attacking...In past times fishermen used to clean
and gut their catch on a particular part of the island and
this is where the dogs used to forage for food as all the
natural food sources the are supposed to eat have long
since been redundant. Recently, the local Fraser Coast
Council have stopped the fishermen from doing this and as
a results these dogs have no other food source. WAKE UP
THESE ANIMALS ARE STARVING...THEY HAVE NO
FOOD!!! Dont shoot them because they are hungrey!!!

1,814. Hayley Davis

Maryborough,
Australia

The Dingo's on Fraser Island have more rights to be there
then we do !! The should be trying to save them not get rid
of them.

1,815. Ruth Macklin

Boyne island,
Australia

1,816. heather staples

toogoom, Australia

1,817. Bernie Ryman

Pialba, Australia

1,818. Kylie Palmer

Hervey Bay, Australia

1,819. Lori Hadley

Mountain Home, AR

1,820. Serenity Welch

Arundel, Australia

1,821. Bronwyn Britten

Maryborough,
Australia
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How many more dingoes will have to be killed before this
pure breed on the island is finally extinct - get your stuff
together you dummies & do something worthwhile for a
change, and save this species before its too late
As a tourist I would much rather take my chances on
encountering a wild Dingo then know that they are
enclosed and STARVING because I want to visit their
home island. Until there is some type of positive new
management for these poor Dingoes I will NOT be coming
there & neither will my family or my friends here in the US
and in Europe! I intend to tell EVERYONE about the
DEPLORABLE conditions & treatment of these Dingoes on
their very own island!!!
Cruelty to animals is not acceptable, and there are NO
EXCUSES!!
-

Signatures 1,805 - 1,821

Name

From

Comments

1,822. Helen Golding

Cambridge, United
Kingdom

1,823. Diane Armstrong

Teddington, Australia

1,824. crystal palmer

toogoom, Australia

1,825. stephen sheridan

Dublin, Ireland

1,826. Carrie Gleason

Arizona City, AZ

1,827. Michelle Cameron Melbourne, Australia

1,828. Tracey Hall

Melbourne, Australia

1,829. Carl Scott

Waitati, New Zealand

1,830. mark baker

wanganui, New
Zealand

1,831. tania carey

Xxx, New Zealand

1,832. Luna Parrish

Adelaide, Australia

1,833. Karen Booth

Geraldine, New
Zealand

1,834. Eric Wolff

Wellington, New
Zealand

1,835. chris coombes

Pennant Hills,
Australia

1,836. Ann-Marie
Jacobs-Brown

Auckland, New
Zealand

1,837. Lynn Guy

Gleneagle, Australia

I am asking the International community (especially if they
know of World Heritage listed Fraser Island, to comment if
they would visit, knowing that an iconic Australian species
is being exterminated..
How is it the purest wild dog in the world is killed for doing
what comes naturally in a national park, and the parent
and grandparent don't get put in jail for child
endangerment...

I am saddened to learn that the management of the
dingoes at Fraser Island is not serving the interets of the
animal as it should. These beautiful animals need our help
and protection. Instead they are being being persecuted
and are in some cases close to starving. Please use your
influence to adopt the changes required to put an end to
this miserable situation. These animals deserve our
compassion and to live without fear and hunger.

our beautiful Australian Dingo needs your help now to stop
the Queensland State Government from killing all the
dingoes on
Fraser Island.the dingoes have lived there for millenia, and
rather than curtail the habits of humans who have caused
the problem [lack of food resources for the dingoes,
clearing their habitat for houses, allowing 4 wheel drivers
to to erode beaches, lack of meaningful education of
visitors to Fraser Island etc. Please add your voice and
(continues on next page)
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Name

From

Comments

1,837. Lynn Guy

Gleneagle, Australia

(continued from previous page)

1,838. tahlia pyke

marmion, Australia

1,839. Casey O'Brien

Adelaide, Australia

1,840. Glenn Woodford

Albert Park, Australia

1,841. Tamara Chik

Calgary, Canada

1,842. Terri Jones

Baltimore, MD

1,843. karen page

Cheshunt, United
Kingdom

1,844. Mary Truelove

Martinsville, IN

1,845. Karen Arnodl

Peregian Springs,
Australia

1,846. Madeleine Flynn

Tinbeerwah, Australia I urgently request a review of the dingo management
practices on Fraser Island before this species becomes
extinct.

1,847. Viktor Jarigin

St.petersbug,
Russian Federation

1,848. Renee Weaver

Gatton, Australia

1,849. Dorothy Fire

Lakewood, CO

1,850. Chris Noaro

Lower Hutt, New
Zealand

1,851. viola lang

toronto, Canada

1,852. Cristina Medina

Wellington, New
Zealand

1,853. He Huang

Burnaby, Canada

1,854. Karl Hubert

Courtdale, PA

1,855. Andrew
Vizzacchero

Jersey City, NJ

1,856. Jason Bartolett

browns mills, NJ

1,857. Cindy Yang

Pearl River, NY

1,858. Del Holden

Scranton, PA

1,859. Kendra Erickson

Sussex, WI

1,860. Krista Dunham

Nanaimo, Canada

1,861. Tania Hossack

Tewantin, Australia
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actions in good ways, to help protect the dingoes of the
World Heritage site: Fraser Island.. thankyou on behalf of
all aussie dingoes xoxo

There is no excuse for what is happening to DINGOS in
their own land..none at all. And while I am at it...SEA
TURTLES...DUGONGS....anything ring a bell in your
empty brain cases..anyone?
Everyone in the world should sign this petition as it is
PRICELESS. We are the howls of the dingoes and we
need to be heard. Shame on the Australian Government
for letting such amazing creatures suffer!!
-

Signatures 1,837 - 1,861

Name

From

Comments

1,862. Sandra Lilley

Noosaville, Australia

The Dingoes of World Heritage Listed Fraser Island must
be saved from the Queensland Government's cruel
program of extermination.

1,863. Mike Cozart

Oklahoma City, OK

1,864. Melloney
WITHERS

Campocamara, Spain

1,865. Stephane Nataf

Strasbourg, France

1,866. Debi Tichbourne

st. Catharines,
Canada

1,867. Alexander
Andresen

Nesoddtangen,
Norway

1,868. Jay Brukmann

Beerwah, Australia

Shameful!

1,869. Matt Clayton

Mundoolun, Australia

Here's an idea: don't camp on Fraser Island, then you
won't have to fear wild animals. You can't blame an animal
for not caring if you live or die. They don't seek revenge so
neither should we.

1,870. jess moses

logan Village,
Australia

1,871. Sam Irwin

Jimboomba, Australia

Its not fair, they don't deserve to be killed because humans
invaded their land. It was theirs first and humans decided
we wanted it and now they can live there. Its selfish and
cruel.

1,872. Amie booth

vic point, Australia

That need to be respected and treated right they are an
icon of fraser island and an icon of australia and most of all
a living and breathing animal. maybe a feeding program
would solve this problem.

1,873. Rikki Fanning

Adelaide, Australia

1,874. Barry Tucker

Narooma, Australia

1,875. Mikaela Kropp

Brisbane, Australia

1,876. Shantel Wyllie

Camira, Australia

Save the Dingo's!!! Fraser island holidays as a child would
just never have been the same without them, help save
them for future generations!!!

1,877. Glenys Dennis

Jimboomba, Australia

I am horrified at the narrow-minded view being taken with
regards to the Fraser Island Dingoes. We cannot stand
quietly by and watch yet another species, especially one
so unique, become extinct.
The problems with human and dingo interaction on Fraser
Island are not the cause of the dingo, but, are caused and
are the responsibility of humans.
Instead of focusing on the tourist industry on the island we
need to limit the tourist numbers permitted on such an
environmentally important area.
It is too late once the dingoes are gone!
Surely liason with Australia's Dingo Breeding Programme
would be benefitial in protecting this dingo strain.
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1,878. Menkit Prince

Uki, Australia

Only 50 dingoes left and they are original inhabitants there.
So starving they are eating shells, sand and grass all
because our Qld government does not want them there as a tourist please write to our government and tell them
you refuse to travel there until they are allowed to be fed,
as the aborigines always used to. This is pitiful and
shameful of the authorities to bring this situation about.

1,879. Colin Candy

Torquay, Australia

1,880. Carola Anstis

Carlisle River,
Australia

1,881. Haley Kiddle

Brisbane, Australia

1,882. Jill Greenwood

Booyal, Australia

1,883. Alicia Weir

Perth, Australia

1,884. Rebecca
Brimblecombe

Weyba Downs,
Australia

1,885. Dianne
McGonigle

Durham, Canada

1,886. morgan williams

mayfield, Australia

I hope in a change of hheart you would save these
beautifual purest of all dogs existance on fraser island. and
let these only ancient dogs be protected.

1,887. heather jane black Ocean Shores,
Australia
1,888. Ingrid Teulon

Johannesburg, South
Africa

1,889. April Anjard

Gleize, France

1,890. kimberly wolf

new york, NY

1,891. Margrit
Engelhardt

Grandfontaine,
Switzerland

1,892. Jakub Kousal

Libstat, Czech
Republic

1,893. Caitlin Claytor

Alturas, CA

1,894. john wake

Valley view, Australia

1,895. vickie hull

swan hill, Australia

1,896. Gareth Hughes

bassendean,
Australia

1,897. Shannon
Blackman

Pooraka, Australia

1,898. sharon courtney

ararat, Australia

1,899. Bill Gibbons

Brahma Lodge,
Australia
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1,900. Annelies Craig

Nambour, Australia

Please can we do something to help the Fraser Island
dingo. These dogs are a well known iconic dingo that we
need to embrace and care for. Keep the tourist away from
their habitat.

1,901. Jennifer Newrick

Kaiserslautern,
Germany

1,902. Julie Collins

Long Jetty, Australia

1,903. Courtney Fuller

Brisbane, Australia

1,904. Ashley Renolds

Woodford, Australia

1,905. lindy stacker

Sydney, Australia

1,906. Alicia Langlands

Wattle Grove,
Australia

1,907. Kate Greenwood

Marcus Beach,
Australia

1,908. Kari .

Palmwoods, Australia

1,909. Linda Harvey

Tewantin, Australia

1,910. Elizabeth
Greenwood

Glasshouse
Mountains, Australia

1,911. Leonard Daws

Maroochydore,
Australia

1,912. Jodi Salmond

Mooloolaba, Australia

1,913. Jarle Jørgensen

Arendal, Norway

1,914. shannon perry

belleville, Canada

1,915. Nathan Kennedy

Mtn Creek, Australia

1,916. Myra Williams

Caloundra, Australia

1,917. Heidi lacis

Cooran, Australia

1,918. michelle Gregory

Ashgrobe, Australia

1,919. nicholas
wilcoxson

buderim, Australia
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It is horrible that people want to wipe out an animal in their
natural habitat all for tourism.

This is an absolute disgrace!! I have seen these beautiful
beings in the flesh on Fraser and they should be protected
not destroyed! No wonder the Environmental Protection
Agency changed its name to Department of Environment
and Resource Management- they now 'manage' the
problem, not 'protect' it... I hope that these animals are still
around for my future children to see!

Australia needs to adopt an attitude of protection towards
its iconic flora and fauna. New methods of developing
ecological balance need to be employed. Focus on
exterminating the cane toads as these are a bigger threat
to our future.

I have been to Fraser, the Dingos were harmless. Certainly
not frightening in any way. Teach people to interact with
them if encountered as we do here in Canada. We don't go
around killing our bears at camp sites, you take
precautions. :)

-

Signatures 1,900 - 1,919

Name

From

Comments

1,920. Chevelle williams

REDESDALE,
Australia

Dingos have this extra voice, and the voice of all my family
of 8. Please allow them to survive, they deserve life like
any living creature. They dont need to be the next
tasmanian tiger we gotta save them NOW!

1,921. Tam van der Kleij

Melbourne, Australia

Don't let another intrinsic species be wiped out by mere
humans.

1,922. Richard Terry

Point Vernon,
Australia

an absolute discrace! Politics & Double Standards are well
and truly on display here, however, the Truth of the matter
prevails!

1,923. Veronika
Schneider

Toliyatti, Russian
Federation

1,924. Janine Thompson

Wollongong, Australia I am saddenned and horrified that all Australians aren't
totally ashamed to see what is happening

1,925. Carolyn Drew

Act, Australia

1,926. Alistair Brown

East Brunswick,
Australia

1,927. Sandra Moye

Kilkivan, Australia

1,928. Rebecca Smith

Townsville, Australia

1,929. Gayle Gilligan

Cabarlah, Australia

1,930. OMA rODGER

penguin, Australia

1,931. sue handbury

Reedy Creek Vic,
Australia

1,932. Jo Isaac

Upper Sturt, Australia

1,933. joy godkin

Euroa, Australia

1,934. Annette Colling

Everton Park,
Australia

1,935. Imelda Jennings

Angourie, Australia

1,936. Polina Marina

Sofia, Bulgaria

1,937. Steve Hambrick

Roanoke, VA

1,938. ria kemp

Whangarei, New
Zealand

1,939. denise edgar

St Louis, MO

1,940. stacey gordon

booral, Australia

1,941. Paul Willemsen

Hulste, Belgium
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Stop this disgraceful extermination program now!

dismayed and disgusted about residual hatred to dingoes. I
would visit Fraser Island to SEE dingoes with my kids, but
am not while it is a yobbo tourist mecca bent on exticitng
the pure form of our collective history
In this environmentally critical world, we must save our
endemic species. Qld govt is under a duty of care to
protect all our native fauna. take the responsibility, Qld,
you are a state of shame.

What you are doing is cruel and unethcial. Please dont let
these dingos starve to death.

-

Signatures 1,920 - 1,941

Name

From

Comments

1,942. Janette Jones

Dundee Beach NT,
Australia

Please save the Fraser Island dingo. Dingoes are
beautiful, native Australian animals. They are as Australian
as 'Waltzing Matilda' and 'fair dinkum'. The Fraser Island
species is one of the oldest breeds in the world and one of
the purist strains in Australia.
Please, please save the Fraser Island Dingo.

1,943. R Fernandes

Melbourne, Australia

1,944. andiee elks

murphys creek,
Australia

1,945. Steffi Finnerty

Hernando, FL

1,946. Jeannette Oliver

manunda, Australia

1,947. Michelle Manhal

Sunbury, Australia

1,948. Kaye Nicholson

Brisbane, Australia

1,949. Sharon O'Phee

Toowoomba,
Australia

1,950. Jenny Eason

Healesville, Australia

1,951. Chantel
Qualischefski

Laidley, Australia

1,952. Anna Romyn

Hervey Bay, Australia

1,953. Kaye Sutton

Hervey Bay, Australia

1,954. Uta Wicke

Busselton, Australia

1,955. Marian Fletcher

Urangan, Australia

1,956. Muriel Servaege

Arlon, Belgium

1,957. mary lotts

Peoria, AZ

1,958. Gavin Bornholtz

Grand Blanc, MI

this is the worst case of animal cruelty i have ever seen by
the australian government.
It is absolutely shameful what is happening to the dingoes we are a nation of shocking treatment to both our native
wildlife and domestic animals!

Please save our dingoes before they are no longer around
to be saved. Look at the Tasmanian Tiger.

It is humans creating the problems, not the dingoes! These
lovely animals are being starved to death, problems
wouldn't exist if they were cared for in a more humane
manner.
Please save these beautiful animals, it's the humans who
are causing the problems

1,959. Nadejda Sitnikova Spassk-dalniy,
Russian Federation
1,960. donna plant

gympie, Australia

As I regular visitor to Fraser Island, I have seen the
condition of the dingoes deteriorate to a pitiful state since it
was world heritage listed . Currently any dingo that is
"curious' or ' inquisitive' are added to an incident report, if
the animal gets a few "incident reports" it is
destroyed.Dingoes are hazed from the beach between
5am-5pm, as tourists have precedent. Please help, the
government has decided that tourists come first, and the
(continues on next page)
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1,960. donna plant

gympie, Australia

(continued from previous page)

1,961. Kerry Firkin

Corlette, Australia

Why do w e have to have this petition for we should take
care of them

1,962. Elizabeth
Livanaos

Merewether, Australia

1,963. Val Rose

Pueblo, CO

1,964. Victoria Molinari

Poulsbo, WA

1,965. George Theobald

Cooktown, Australia

1,966. brenda collins

London, United
Kingdom

1,967. Karina Paller

Ljubljana, Slovenia

1,968. David Machado

Paços De Ferreira,
Portugal

1,969. Sibylle Schwarz

Bonnyville, Canada

1,970. Hester Low

-, Singapore

dingoes are nearly all gone.Locals believe there are less
than 90 dingoes left. Most are under 12 months old and
very few adults have been seen this year.

"The greatness of a nation and it's moral progress can be
judged by the way it's animals are treated."-Gandhi

1,971. beatrice de filippis Sana'a, Yemen
1,972. Marco Galli

Santa Luce, Italy

1,973. linda brockett

Lanarkshire, United
Kingdom

1,974. Ellen Gutfleisch

Sussex, WI

1,975. Emily Drew

Houghton, WA

1,976. gigi ragus

nambour, Australia

1,977. Bee ZZ

Oulu, Finland

1,978. Joan Weldon

Saginaw, TX

1,979. Lucas Phuong

Toronto, Canada

1,980. Kendra
Richardson

Sackville, Canada

1,981. Marilyn Nuske

Fitzroy North,
Australia
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I've got a pet dingo myself that I've had since working in
remote areas of NT., & she's the most intelligent!loving!
companion(excels above a mere canine breed-funnily, I've
always been a Cat-person), until I adopted a Dingo!they
make companions for Life, not just -pets.Joke is- if one
reads the early settler writings, farmers could see the
intelligence of these indigenous dogs&cross breed all their
dogs for many years with the Blue Heeler as we know it
to-day!!?If only the farmers of to-day, are hating the very
breed-Dingoes!-that makes their beloved Bluey SO
intelligent to-day!!! Ms G. Ragus

-

Signatures 1,960 - 1,981

Name

From

Comments

1,982. diana kellett

melbourne, Australia

Stop this insane slaughter now! These Dingos were there
long before us and deserve to be left in peace.
This extermination that is taking place is a National
disgrace.Also an International embarrassment and Shame!
Shame on you Queensland State Govt if you do not stop
this stalking and killing immediately.

1,983. Sim Huber

Laverton, Australia

1,984. Janet Pope

CliftonHill, Australia

1,985. Warren Savage

Verrierdale, Australia

1,986. MICHAEL PRIOR

COOROY, Australia

1,987. Sherilyn Carter

Melbourne, Australia

1,988. Raili Elaste

Melbourne, Australia

1,989. Diane Stomann

Seymour, Australia

1,990. Tara Stomann

Boort, Australia

1,991. Ashley Polachek

Seymour, Australia

1,992. Paul Austin

Stroud, Australia

1,993. taylor pallaton

muswellbrook,
Australia

Protect the weak!

1,994. Signe Westerberg Liverpool, Australia
1,995. Brian Sarjeant

Tanawha, Australia

1,996. Edmund Crook

Marcus beach,
Australia

1,997. Elisabeth Karcher

Marseille, France

1,998. Rosemary
Browne

Seymour, Australia

1,999. sarah cooper

bath, United Kingdom

2,000. Maxine McGregor

Verrierdale, Australia

2,001. Annabelle Francis eumundi, Australia

Please save the dingos, its their natural habitat!

2,002. Elaine Kerr

Port Alberni, Canada

2,003. Michael Denic

tewantin, Australia

2,004. lara parera

Vienna, Austria

2,005. Jennifer Melton

Durant, OK

2,006. pedro pedrosa

São Paulo, Brazil

2,007. stella maris
bianchetti

Bs. As., Argentina

2,008. Rachelle Long

Phoenix, OR

2,009. Jamie Kievit

Wayne, NJ

2,010. Keegan Green

Redbank Plains,
Australia
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Australia, what are you doing?, we can boycott tourism and
objects coming from there. We don't care, we are not
politics.

-

Signatures 1,982 - 2,010
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From
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2,011. Imelda Avendano

Mission, TX

2,012. Reese Anderson

Dp, IA

2,013. Chris Maez

Yankton, SD

2,014. Eileen Thomson

Annan, United
Kingdom

2,015. Angel Marina

Palma De Mallorca,
Spain

2,016. gro ottesen

4020, Norway

2,017. carolyn hayton

Evandale Sa,
Australia

2,018. Irma
Sittard, Netherlands
Fleischeuer-Toma
2,019. Silke Kersken

Wülfrath, Germany

2,020. stefania koch

Essen, Germany

2,021. Jennifer Bennoch

Bellingham, MA

2,022. dawn dixon

Hull, United Kingdom

2,023. Vivienne Ben-Shir London, United
Kingdom
2,024. Lorrie Walsh

Torrance, CA

2,025. adam samuel

vlaardingen,
Netherlands

2,026. celestine khuong

houston, TX

2,027. Lauri Woods

Temuco, Chile

2,029. Silvia Macek

Völkermarkt, Austria

2,030. John Torp

West Milford, NJ

2,031. Erika Rangel

Nova Iguaçu, Brazil

2,032. Neil Ryding

Warrington, United
Kingdom

2,033. Sarah Thomson

Redbank Plains,
Australia

2,034. toni zizinia

Roma, Italy

Please do not continue with your cruel inhumane actions.
These animals need to be protected, not murdered.

2,035. Jackie Tryggeseth Sauk City, WI
2,036. Peter Bennett

Doncaster East,
Australia

2,037. christie wishart

Cobar, Australia

2,038. kristjan nielsen

Ronne, Denmark

2,039. Rachel Weedon

Mansfield, United
Kingdom

2,040. Beate Michl

Munich, Germany
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SHAME! LET THEM LIVE!!
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Signatures 2,011 - 2,040

Name

From

Comments

2,041. Gabriela Gallas

Porto Alegre, Brazil

2,042. Maria Raquel
Ferreira Bastos

Peruibe/sp, Brazil

2,043. Vera Frajtova

Slavicin, Czech
Republic

2,044. Eugenia Marcu

Ilfov, Romania

2,045. PAULA LLOYD

Tamworth, United
Kingdom

2,046. Jacqueline
Roberts

Longmont, CO

2,047. Joan Redd

Cincinnati, OH

2,048. Jo-Lynn Estrada

New York, NY

2,049. Magali
GIUDICELLI

Marseille, France

2,050. elaine shaw

Notts, United
Kingdom

2,051. Jamie Halkyard

Rotorua, New
Zealand

2,052. Maurício Pereira

Coimbra, Portugal

2,053. Jane Rataj

Barberton, OH

2,054. Caroline
Fitzgerald

Tralee, Ireland

2,055. terezia ildiko
fogarasi

Oradea, Romania

2,056. Afifa Rahimi

Hyderabad, India

2,057. Alyssa Folden

Los Angeles, CA

cruel

2,058. Veronica Fairhurst Halifax, United
Kingdom
2,059. Stacey Troilo

Newark, NJ

2,060. angela wilson

Troutville, VA

2,061. K O'Donnell

Capelle Aan Den
Ijssel, Netherlands

2,062. alexandra geiger

Düsseldorf, Germany

2,063. Sandra Busch

Pforzheim, Germany

2,064. Kim Larsen

Rockledge, FL

2,065. Yael Straver

Levallois, France

2,066. diana kliche

lawndale, CA

2,067. Patty Fleener

Stayton, OR

2,068. Isabell Miranda

Monterey Park, CA

2,069. nancy brown

Puyallup, WA
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Name
2,070. Maiken Liefeith

From

Comments

Frankenthal,
Germany

2,071. Beatriz Fernandes Sao Paulo, Brazil
2,072. Sven
Spieckermann

Dahme, Germany

2,073. christine kettunen

Mäntsälä, Finland

2,074. kat beatty

Chino, CA

2,075. BETH MANTHEY

Athol, ID

2,076. Patty Kuhner

Sebastian, FL

2,077. JEANNE
JOHNSON

New Bloomfield, PA

2,078. nickola copey

London, United
Kingdom

2,079. Monique
Gansevoort

De Weere,
Netherlands

2,080. ulrike ponz

Graz, Austria

2,081. Ilia Tzvetkov

Sofia, Bulgaria

2,082. Alta Gilliland

Bastrop, TX

2,083. Ariane Kowalski

Nagold, Germany

2,084. annica fjällman

Kristinehamn,
Sweden

2,085. tim hallett

W, United Kingdom

2,086. viviane broos

Kapellen, Belgium

2,087. Lori Cowan

Salt Spring Island,
Canada

2,088. Stefanie Tolski

Darmstadt, Germany

2,089. Roula Russell

Windsor, United
Kingdom

2,090. Susana Lopes

Sao Paulo, Brazil

2,091. Anna Woodward

Tamworth, United
Kingdom

2,092. Sandra Massey

Point Vernon,
Australia

2,093. cristiano pinnow

Viamão, Brazil

2,094. Lizl Brits

Kimberley, South
Africa

God created these creatures...it is not our job to eradicate
them...just because. Who are we to decide this...I don't see
GOD after your name.

SHAME ON YOU! FILTH THAT YOU ARE!

Yes, I would visit to stage a protest to protect these
animals.

2,095. Sheila McGorman Orleans, MA
2,096. eva blazey

Mt Barker, Australia
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From
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2,097. Barbara Fulmer

Brant, NY

2,098. shelley McGrath

talbot, Austria

2,099. Elizabeth
Newman

Melbourne, Australia

2,100. Heather Warner

Ridgewood, Australia

2,101. Michelle Sibinovic

Temple City, CA

2,102. Val Munchow

Johannesburg, South
Africa

2,103. Matthew Jenkins

swaesea, United
Kingdom

2,104. Alexandra Kazan

Augusta, GA

Please save the dingo! My Australian Cattle Dog is part
dingo and he's the smartest and best friend a person could
have in this world. And he looks totally dingo except for his
blaze. Please save his relatives in Australia!

2,105. sam barber

perth, Australia

the dingo has been here since before you and me, or any
white man. we stole the aboriginals land, now lets not
destroy our beautiful wolf.

2,106. Kathy Castellaro

Cooroy, Australia

2,107. Denise Deveney

Oak Flats, Australia

2,108. Tracey Wilson

Toowoomba,
Australia

2,109. donna plant

gympie, Australia

2,110. Phil Andrew

Belconnen, Australia

2,111. eva turesson

Nybro, Sweden

Please do not let this wonderful species die out

As a local I have watched the decline of these amazing
creatures to the point where I no longer hear their song
every evening.

2,112. Ellen Reaser-Choi Los Angeles, CA

Please find a way to live with the Fraser Island Dingo in
harmony. All animals serve a purpose. If it goes, some
other problematic animal will animal will come forth
because the dingo wasn't there to take care of it.

2,113. Jessica Strutt

Coorparoo, Australia

2,114. lena willett

hervey bay, Australia

2,115. Ali Lye

Coolum, Australia

2,116. Courtney Murray

Fayetteville, NC

2,117. Natalie Ottosen

calgary, Canada

2,118. Stuart Williams

Hoppers Crossing
Victoria, Australia

2,119. Michelle I'Anson

Torbanlea, Australia

2,120. Timothy Bardsley

Bendigo, Australia

2,121. Naomi Bonnell

Fordsdale, Australia
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Stop this cruel and inhumane treatment of our last
pure-bred dingoes - a natural treasure - immeadiately.

-

Signatures 2,097 - 2,121

Name

From

Comments

2,122. Alison O'Sullivan

Logan, Australia

2,124. Pia demarchi

Adelaide, Australia

2,125. Annie Cowling

Danbury, CT

2,126. Pauline White

Mittagong, Australia

2,127. lynn winchester

Boston, MA

2,128. Kristine Edwards

Melbourne, Australia

2,129. andrew vallender

Leicester, United
Kingdom

2,130. fiona curran

Co Galway, Ireland

2,131. Cristina Cristache

Bucharest, Romania

2,132. Joanna
Ciasnocha

Grudziadz, Poland

2,133. Jeanine Gillot

Daarlerveen,
Netherlands

2,134. PREDEANU
GHEORGHITA

Slatina, Romania

2,135. REBELLE et
DALILE

Paris, France

2,136. bacq romain

flemalle, Belgium

2,137. chris liberty

Kain, Belgium

2,138. dave connor

surrey, United
Kingdom

2,139. Klaudia Miazga

Glucholazy, Poland

2,140. Maria E Lozano
Marin

Valencia, Spain

2,141. kilcher christiane

France, France

2,142. Ana Tavares

Lisboa, Portugal

2,143. BEVERLEY
HOLDEN

North Wales, United
Kingdom

2,144. dolores paddock

Cheshire, CT

2,145. sandra sheehy

Dublin, Ireland
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I've visited Fraser Island several times in the past and one
of the reasons is it's beauty in ecology and the fauna,
especially the dingoes. To tag and collar as is being done
at present is a disgrace. The state of these animals is quite
alarming. Could they be cared for by dropping food
(obviously away from tourists) also educate the tourists as
they would be in the African National Parks eg. remember
they are native wild animals!
To lose this only species of pure dingo would be an
absolute disgrace and very short sighted for the tourist
dollar. Sincerely Pauline White and Richard Bramham

Signatures 2,122 - 2,145

Name

From

Comments

2,146. Genoveva
Martinez

Tucson, AZ

2,147. Raluca Keskin

Bucharest, Romania

2,148. Pamela Terry

Oxford, FL

2,149. SONIA RIDDALL

Sydney, Australia

2,150. sara mcgregor

Perth, United
Kingdom

2,151. Asadova Daria

Chisinau, Moldova,
Republic Of

2,152. Morgan LeFay

Gentbrugge, Belgium

2,153. Aline LE LEUXHE Malakoff, France
2,154. Simge Gurses

Ä°Stanbul, Turkey

2,155. Mary Trapolino

Cooloola Cove,
Australia

2,156. ian garland

Blackwater, Australia

2,157. Kelli Long

Hervey Bay, Australia

2,158. Chris McAtomney

Robina, Australia

2,159. Desleigh Marks

Burleigh Heads,
Australia

2,160. Wendy Bryan

Mt Eliza, Australia

2,161. Emma Carrett

Hervey Bay, Australia

2,162. alexis wilson

mount low, Australia

2,163. Tara Vidal

Mareeba, Australia

2,164. Liz Potter

Burpengary, Australia

2,165. trish campbell

wollongbar, Australia

2,166. Sue Watson

Sylvania, Australia

2,167. Barbara Merey

Budapest, Hungary

2,168. raeleen redford

Sussex Inlet,
Australia

It has become so serious we will not have any Pure Fraser
Island Dingoes left for future generations....stop their
KILLING please

Just remember who was there first. It's the dingos HOME
and its about time the people in 'control' looked out for
them!!

2,169. Claire Powlesland Clontarf, Australia
2,170. Tess Schreck

Hervey Bay, Australia

2,171. Renae Kucina

Alfredton, Australia

2,172. jakob snaketree

Brisbane, Australia

2,173. Angelique Soper

albion park, Australia

2,174. Tina Birk

Ljubljana, Slovenia

2,175. Angela Parry

Miami, Australia
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Please, please save Fraser Island's iconic dingo.

Signatures 2,146 - 2,175

Name

From

Comments

2,176. Cassandra
Wotherspoon

Goonellabah,
Australia

2,177. Jeff Howard

Jindabyne, Australia

2,178. miotke jessica

orléans, France

2,179. Evon Yule

WEABONGA,
Australia

2,180. stuart leake

coolum, Australia

2,181. Leesa Neilen

bli bli, Australia

2,182. Framcisca
Vanderwoude

Woolloongabba,
Australia

We need to leave the dingoes alone.They are not the
problem- humans are. I will absolutely not be patronising
any tourist facility that jeopardises the posterity of Fraser
Island dingoes

2,183. Hayley
Dombrowsky

Perth, Australia

Please please please help these precious creatures.
Everything deserves a place on Earth. What a horrible way
to die for our beautiful Australian animals when it can be
avoided.

2,184. Sam Edmonds

Springfield, Australia

2,185. Jodie Paton

mumbil, Australia

2,186. Joanna Gorka

Cooloola Cove,
Australia

2,187. Scott Morris

Lakemba, Australia

Save our dingo's before they're all gone! Don;t let another
Tassy Tiger happen.

2,188. Danielle Patterson Tailem bend,
Australia
2,189. Rene Skewes

moore creek,
Australia

2,190. petra cruijs

Tocco Da Casauria,
Italy

2,191. Stephen
Edmondson

Town, Australia

It is about time that more drastic measures were taken to
ensure the survival of this species! You are allowing them
to follow the Tasmanian Tiger. Pay attention and do
something!

2,192. Sue Hutcheson

Nagambie, Australia

Stop the killing of inocent animals. It's their native habitat
not humans!!!

2,193. M Stanton

Billys Ck. Nsw,
Australia

This is a shameful case of animal cruelty by our elected
representatives. Obviously a case of tourism development
interests over conservation priorities. If the dingos on
Fraser Island become extinct we can boycott resorts in an
international campaign to expose the Queensland
government's animal cruelty.

2,194. Leonie Knoblock

Eltham, Australia

Please do NOT destroy these dingos, after all they were
here FIRST!!! How will future generations right this
wrong?? Just like the Tassie Tiger. Shame
Queensland..shame!!!
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Signatures 2,176 - 2,194

Name

From

Comments

2,195. Felicity
Bennett-Bremner

Mt Victoria, Australia

The dingo is our only top order predatory mammal. Fraser
Island dingos are the only pure dogs left on the continent.
Their loss would be obscene.

2,196. Cheryl Macaulay

Northcliffe, Australia

2,198. Angelina Oxley

Hervey Bay, Australia

Stop the cruelty, stop the starvation. If I treated my dog like
that I would receive a substantial fine/sentence.

2,199. Lucy Griffiths

Maryborough,
Australia

save them they need food & the government took their
food source away no wonder the poor things are starving,
leave them alone

2,200. robyn english

melbourne, Australia

2,201. joan smith

bradford, United
Kingdom

2,202. Paula Morris

Sydney, Australia

2,203. Brooke Page

Faulconbridge,
Australia

2,204. Dorthe Guldfeldt

Copenhagen V,
Denmark

2,205. Deborah Burgess

North Fitzroy,
Australia

2,206. Keren Lavelle

Marrickville, Australia

2,207. Jacqui Trewin

Noosaville, Australia

2,208. Himani Shetty

mumbai, India

2,209. Diana Bishop

Bellingen, Australia

2,210. donna archer

Kingsport, TN

2,211. Jonathan
Lister-Smith

Doonan, Australia

2,212. Julie Arnold

Herts., United
Kingdom

2,213. Jewel Phoenix

Brisbane, Australia

2,214. Melania Nichetti

Rodano (MI), Italy

2,215. Sarah
Graham-Evans

Ilkley, Australia

2,216. Steve Soper

albion park, Australia
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We have lost so many species in Australia we need to
preserve this pur breed of dingo

Please sign this petition, something has to be done, these
beautiful creatures are starving to death, in agony.
STOP THE STARVATION, STOP THE CRUELTY.
If my dog was in the same condition I would have the
RSPCA knocking at the door and would be in court before I
knew it.
The way these poor animals are treated DOES NOT make
me proud to call myself an Aussie!!
You can't boast about having the purest strain of Dingoes
and then shoot them for trying to survive.
They are wild animals - survival is instinctive - FEED
THEM!!!!

-

Signatures 2,195 - 2,216

Name

From

Comments

2,217. suzanne
Reynolds

hervey bay, Australia

2,218. mercedes
corraliza

Knoxville, TN

2,219. Pauline Rasch

Brisbane, Australia

2,220. lee morgan

emmaville, Australia

2,221. Alexander Marks

Nowra, Australia

2,222. Kay Ross

Craignish, Australia

2,223. Nino Martinetti

Elanora, Australia

2,224. racheal crouch

perth, Australia

2,225. Jordan Crook

Boronia, Australia

2,226. Isabella Marks

Victoria, Australia

2,227. julie moffat

fife, United Kingdom

2,228. Selena Daniels

leonora, Australia

2,229. Julia Essers

Wassenberg,
Germany

2,230. Bo Wrona

Leura, Australia

2,231. Kirsty Thomson

Irvine, United
Kingdom

2,232. Jennifer Reimers

Allenstown, Australia

2,233. Ana Lis R.
Kuhlmann

Barcelona, Spain

2,234. Marc Molthoff

LELYSTAD,
Netherlands

2,235. Emma Morgan

Gracemere, Australia

2,236. Greg Nikoletos

crows nest, Australia

Guess 4x4's ripping up the beach and people destroying
the island is more important eh?

2,237. Ashleigh Jones

Castle Hill, Australia

It is shameful that the Queensland Government would set
out to exterminate a native species, which is not only iconic
to Fraser Island, but very much a part of Australian, and
world history (being one of the oldest breeds in the world).
They need to be looked after, and not destroyed in such an
unhumane manner. Its discusting!

2,238. Courtenay
Beasley

Gold Coast, Australia

Stop this ridiculousness, save our Dingos!

2,239. Daniella Lambert

Greenacre, Australia

such a beautiful animal. we should do everything possible
to ensure it survives.

2,240. K S

Luton, United
Kingdom
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Stop the brainless annihilation of a unique species of
animal.

This is sickening. These poor animals need to be cared for
and protected!

-

Signatures 2,217 - 2,240

Name

From

Comments

2,241. Tegan Northwood

Sydney, Australia

Please make the Queensland government properly restore
this environment so dingos have adequate habitat and
food on the island and are PROTECTED.

2,242. Kelsey Evans

Brisbane, Australia

2,243. Michelle Ryan

Mineola, NY

2,244. Jayde Phillipson

Southport, Australia

2,245. tony elliott

biggenden, Australia

2,246. Janelle Stromiloff

Redland, Australia

2,247. Jen Gillibrand

Bognor Regis, United
Kingdom

2,248. Caroline Hurlock

Ellesmere Port,
United Kingdom

2,249. Christopher
Heggie

East London, South
Africa

2,250. DONNA REEVES

christchurch, United
Kingdom

2,251. Amy Lawless

Dunedin, New
Zealand

2,252. christine porter

bridgwater, United
Kingdom

They all deserve a chance to live

2,253. Pam Longenecker Annapolis, MD
2,254. brenda heaton

skipon, United
Kingdom

save the dingos

2,255. Julie Hulme

Tweed Heads,
Australia

Surely as Guardians of our Planet we wish to preserve
every species, and provide that they live with dignity and
worth.
This situation is disgraceful....having eliminated the dingo's
natural sources of food, we leave them to starve?
You want tourism dollars?.... Dingos are a huge part of the
Australian psyche, as well as the Aboriginal Dreaming.
One of the reasons people visit Fraser Island is to actually
see dingos in the wild. Give them their worth. At the very
least set up a feeding programme or provide a food source
that these animals can access.

2,256. Vanessa Talbot

Orange, Australia

Having visited Fraser Island, the thing that gave me the
most joy was seeing one of the dingos on the beach. I still
remember those moments clearly today, with the sky of
purples and pinks from a setting sun behind the emblazed
gold of the dingo's coat as he trotted along the beach.
Beautiful. A memory to be treasured and that everyone
else should have the right to see and experience.

2,257. julie van melzen

sorell, Australia

2,258. Margaret Woulfe

DORRIGO, Australia
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Signatures 2,241 - 2,258

Name

From

Comments

2,259. fiona munro

Darlington, United
Kingdom

2,260. Anna McGrath

Sydney, Australia

there is no point in going to Fraser without the dingoes.
The whole world knows about them. Fraser is their island,
if anyone has to go it is us humans! We have the rest of
the continent!

2,261. Benjamin
Gullanger

Isdalstø, Norway

I was there earlier this year. Did not know that the Dingo
was a threatend species. There has to be more openness
and more information. Save the dingos!

2,262. Marta Zamora

Barcelona, Spain

2,263. Laurel Stone

Olympia, WA

I am not Australian, but I cannot stress enough the
importance of protecting one of your countries most
precious resources from facing dire extinction. Please save
the Fraser Island Dingo! Many thanks!

2,264. Randolph Merrill

Farmington, MO

I think the management of the Fraser Island dingos is
atrocious. This is a unique species that needs to be
preserved. Considerations of any other entities should be
secondary!

2,265. Katrina Wood

Nimbin, Australia

This has to be stopped , Australia for some reason seems
to think its OK to exterminate our native animals,well its
NOT ok and the fat cats making the decisions need to
spends some time watching these animals and learn to
appreciate them

2,266. Rose Shortland

caio, United Kingdom

2,267. Clara Kisinyo

Ilanz, Switzerland

2,268. Bill Owens

Bushfield, Australia

2,269. Sabine Heisswolf

Hervey Bay, Australia

2,270. Andy Maidlow

Brighton, United
Kingdom

2,271. Kiersten Jones

Burleigh Heads,
Australia

2,272. Mary DeMarchi

Cowandilla, Australia

2,273. Nicole Jacobsen

Buninyong, Australia

2,274. natasha myers

Wesley Chapel, FL

2,275. natalie ashkenazi

jindabyne, Australia
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Each time I visit I despair As a lecturer (retired) in
conservation & natural resource management I cant see
how a government can get it so wrong Were my years in
vain

-

In times when we have the ability to change the world for
the better it sometimes feels like we continue to make the
same mistakes. If we chose to respect the Earth and the
creatures that dwell on it we would be abundant in ways
some of us could not even imagine. Be the change that the
world needs and begin by treating these dingoes with the
respect that they deserve.

Signatures 2,259 - 2,275

Name

From

Comments

2,276. melinda brady

port macquarie,
Australia

2,277. Belinda Annesley

urangan, Australia

2,278. Adele Carrall

Bulahdelah, Australia

2,279. M Collins

Melton, Australia

2,280. Amy Gillan

umina, Australia

2,281. Alan Hicks

Hervey Bay, Australia

Stop the bloody slaughter of these animals, Government
backed extermination, good on ya Gillard Government
another bad decision - once again - and the Australian
people need to stop 'Turning a Blind Eye' to this outrage!!!

2,282. Juanita
Kammholz

Gatton Qld, Australia

The management program for the Fraser Island Dingo is
atrocious. When I was young and growing up on Fraser
Island the Dingoes weren't a problem. Now they are, so,
my question is this. If they weren't a problem BEFORE this
management program and are a problem AFTER then it's
completely logical and common sense that the
management program is not only not working but needs to
be desperately reviewed and changed. For goodness sake
someone have the courage to do something before the
only pure strain of dingo is gone forever. Then yet another
species will be extinct and all because of humans.
Disgusting.

2,283. becky wallendal

carrollton, TX

The humans brought them there ... so take care of them!

2,284. Melanie Raggam

Hervey Bay, Australia

I live locally, next to Faser Island..The Dingo's need
saving, tourists need educating,

2,285. Theresa Taylor

Dudley, Australia

These are beautiful creatures . It is disgraceful that they
are not highly protected. I spent a week on Fraser island in
2003 & seeing the dingoes was the highlight but it was sad
to see them so thin. Please protect them before it is too
late .

2,286. karen gaisford

heathcote, Australia

2,287. L. Ray

Gold Coast, Australia

2,288. Daniela Passini

Frankfurt Am Main,
Germany

2,289. Charles Rial

Buenos Aires,
Argentina

2,290. Naomi Henry

Bungendore,
Australia

Allow the dingo to thrive and not be starved out!

2,291. Raelene auberson Koongal, Australia
2,292. Allanah Quinn

chipping norton,
Australia

2,293. Abi
Graham-Evans

Brisbane, Australia

2,294. Sean Hollis

Melton, Australia
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Signatures 2,276 - 2,294

Name

From

Comments

2,295. Amanda Norris

Kilkenny, Australia

2,296. Michelle Tribolet

Tuross Head,
Australia

2,297. Ishra raven

margaret river,
Australia

2,298. Chantel
Qualischefski

Laidley, Australia

2,299. Eleanor Sharman

Mullumbimby,
Australia

2,300. Rod Scott

brisbane, Australia

2,301. Jamie Scope

Hervey Bay, Australia

2,302. Rebecca Smith

Dinmore, Australia

2,303. Julie Vale

Carey Bay, Australia

2,304. J Dalgleish

Surrey, Canada

2,305. Wendy Bardsley

san francisco, CA

2,306. Anthea Mur

Sth Plympton,
Australia

2,307. David Campbell

bellmere, Australia

2,308. Cindy Griswold

Johnson City, TX

2,309. Graham Wilkes

Hervey Bay, Australia

2,310. Vera Ford

Albany, Australia

2,311. Simone POWELL

Adelaide, Australia

2,312. Nancy Hamilton

Dundowran, Australia

2,313. Mark Juppenlatz

Torquay, Australia

2,314. Connie Kerr

Chillingham, Australia

2,315. lenore bullen

Traralgon, Australia

2,316. Troy Winter

Hervey Bay, Australia

leave the NATIVE WILDLIFE ALONE,that means the
Dingos need to be protected...people need to respect
native animals & entre their environment at own
risk,including children......put them on a lesh...
humans are not the be all & end all on this planet,
I as an austrialian citizan, will not stand by witnessing the
extermination & extintion of the dingos on fraer island,due
to government mismangement...

Dingoes on Fraser Island are the purist strains.......so isn't
it enough reason save them ?

This is just shameful that these animals are living like this.
They are part of Australia's inheritance and should be
preserved.

i have lived in hervey bay all my life (27years). i have been
over to fraser island many times, and have noticed the
decreasing numbers of dingos as they are starving to
death as the government has already removed their man
sources of food..EG.Goats and the the brumbies. What
else is left for them to eat???? A few lizards??? Why else
would they be coming closer to us humans??? We have
(continues on next page)
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Signatures 2,295 - 2,316

Name

From

Comments

2,316. Troy Winter

Hervey Bay, Australia

(continued from previous page)

2,317. Sharon Murphy

Cooran, Australia

I'm a local in the area and I won't even visit. It makes me
sick the price they have had to pay for being a tourist
attraction. They are wild & as such should respected as
such.

2,318. Kath Rayner

Bundaberg, Australia

I live in this area and am deeply ashamed at the treatment
of our unique dingoes.

2,319. Kelvyn Gill

Melbourne, Australia

The dingo must be protected as it is another iconic
Australian species.

2,320. Leisha Winter

Hervey Bay, Australia

2,321. Katie Byrne

Toowoomba,
Australia

2,322. Rose Marshall

Marshall, Australia

2,323. Anabel Gomez

Gaborone, Botswana

2,324. Manda Brown

Griffith, Australia

2,325. Samuel
Morningstar

Milwaukee, WI

2,326. TAMMY
CAMPBELL

bellmere, Australia

2,327. joanne weissman

Lanaken, Belgium

2,328. Skye Roberts

Memerambi, Australia One of the youngest countries and we have the highest
extinction record and an appalling endangered &
threatened species record. The dingo does NOT have to
be on either of these lists.

2,329. Miranda Lemon

Gorokan, Australia

2,330. Karan Peel

Carrum Downs,
Australia

2,331. Ute Farago

Leopold, Australia

2,332. Layne Matthews

frankston south,
Australia
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food and they need food!!! Instead of killing them or
removing them, start putting food supplies back on the
island for them..EG. brumbies and goats, and monitor how
quickly the reproduce to the number that the dingos feed
on..It can be resolved without another species of animal
being extinct because of the human population. After all
the animals where here first..Take note of what the locals
are saying, not the fools in suits in parliament or outa state.

I am an Australian citizen living in a country were the
government is fighting to preserve its wildlife (predators
indluded) can Australia do the same

No, I would not support visiting Fraser Island at the
expense of the survival and welfare of the Dingo.

I hope the Queensland Government is soon extinct. Long
live our Dingo. Fraser Island is their habitat. Keep it intact
for them and other Native Australian species residing
there. Keep people out if need be.
STOP!! Please..Top priority is to SAVE them from
starving..then to work on their future welfare..this is so
sad..they need a voice..and this is it.
-

Signatures 2,316 - 2,332

Name

From

Comments

2,333. jade willIams

maroochydore,
Australia

save an australian icon

2,334. Anais Hatch

Yelgun, Australia

2,335. Corinna Peplies

Wülfrath, Germany

2,336. Allison Tibbitts

Victoria, Australia

2,337. tanya cecchin

kingaroy, Australia

2,339. ian wilson

kin kin, Australia

2,340. Linda Donaghy

Brisbane, Australia

2,341. Melanie Cochrane Brisbane, Australia
2,342. Jenna Oxley

Holland Park,
Australia

2,343. Susan Turale

St Helens, Australia

2,344. mandy
mclauchlan

fingal head, Australia

2,345. jo herrenberg

hervey bay, Australia

2,346. Lisa Taylor

Gympie, Australia

I remember when the dingoes, brumbies and tourists all
lived in harmony on the island.. a healthy abundant
system. It would seem apparent to me that human
intervention has created a dire situation for the dingoes
whom battle for food source deprived from in my opinion
culling of Brumbies and fueled by available substitution of
a food source coming from human food supplies carried
over there. I come from experiencing Fraser in the early
80s when there were much less people on the island and
over the years it is obvious to me that a lack of care has
been taken to manage/ minimise the amount of people on
the island at one time. This has created an imbalance
between human occupation and the natural and very
delicate system which continues to reside on the island of
which we are privileged to have at our door step. Perhaps
it takes a certain understanding on both parts to coexist
and a recognition of something special well worth
preserving for future generations. Not for profit, to come to
a meeting of minds on this matter. Environmental impact
constituted from humans should be further assessed. The
natural system to be recognised as a self regulating rather
than one that is devised from legal management only. The
facts speak for themselves and each has a valid point but
does extreme reaction from fear ever result in a long term
positive sustainable outcome? Ridiculous defensive
behavior and ignorance resides here understandably
considering the tragic events that have occurred as a result
of an imbalance created from overuse and human
occupation.. something has to give.. and suffering is no
answer.. minimise the human impact and allow the system
(continues on next page)
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Signatures 2,333 - 2,346

Name

From

Comments

2,346. Lisa Taylor

Gympie, Australia

(continued from previous page)

2,347. andrew
papasavvas

Baulkham Hills,
Australia

will not go to fraser. if the dingo goes i dont go!

2,348. chris newman

eht, NJ

to correct itself.. save these dingoes they are iconic and for
no fault of their own are the being exterminated..

2,349. DEB BERGMANN SCARNESS,
Australia
2,350. Sophie E

unknown, Australia

2,351. Patrick Smith

Brisbane, Australia

2,352. Jolanta
Galusiewicz

Rumia, Poland

2,353. Rocio Wilson

Willowbrook, IL

2,354. Brendan
McDonnell

NSW, Australia

2,355. David Forrester

Brisbane, Australia

NO!! save these dingoes they are iconic and for no fault of
their own are the being exterminated.. we need to care for
these animals even if it means feeding them in some way,
and maybe we should stop breeding so many people if
there is not enough room for everyone, Animals are listed
as Human beings as well as Homosapians?

2,356. Sue Spence

LAWNTON, Australia

If you need to reduce the dingos on Fraser Island - can't
you just relocate some of them to the mainland - a zoo or a
dingo farm? something humane

2,357. barbara perzyna

Kent, United Kingdom bit by bit we are killing everything in our paths. no other
creature is doing this but man. we are destroying
everything that has as much right to be here as us. this has
to be stopped

2,358. Kirsten Popovic

Coffs Harbour,
Australia

Let's put mother nature before ourselves for once! Dingos
are sacred to Australia. Save them, protect them, it is our
duty.

2,359. Eve PEACOCK

Wolvi, Australia

Dog has always been man's best friend. Let's keep it that
way! Dingoes have been Aboriginal people's best friend for
thousands of years and should not be treated with any less
favour than all the domestic pets that have come into the
country with non-Aboriginal people.

2,360. Michelle Vudrag

Burpengary, Australia

2,361. Dawn Mickelo

Caboolture, Australia

2,362. Beshra Smith

Hervey Bay, Australia

2,363. Tamara Griese

Kallangur, Australia

2,364. Kathleen McCabe

Marsden, Australia

2,365. Jasmine Birks

Gympie, Australia
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Fraser Island is home to Dingoes. Why would you dare
take them away from that??? Would you like to be taken
away from your home, your community, your life???
-

Signatures 2,346 - 2,365

Name

From

Comments

2,366. dave cronin

rainbow beach,
Australia

this is a bloody joke , killing off a protected native species ,
the goverment really need to open their eyes and do
somthing to maintain and protect the dingoes on fraser
island

2,367. Lori Cooper

Mason City, IA

2,368. Simon asser

inala, Australia

2,369. charmaine horne

melton, Australia

2,370. Rheannan Curteis Woolloongabba,
Australia
2,371. Julieanne Bartz

Toowoomba,
Australia

2,372. annie bennett

eumundi, Australia

2,373. Elise Martinson

Kew, Australia

2,374. Chez Graymore

Beachmere, Australia

2,375. Rose Herriot

Adelaide, Australia

2,376. Jeanette Bujold

Miami Lakes, FL

2,377. Dominique
Boccalatte

Gosford, Australia

2,378. Wioletta Spisz

Kalisz, Poland

2,379. Trent Lane

Boronia, Australia

2,380. Megan Yarrow

Gold Coast, Australia

2,381. Emma Tait

Miami, Australia

2,382. Alex Ferries

Vancouver, Canada

2,383. Judith Yellich

Calabasas, CA
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I have been to Fraser Island and was unaware of this
horrendous act of unsustainable cruelty at the time. QLD is
clearly trying to protect its tourism income, but where will
the tourism be when the dingoes are gone? Just idiotic.
Ban the fools who bring small children and leave them
unattended to wander around if a dingo didn't eat them
they probably would have drown anyway. Careless
parenting isn't the fault of the starving dingoes.

Please protect this wonderful dogs.

Save the Dingo! Its time to Act!
K'gari (Fraser Island) is a World Heritage Listed site of
environmental and cultural significance. The Fraser Island
Dingos are biologically unique and their extinction due to
mismanagement, greed and ignorance would be nothing
short a crime. Sustainably-practiced Tourism generates
long-term economic benefits to Australia through protecting
and managing the environment. Obviously, the existing
culture and practices within Dept. Environment and
Resource Mgmt. needs to progress to one that reflects the
value of Fraser Island's natural and cultural resources and
the conscious attitude of Australian's and tourists alike.
Please read Jennifer Parkhurst's story and learn about the
amazing Fraser Island Dingo, it is a fascinating story of
love and survival. Thank you.

-

Signatures 2,366 - 2,383

Name

From

Comments

2,384. Judi Meloni

Tewantin, Australia

2,385. Ronick Sequeira

Brisbane, Australia

2,386. Danuta Watola

Kalety, Poland

2,387. Erin Wallace

Gilston, Australia

2,388. jorgia hamilton

Hobart, Australia

2,389. helen williamson

auckland, New
Zealand

2,390. c hawk

San Diego, CA

2,391. Abram Dinsdale

Wishart, Australia

2,392. donna plant

Gympie, Australia

2,393. Cynthia Clements

Triabunna, Australia

2,394. Kylie Anderson

Tewantin, Australia

2,395. Ursula Beaton

Wilson, Australia

2,396. J Smail

Hervey Bay, Australia

2,397. Pauline Starkey

Wilson Perth,
Australia

2,398. Jenny Edman

Leeming, Australia

2,399. graeme nicholls

perth, Australia

2,400. Yvonne Garnsey

Edgewater WA,
Australia

2,401. Leanne Andersen

Perth Wa, Australia

2,402. Alison Ruhen

BAYSWATER,
Australia

2,403. Yvonne
Cunningham

Morley, Australia

2,404. Melanie
Cunningham

Beechboro, Australia

2,405. Sonia Lal

Perth, Australia
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Dingo are one of the most oldest breeds of wild dogs and if
you could do anything to create a small santuary for the
animals it would be awsome
The mismanagement of such an iconic species is appalling
- especially in this day and age. Why are these people
using archaic tracking methods that are unsuitable to
dingos? The only reason I would visit Fraser would be to
see these animals. Exterminating them via
mismanagement - not on people.

Fraser Island is an incredibly special place - due in part to
the occupancy of these beautiful animals... We must save
The Dingo before extinction when it is all too late and then
we wonder how things went wrong...
People need to be aware that THEY are the visitors to the
dingoes home, not the other way around.

Fraser Is would lose over half its appeal without the free
roaming dingoes. It is up to visitors to take care of
themselves and respect the dingo territory.

-

Signatures 2,384 - 2,405

Name

From

Comments

2,406. les poole

west australia,
Australia

2,407. sheila cousins

perth, Australia

i would not visit anywhere that I knew the govt. of the day
would enable the extinction of an iconic species

2,408. Margaret
McMahon

Mundaring, Australia

This is our iconic dingo and is the only Australian animal
that is not protected. It is TIME for this issue to be
addressed and protection offered to these wonderful
animals.

2,409. jackie spindler

stoneville, Australia

2,410. Linda Shone

Morley, Australia

2,411. Barbara Booth

South Perth, Australia How many other beautiful Australian icons are you going to
'exterminate' ? If you intrude on an animal's habitat,
particularly one that has every right to be there and has
been for longer than you've been alive, you are destroying
the future for your children and grandchildren/ Would you
like somebody to come into your property and destroy it?
How can you hold the position you do with no integrity?

2,412. Ted
PENNINGTON

MANDURAH,
Australia

2,413. diana williams

perth wa, Australia

2,414. nic papalia

Morley, Australia

2,415. joan yielding

Breckenridge Hills,
MO

2,416. Alison Arnold

Essex, United
Kingdom

2,417. Jillian B-Coombs

Riverton, Australia

2,418. ali hamilton

Little Falls, NJ

2,419. Monika V

Paris, France

Dingoes should be protected not exterminated. State
authorities should manage the Public in these areas and
educate them in how to live/visit areas where wild animals
live. I have worked with Dingoes
for six years and neither I or my colleagues were ever
attacked by the Dingoes. EDUCATE THE PUBLIC &
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES AT
FRASER ISLAND.

2,420. Rosalind Jennings Perth, Australia
2,421. John Garrett

Roleystone, Australia

2,422. Michele Wilkinson Ashton Under Lyne,
United Kingdom
2,423. May Howie

Renfrewshire,scotland,
United Kingdom

2,424. Ronny Morrison

Perth, Australia

2,425. Rosa Ramal

Lima, Peru

2,426. Neville Loudon

Wilson, Australia
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Signatures 2,406 - 2,426

Name

From

Comments

2,427. Andrea Nemec

Osijek, Croatia

2,428. Marilynn Miller

La Mesa, CA
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Signatures 2,427 - 2,428

